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INTRODUCTION 
As more and more ground stations are constructed around/the world to 
operate with communication satellites, the problems of scheduling the experi­
ments become more complex. Many factors, e.g., is the attitude of the satel­
lite correct, must be considered simultaneously in order for decisions to be made. 
Although many pieces of data were on hand during tests with Telstar I and Relay 
I, the information was presented-9indomly in three or more books, and much 
human effort was needed to extract and analyze the pertinent data. The obvious 
solution was to compute only the necessary data and to present them as con­
cisely as possible. This report will describe such a program which has been 
developed by members of the Theory and Analysis Office. 
PROGRAM CRITERIA 
The following criteria were used to design the program: 
(a) Data should be printed only for passes during which the spacecraft was 
visible to a "control" station. Because'the Relay spacecraft can be operated by 
only two or three stations, it must be visible to one of those stations when experi­
ments are made. 
(b) Data should be presented in two books, one graphs of mutual visibility 
and the other the actual numerical data. 
MUTUAL VISIBILITY 
Bar graphs appeared to be the most legible form for presentation of time 
intervals of mutual visibility. In addition, indications of elevation angles from 
00 to 50, from 51 to 10, and from 100 to 900; of ranges higher or lower than a 





This volume consists of all the numerical data used to produce the mutual 
visibility graphs. These data are spacecraft longitude, latitude, height and sun­
light indicator; and for each station the spacecraft look angle (the angle between 
the spin axis and the slant range), azimuth, elevation, and slant range. The last 




The program can be described simply as an orbit generator with associated 
subroutines necessary to pei'form needed calculations. Experience at Goddard 
has indicated that the theory developed by Brouwer (1959) is adaptable for the 
purposes of this program. The American Institute of Physics has granted per­
mission to the authors to reproduce certain pages of Brouwer (1959) herein. 
Appendix I consists of pages 393 to 396. To aid the reader the pertinent equations 
have been rewritten and the equivalent Fortran II variable names for some of 
the terms have been superimposed on the equations. These equations are re­
produced in Appendix II. 
A brief explanation of how the orbit generator has been programmed vill 
help the reader. 
Secular terms. These equations were rewritten as: 
2 
+ S,2 t= + S1 t 
g=go + St 
h"= h
o + S3 t 
where S, S , S3 are constant for any given set of a', e0, i0,and earth constants 
and S1 2 is the anomalistic acceleration computed by the GSFC differential cor­
rection programs. If S1. 2 is unavailable, the added term can be dropped by 
inputting it as zero. 
2 
Long Period terms. These equations were rewritten as: 
' = V + 1 sin 2g" + L2 cos g" + cos 3g" 
g' = g" + L4 sin 2g" +L. cos g" +L 6 cos 3g" 
h' = h" + L7 sin 2g" + L, cos g" + cos 3g" 
S1e =L10 cos 2g" +L11 sin g" + L2 sin 3g" 
11=L, 81 e 
where Li, 1 < i < 13 are constant for any given set of a0, e'o, 0,and earth 
constants. 
EARTH'S GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL 
The force function used is that of Brouwer, page 393, where k2 , k 3 , k4 , ks
 
represent the zonal harmonics. However, Viffti's notation of J. should be adopted. 
Either set of harmonics can be used by means of the following equations: 
+ 1 J 2 R2k2 = 
3
 
k3 = - J3 R
= _ Jk4 
4 
k5 =-_Js.Re 
The program has been designed either to use constants stored in memory or to 




The computer program, written in Fortran 11 for the IBM 7094, was designed 
typically is a main program with subroutines called when needed. The orbit 
generator has been designed to compute in one subroutine all quantities which 
are functions of mean elements and earth constants. Another subroutine com­
putes only those quantities which are either explicit or implicit functions of 
time. Terms that occur at least twice in the equations are assigned a variable 
name and actually are computed only once. 
Main Program. The requirement that data be printed only for passes when 
the spacecraft is :visible at a control station implies, unfortunately, that data 
must be computed and stored before a decision can be made to discard the data. 
The authors recognize that "shortcuts" were available to avoid computing data 
which were to be thrown away. However, the requirement for an accurate eclipse 
history did not allow such methods to be used. 
Main Program One. This program fulfills the requirements described pre­
viously herein. Its characteristics are (a) an IBM 7094 with a 65K memory is 
required arid (b) the complete sunlight history is computed. Computer running 
time could be reduced if (a) and (b) can be eliminated. 
Main Program Two. This program is similar to Main Program One except 
that the control station requirements, the complete sunlight history, and the 
numerical data on bar graphs were deleted. A computer with at least a 20K 
memory (dependent on memory needed for library subroutines) is required. 
Subroutines. The subroutines for each of the main programs are identical. 
Operation instructions. Instructions for operating the two programs are 
given in Appendix III. 
Input deck instructions. Instructions for punching the input deck for each 
program are given in Appendix III. 
Flow Charts. The flow-chart for Main Program Two is contained in Appendix 
IV. 
Source Decks. Source decks for Main Program One, Main Program Two, 
and Subroutines are reproduced in Appendices V, VI, and VII respectively. 
Sample Problems. Inputs to and outputs of each program are given in 
Appendix VIII. The outputs have been abbreviated. 
4 
Results 
Main Program One has been used extensively and successfully for planning 
experiments with Relay I and II and Echo I and H. Main program Two, which is 
less sophisticated and is easy to change, has been used for a variety of special 
studies, e.g., travel time of light from station to spacecraft back to station; angles 
between slant ranges from a single station to two different spacecraft, etc. 
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Reproduction of Pages 393 to 396 of Brouwer (1959)
 
Formulas for Computation. For convenience of computation the perturbations 
in the Keplerian elements a, e, I are given instead of those in L, G, H. 




U = r+ -o (i - 3sin2f) "L-i-- iosin'fl + LSin }
 
+ -"- sin +sin' ) +1 i L-- L sil, #+ Lsin8 f 
in which k 2 is a small quantity, and k4 , A3 . 0 , As. 0 are assumed to be of order 
k22.
The secular motions have been computed to O(k2), the coefficients of 
periodic terms to O(k2 ). 
Basic constants: 
a" = semi-major axis constant 
e" = eccentricity constant 
I" = inclination constant 
2 - 3 / 2 
no = /,/ a"- = 17.04337 (a"/R) rev./day,
 




7= (-d"2)i 6=cos I" 
k2 k4 -43 A.o 
-4  - - ­
72 =7Y2n 74'=- = 7 6 7Y = 7Yf 
It is customary to use for the second harmonic the coefficient J; Jeffreys 
(1954) used for the fourth harmonic the coefficient D. The relations between J, 
D and y2, -y4 are 
72 (R D(4). 
Strictly speaking, e" + 81e, 0' =cos(I" + S I1), 7'= [I- e" + S1e )2] 1/2 
should be used in the computation of the periodic terms, but since the short­
period terms are obtained to O(k2 ), it is of no consequence if contributions of 
O(k 2) are omitted in expressions that have -2 as a factor. Similarly, V, g" 
might be used in computing f', r'; but since '', y' are available, their use does 
not complicate the calculation. 
The formulas are applicable for any eccentricity e < I and any inclination 
with the exception of inclinations near the critical inclination, for which 1 - 5 
cos 
2 I appears as a small divisor. 
The appearance of e" as a divisor in the short-period terms in e is apparent 
only. The expressions that are multiplied by e"-1 contain e" as a factor, either 
implicitly or explicitly. 
In the short-period terms in , and g a divisor e" occurs also, but for the 
calculation of the position only g + t + equation of the center is needed. In 
g +'thedivisor e" is not present. 
7 
Singularities in some of the elements also occur for very small inclinations; 
again, no singularity is present in the coordinates. In such cases it may be 
found convenient to modify the\ formulas and obtain expressions for the perturba­
tions in coordinates. 
Secular terms: 
-" = "mean" mean anomaly 
f 2 n2 I +von + 30 ) + v1-n- 15 + 16,j + 2512 + (30 - 96,7 - 9go,7)02 
+ (105 + 1447 + 25711)04]+ L5 'n[e I3 - 306' + 350 4] + 00" 
g"= mean argument of perigee 
= not Y'(- I + 50) + - -y,'[- 3,5 + 247 + 2572 + (go - 19277- 126, 2)02,~ 
]
+ (385 + 36o,7 + 45)2)01 + 51,Y'[2I - 9172 + (- 270 + 126712)0'+ (385 - 189n2)04] + go" 
h" = mean longitudeiof ascending node 
] 
- 3671 - 5,72)03= not {-33'0'O + "[Y2(- 5 + 121 + 9+72)O+ (- 35 
+ 5 -Y,'(5 - 317')0(3 - 70)+ 
8 
Long-period terms: { 52)- C g"S.e -Y''e~[I - I I8 - 40V (I - 572)-] 7 - 302 - 804(-
828 2I2 	 7I2' 
+ Psn+ 'sin P (4 + 3e"2)[ - 902 - 240'(1 - 502)-l] si41 




] [ i 0 ­
+ = " 8 ' [I - I I - 406 (1--- 50') - 15 '' - 3 - 80'(i - 5f)1] sin 2g" 
-
+ - 42 - 6472 e sin " (4 + 9e"l)[i - 9r-- 240(l - 502) ] cos g" 
+3-5384 7'2'5, ne"' sin I" [i - 502 - 1681(1 - 5fl)-] cos 3g" 
40(2 + 5e"')04(i - 502)-l+ 	e"') - i 4(2 + 3e")80 ­
5 7'4' 
=g" + - L72'[+ (2 
-
50 )- ] + -4 4 1
2 
+ e"' - 3(2 + 3e') 2'- 8(2 + 5e"2)O8(i - 502) l0400e"0( ­
- 8062-02(l - s2)-1] sill 2g" 	+ - - + 
3e",) +72' +40i 
T -"9e222)llX[(12 sin I" _eP28) (4 + e" sil 1" 643si4 1eO 60( 
[i2) - -,40~10-5')lE t)8I (26 +61, ;iensi 
15 2Y, 
2 582)-I + 4004(l - soiY'JjI Cs 32 '6",O ill 1" (4 + 36"22)[3 + 1682(1 
11I52 72' 2c22!) 	 - [I - 582­+ Is [5 2"2in1" (3 + siLI 1681(1 - 50)-I] 
2 	 -
+ 35 e,1O sin I" [5 + 322(0 - 56 ) + 80( - 52)-2 
] Cos 3g" 
576 ,2' 
2 - 2 ] h' = h" + - ',,1'e" 0[1I + 8002(I - 502)-l + 20004(l - 502) 
5 24' e"'O[3 + 1602(1 - 502)- + 400(i - 502)2"1 sin 2g"
12 Y21 
1 2y e"O 5 3"& e"O 
-1" +,sin 90' 240'(1 502)-"+ 4 j;4 T ; i (4 + 3e"')[ - - ­
* '5 2 c"O sil I" (4 + 3e"2)[3 + 16r(i - 502;-l + 400'(1 - 90")-21] cos g"32 72' 
+ 35 ' sc"0 [l - 502 - I601(i - 502) - ']1152 7,1iiI 
" 
-- 356 7- e"'0 si2 1" [5 + 3207(5 - 50") + 8o0'(1 - 502)-21 cos 3g" 
576 -' 
Short-period terns included: 
a = a", I + 7'[2 I + 302) (K' - ') + 3(l - 02 ""'I'll(2g' + 2f')1
 
.~ +~="± + ; j [( + 0') +3 0() -- )4 S (2g' + 2f)
 
- y.'(1 - 0')[3e" cos (2g' + f') + C" cos (2g' + 3f')]J 
I" + il, + 1322'0(I - 0")[3 Cos (2g' + 2f') + 3" C2-os(29' , P ± Cs (2g' + 31')] 
I = '- _7 2 2 1- + 30-) (a'- 72+ "+ ISil f 
30 " 02. ±7 
+ 3(Ir- 0-) [( a"-' - + sin (2g' + f') + ,.-2"+ +- . (2'--3f)]
 
g 9' + n272' 1 + 30-1)Q 2+ + 1)Sill f
 I' . r'2' 3) 




+ T'Y 1 0)(W - '+ e' +r'"sin P' 
+ - .502)3 Sill (2g' + 2f') + " sill (2g' + ') + C" 11(2g' + 3 P) 
h = h' - lY,'0-6(f' - I' .+ c" sI f') - 3 sil (2g' + 2f') 
-- 3' 1' (2 3' + f') - e" Sin (2g' + 3f')]. 
f, r' are to be computed froin 
e" sin E' = I' 
1V '' tn ' 'i i f' = (I - e"2), Sill "' 
or 
l 
a," I + e COSf o r' E­
' t 
- Cos f' = cos E--er2' 1 C 21 
r7 1 - e" cos E'
a" 
10 
For the calculation of the coordinates at any time the complete values 
of e and tf should be used for the solution of Kepler's equation, 
E - esinE = I 
and subsequently r and f, which may then be used in the formulas: 
x = rcos (g + f) cos h - sin (g+ f) sin h cos I] 
y = r[cos (g + f) sin h + sin (g + f) Cos IsCos I] 
z = rsin (g+ f) sin I 
A convenient alternative form is: 
x = A. (cos E - e) + B, sin E 
y = .1, (cosR- e) + B, sin E 
z = A. (cos E - e) + B, sin E 
= a [ecos g cos h - sin g sin h cos f] 
B, = - a(r .- e:)1 [sit gcos i 
+ cosg sin hcosI1 
A, = a [sin g cos h cos I + cosg sin hi] 
B, = a(i e-')I [cos g es h cos I -- sing bii In] 
A, =asingsinI 
B. = a(i - e)1 cosgsin I 
11 
Noted added in proof. The lack of uniformity in notation of the coefficients 
of the second and fourth harmonics of the earth's potential in papers dealing 
with the motion of artificial satellites calls for a comment on this subject. 
The table below contains a listing of some of the designations used and their 
relations to the coefficients Bp in the expression of the for6e function of a body 
with rotational symmetry, 
+ BP, (sinF= 
in which Bp are Legendre polynomials and A =GM. The expression is an adapta­
tion of the Laplacian expression given by Tisserand. 
In addition to the equivalents of B. and B4 the table gives those of the ratio 
B4 /B2, which is unity for the special case treated by Vinti (1959), in which the 
terms with small divisors near the critical inclination vanish. No effort has 





20'a11, W . CR
'J20, 1890 11, 
H. Struve - k3 2-13 3 l/k'2 
Suppl. 1, Obs Pulko 1888 
W. de Sitter - 2 iR?3 .4 KR'Is5 3 K/IP B. A. N. 2, 97, 1924 
D. Broower - ak. 8 k, -6/k, .2. P. 5I, 223, 1946 
F-t.Jeffreys 
Y' Koa-
2 JR2 3 8 R 35 
8 A/, 
8 D/J2 35 1 
2 
MI.A-.14, 433, 1954 
433d, 9 
3 . 35 35 
P. Herget and P. Musen - 2kl 8 k, 2k,/k2, . . , 63, 430, 1958 
j. O'Keefe et al. + .l--/A r.l,,/P A. I.1 -,o .1 .. 64, 235, 1959 
B. Garfinkel - 2k V' 1 P This issue 
J. Vinti - JR 
2 
- JR' J,/J,. .J of Re, Nat. Juretttof Standitd, 6.B, 105, 1959 
In the table R represents the earth's equatorial radius. Ignoring the presence 
of R2 and differences in sign, essentially three different coefficients for the second 
12 
harmonic have been used in recent papers. For the coefficients of the fourth 
harmonic six different choices are listed. I now regret that I introduced k2 , 
k 4 in my paper in 1946. The principal reason was that they give a particularly 
simple form for the expression of the potential in the equatorial plane. If I 
could have foreseen the increase in interest in the subject and the confusion to 
which I was contributing, I would have chosen the coefficients B or the alterna­
tive form 
=- Z ()P, (sini 
which was used by Vinti (1959). I intend to revert to this form and recommend 





Short Period Term for a 
From Brouwer, SPT is 
+ __ cos (2g' + 2f' 
Rewrite 
SPT 
L + t t3 ) 7 + r_,1 -2,r3 1 ,3 
C(1) D(6) X(11) B(8) X(11) 
X(22) 
1. + C(1)* (X(22) + X(l1) * X(23)) 
,3(1_ _2) COS 
D(19) 
X(23) 
(2g' + 2f') 
X(21) 
Short Period Term for e' 
7]2 a-3 "a3 
2e 2 F-1 + 392) --- 3- 3(1 -2) cos (2g' + 2fJ 
G(12) C(1) X(22) X(1l) B(9) X(23) 
SPTe = G(12) * (C(1) * (X(22) + X(23) * (X(11) -B(9))) - D(23) * X(24) 
-'(1- 92) 
D(23) 
[3e" cos (2g' + f') +e" 
X(24) 
COS (2g' +3 V 
ly 
Short Period Term for Inclination 
1/ 
2 (1- 2)1/2 [3 cos (2g' + 2f' + e" {3 cos (2g' + f') + cos (2g' + 3f')}] 
D(22) X(21) X(24) 
SPT. = D(22) * (3. * X(21) + X(24))i 
17 
Short Period Term for 1 
° : + - ,4 




-(-2g-'+a,2.. + +,,+;T " + - Sill +3f)'(( a"- O 17 a... _ + a"i (. f 
'2 I + 302) '7 + + 1 sillf + 3 - r2 +)i ) Sill (2g' + f') + +, +)l2(g 
B(2)*G(13) D(20) X(25) X(12) D(19) X(25) X(19) ;X(25) X(20) 
X(26) 
SPTM = B(2)*X(26) 
Short Period Term for g 
+ LL1 , 2- I 1+32 ( a'272+a"r 41 ISill f' 
+ 3) 2)+ 
+ 3(2 -a (- +) slln (2g' + f')+ ( 7 + + sin (2g' +3) 
X(26) 
2
+- ly{'6(- I + 50 ) (f' - l' + e" sin f') + (3 - 50')[3 Sil. (2g' F 2f') + 3e" sin (2g' + f') + e" sin (2g' + 3f')]} 
C(9) D(7) X(27)/6 D(21) N(17) X(19) X(20) 
X(28) 
SPT X(26) + C(9)* (D(7) *X(27) + D(21) * X(28)) 
19 
Short Period Terms for h 
jY2'016(f' - I' + e"sin f') - 3 sit' (2g' + 2J') 





SPT = C(10) * (X(27) - X(28)) 
Secular terms: 
1" = "mean" mean anomaly 
= no I I + 72"? + 302)+ - 15 4- 16+, + 2572 + (30 - 967 - 90,2)02 
2 32 
- (o5 + 1447 + 2517')0'] +- ',e"' [1 - 3 (o2+ 350 'J t +-l2 
x65- E3-30 503 +Il 
s(1) 
" = mean argument of perigee 
-
= a1 1'72(- + 502) + 17'2[ 35 + 247 + 2527'+ (90 - 19227- 126,72)02 
+ (385 + 36071 + 457)04- + 1 ,4'[21- 972+ (- 270 + 12672)02+ (385 - 18q 2)0] 
'S(2) 
Ao"= mean longitude of ascending node 
= no- 3-1'0 + 2Y2 - 5 + 1277+ 917)0 + (- 35 - 36,1 - 527')0'] 





2e = 7e7Yo'e[i - 102 - 4004(1 - 502)-] 2 7 - - - 3 { - 2 [1 30' 80'(1 COS2g" 
+ - ' ,2 sin I" + -'9 -- 5. si 1" (4 + 36"2)[ - 902 - '2404(I - 502)- ] sin g" 
4 72' 64722712 
EL(1 1) 





t EL(13) * S e
,72 tan I. 
Long Period Terms
 
= " + -- 2 1 -osg + ge"' 90' . 24h ... -]6'& g"
t '- y j, t,? / , 724 t4,a 
All(6) C(5) B(3) D(10) X(3) C(7) F(S) X(4) X(S) 
B(3) 





I = I" + EL(1) * X(S) + EL(2) * X(4) + EL(3) * X(5)
 
1872+'L! - 1I82 -	 42( - -')- -- ' [i 30'- 800 64 o-4 8')x-( 
172 61'D2 sL' (sinl1" +

g' = "+11 -V'+ (2 + .') - 11(2 + 3e"2)O' - 40(2 + - 592)- I4 - 4"'(I - n,,) go. - I1
 
2 	 (4 d s i n 1 ' ( 6 + g ). li-	 400c"20( - sO'-r] + -L 2 + e" - 3(2 + 38")2 - 8(2 +"2'(1 -)- + X + 3 '9 + F 2 9- 240('- ,5-']I
 
8oe"V'(- 50')-"-IIsin2g"I- 3 9-' + - '- ]lOS
t._... . ',Y.." L-----------------------6"1 sin I" (4 +.3e"2)[3 + 1602(i - '--------p40(I 502)-s] 1CosgI 
EL(4) X(3) EL(5) X(4) 
g"+ += 35 'Y s sin 1" (.3;+i20 " 38') 01-1o~ -'s02 -']
g' g' + FL(4) * X(3) + EL(5) * X(4) + EL(6) * X(5) 	 I 1522 - I""Jsin ' 16'(1-
I II -'-m "'8'sin I"Es + 3262(1 - 502)-' + 80'(x - 561Y-]JCos 3" 
Al+(5) All(S) v -- 2 
EL(6) 	 X(5) 
ev+ 35 "+ e'O'.k' = Y'"+ j ir'"Ou1+ 8o00'0iO - 50')-' + 20060(1 - 5f)-21 + 14Y2' sin r" +4y' r- (4 + 3e")[' -9' - +M- 2' Fi 17' 6'(244( 	 1152 
-
- + 4ob(, 	 502)-.] + 16F(lt C"'O s')-' + ­+ 	 '[3 + 166(1 502-l - sin 2g" c"o sin F' (4 + 3e"')[ + - 502-' + 4o0' - )-J3 cos(1 - sit) I" [s + 32or(1 - 8oO' 5s) J c39" 
EL(7) X(3) EL() X(4) EL(9) X(5) 


















EPERATINGNTES FUR VIISTAP PMHTA . 
PtJIPmq--
THE MUSTAP PROGRAM IS ONE DESIGNED TB COMPUTE MUTUAL VISIBILITY
 





INPUT TB THE PROGRAM CONSISTS HF CONTROL UPTINS, TEST CRITERIA,
 
EPOCH, ORBITAL ELEMENTS AR POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTORS START AN STEP
 
TIMES WITH PREDICTION INTERVAL,ATTITUDE BATA. AND STATIUN CARDINATES.
 
THE PATH'F THE SATELLITE IS COMPUTED BY AN INTERNAL ORBIT
 
GENERATOR. THE PRSITIEN HF THE SPACECRAFT WITHI RESPECT TU EACH STATIRN
 
IS COMPUTED AND TESTED AGAINST THE SPECIFIED CRITERIA. UTPUT STATEMENTS
 
ARE ARRANGED TB PRESENT THE DATA IN THE BUST USEFUL MANNER TA THE PROJECT. 
0 
OUTPUT--
BUTPUT DATA ARE WRITTEN UN TW MAGNETIC TAPES--(I)MUTUAL VISIBILITY
 
12) WBRLD HAP,PREVICTIUNSAND TIRE THE SATELLITE IS IN SHADOW. THE PUTUAL
 
VISIBILITY RATA ARE PRESENTED IN GRAPHICAL FURY. THE OTHER DATA ARE S/C
 
LATITUDE, LONGITUDE,HEIGHT, AZIMUTH, ELEVATIUN RANGE, AND SPACECRAFT
 
LOOK ANGLE(THEANGLE BETWEEN THE SIC SPIN AXIS AND THE LINE TM THE STATION.
 




PRGRA INPUT DATAINSTRUCTIONS. 
INPUT RATA­
0 
ALL INPUT DATA ARE RN CARDSIREADRN-LINE). 
CARM U-- IRENTIFICATIONCAB) IFURMT 2IBAHII--ANYDESCRIPTIVEMAYA
 
THIS IDENTIFICATIONIS OUTPUT MN 2 LINES 
LINE 1 -CANTENTS OF COLUHNS 1-36 
LINE 2 _CONTENTSOF COLUMNS37-72 
CARD 2--CUNTRAL CARD (FRHMAT 113,F10.11
 
COLUMN 
U-3 TYPE HF INPUT.01 HULATINGO ORBITAL ELEMENTS
 
+03 INERTIALR AND V VECTORS, CANONICALUNITS
 
+04- BROUWER MEAN ELEMENTS
 
4-6 WORLD MAP +01 
 COPPUTE WORLD HAP AND PREDICTIONS
 
+B0 
= D NOT COMPUTEWBRLD MAP AND PREDICTIONS 
-D1 DR NOT CCPUTF WBRLD MAP AND PREDICTIONS 
7-9 LURKANGLF +0l ALWAYS 
10-12 EARTH CNST. -03 = USE INTERNATIRNALCRNSTANTSWITH 
RARMUNICS EQUAL TV ZERO. 
-02 = USE GBDDARD EARTH CONSTANTSWITH 
HARNICS EQUAL T ZERO. 
-01 = USE SIRY PACKAGE CONSTANTS 
W00 USE GODDARD EARTH CONSTANTS 
+01 READ A NFW SFT HF EARTH CONSTANTS 
(INPUT RN CARAT 4-5 
13-15 TRUNCATION -01 = USE INTERNALVALUE 
T00 :USF INTERNALVALUE 
01 READ NEW TRUNCATIUNFACTOR -- CARD 
IUSED AS CRITERIA TA SOLVE KFPLFR'S EU.) 
16-18 BBRWR -TI = USE INTERNALVALUES 
TRUNCATION 00 USE INTERNALVALUES 
+TI READ NEW TRUNCATIGNFACTBRS'FR 
SUBROUTINEBBRWR -- CARD 6 
19-21 BLANK -- USED INTERNALLY 
22-24 PRSITIVEN -- N CONTRAL STATIONS (THEY ARE THE FIRST N 
26 
STATIONS.) 
N MUST BE LFSS THAN OR ERDAL TO THE NUMBER RF STATIONS GIVEN 
. rAND ]1 
25-34 TAXIOGM RANGE FOR STATIONS IN NAUTICAL MILES. A T IS PRINTED 
ONTHE NUT)AL VISIBILITY RIJTPUT,WHFN LARGERTHE RANGEIS 
THAN THIS VALJF. 
CARD3 -- NEWTRUNCATIONFACTORI GMIT TIllS CARDUNLESS COLUMNS13-15 
OF CARD 2 HUE = 01 ) IFORMAT 8.2) 
CELIJHN 
1-8 NFA TRUNCATION FACTOR 
CARD 4 --	 EART" CONSTANTS IRRIT UNLESS CNLUMNS 10-12 OF 
CART 2 = +01I ) F AORTE12.64I2.5) 
COLUN 
1-I2 NFd G OF THF FARTH (KM. CUBFD/ SFCONDS SQUARFDI 
13-24 J2 I 
25-36 J3 HARMONICS OF THE GRAVITATIONAL POTENDIAL OF 
7-8 J4 ) THF FAPTH 
CARD 5 --	EARTH CONSTANTS CONTINUED ( OMIT UNLESS COLUMNS 10-12 
HF CARD 2 = +01 ) IFARRAT2F12.4)
C"[U N
 
1-12 INOFRE VF FLATTETNI
 
IA-2G ETUATORIAL PADIUS RF TH EARTH IN K
 
CARD 6 -- NEW TRUNCATION FACTORS FOR SUBROUTINE BBNR I OMIT UNLESS
 
COLUMNS 16-18 OF CARD 2 ARE = +01 (FORMAT 6FB2.OI 
TRUNCATION FACTORS USED IN CRPUTING BRUWER MEAN 
ELEMENTS FROM RSCULATINGELFMIFNTS---
CRLIIMN 
1-12 SEMI-MAJORAXIS - K 
13-E4 ECCFNTPICITY 
25-36 FACTOR FOR INCLINATION - OEGRFES 
37-48 t R.A. ASC.NOF - DEGREES 
A R I HOG. RF PFRIGFF nFGREES 
61-72 t MFAN ANOVALY - NEGREES 







2-6 SATELLITE IDFNTIFICATION NtMBFR 
8-1 YVA, A BRFVIATF) 
1-11 0000 
12-13 DAY 
15-16 H0J1 I 
17-18 MINUTE I IINIVFRSALTIUE 
70-24 TF'SNDS I 
63-67 ORBIT NUtBER AT THF START TIMF GIVFN ON CARD ID 
CARD 8 -- PARAMETER CARD (THFSE DATA lUST BE CHOSEG IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE INSTRUCTIONON CARD 2, COLUMNS1-3) 
(FORMAT6F12.8) DXXXXXXXXXx 
-- O NOT LEAVE TOE SIGN OF TOE EDONENTBLANE--
VFECTORS +03) REOUIRF THE FOLLOWING 
rOL
 
1-12 X VOL 
13-21 Y VAL 
2-6 V VIL 
37-48 X-DOT VUL/VUT 
40-G60 y-DOT VIJL/VOT 
61-72 2-DOT VUL/VUT 
FLFOENTS +DD AND .04) REQUIRE THE FOLLOWING 
COL
 






37-4P NFAN ANOMALY RADIANS
 
49-60 ARGUMFNT OF PFRIGFF RADIANS
 
61-7' R.A. RF ASCENDING NODE RAnIANS
 
ONF VL = 6378.388 KILOVETFRS
 
ONE VUL/VAT = 6378.388 KU/ 8OD6332 SEC
 
RECTANGULARCRRDINATES ARE DEFINED TO BE IN AN INERTIAL.
 
EQUATORIAL, GEOCENTRIC SYSTEM. X GOES THROUGH ARIES. Y IT
 








1-24 SAME AS EPOHE CARO
 
20 RLANE 
26-37	ACCELERATIONOF MEAN ANONALY(N2 DRAG TERM AT GSFC IN
 
UNITS OF RADIANS / VUT SOUARFU. UXXXXXXXXXX
 






2-3 MONTH 12 
27 
5-6 DAY 1 12 
A-fl YEAR (DO NAT ABRFVIATF) START IA
12  
TN-IA HUR I F 
TIME 

16-IT MINUTF ) UNIVMSAL TIM 12
 





2A-30 	 1I 11  
N2-35 YEAR IR NOT ARBRFVIATF I FND IA
 
37-3A AUR ) ) TIRE 12
 





49-59 REDICTION INTERVAL,SECOND F 1.3
 
CARD Il--STATIN CONTRL CARD (FORIAT 31,F1OR.,51XIT)
 
1-3 NO. F STATION CARINATE CARDS TA BE LRADE
 
N.BR.*THE MAXIMUA NUMBER RF STATIONS THAT CAN 
E EANSIFROA IS NINFTFEN (19). 
4-6 = BLANK AR +7T 
7T9 +XX L WEST ELEVATION ANGLE FR HHICH THE STATINS 
CAN ARSFRVE THF SPACECNAFT.
 
10-19= BLANK (READ BUT NT USFD
 
20-70= BLANK (NT REAI
 
71-72= BLANK FAR NRMAL RUNS. OJTPUT FER A PASS 
IS GIVEN WHEN THERE IS MUTUAL VISIBILITY BETWEENAT LEAST 
TWA STATIRNSIRNE EF WHICH IS A CONTROL STATIRNI DURING THE PASS. 
Axx 	UNEQUAL TA TERA -- KILLS MUTUAL VISIBILITY REUIREMENT-





(THENCALUNS 1-3 HF THIS CARD ARE LESS THAN HR FAUAL
 
TA ZERR.A NEW JAB IS STARTED By READING CARD 1.1
 
CARD 12--ATTITUDE DATA CART (FORRAT4F6.1,16)
 
1-I2 RFAR BUT NT USFD
 
IT-I8 RIGHT ASCENSIPN RF S/C SPIN AXIS. DFGREES
 
-T4 DFCLINATION RF S/C SPIN AXIS, OFAREES
 
2T-3O +00 USE THE INPUT VALUES OF RT. ASCENSIONAND DECLINATION
 
TA AFFINF SPIN AXIS nIRFCTIRN
 




N.B., RIGHT ASCENSION AND DECLINATION ARE AT THE EPOCH GIVEN HN CARD 3.
 
THFSF ANGLES ARF ASUMF CoASTANT.
 
CARD 13 -- STATION COORDINATECARD (S) 
CAL FORYAT 
2-7 NATE AS 
9-12 LANGTIITD. DGRFES I+FASTI IA 
D4-1 LOGITIDF. IIITF IT 
17-22 LANGITIIDE,SFCANTS F6.3
 
?4-26 LATITUOF, DEGRFFS (+NRTH) 13
 
28-T9 LATITDR, MINUTFS IT
 
1-36 LATITUDE, SFCNDS F6;3
 
37-AT ALTITUME. FTFRS FlI.2
 




THE STATION CORDINATE CARDS ARE FALLOWED BY ANOTHER STATION
 
CONTRL CARD AR BY A BLANK. IF THE NUMBER IN CLUMNS 1-3 HF
 
THIS CARD IS NGATIVF HR ZFRE, A NEW JAB IS STARTFD BY
 
READING CARD 1. IF THE NUMBER IN COLUMNS 1-3 RF THIS CARD
 
IS PRSITIVE HEW ATTITUDE DATA AND COORDINATE CARDS ARF
 
READ. MUTUAL VISIBILITYAND PREDICTIRNS ARE THEN CHPUTED
 
FAR THE NEW STATIRNS AND ATTITUDE FOE TIRES GIVEN HN CARD 10.
 
JARS MAY BE STACKED BY PLACING A BLANK CARO AFTER THE 
LAST STATIN CORDINATE CARD. CARD I HF THE NEW JSB THEN 
FELLOWS THIS BLANK CARD. 
PLACE 3 BLANK CARDS AFTER THE LAST STATION COARDINATE 
CARD IN THE LAST INPUT DECK RF THE JAR. THIS WILL RESULT 
IN THE CORRECT FINAL HALT -- HPR 77777. 
PUT SENSE SWITCH 3 DAWN TA TERMINATE RUN BEFORF THE END 
TI IS REACHED. 
M F 

EARTH CNSTANTS STAREIIN THE PROGRAM
 
VALUF INTFRNATIHNAL GODDARD SIRY
 
GM +3.986268730E+05 +3,98603200OOE+05 +3.986268800E.05
 
J2 .o +I.0823E-03 .1.0829E-03
 
J3 R.0 -2.3F-(6 -28E-06
 











MUNT PRAGRAN SNTF TAPF RN Al
 
TAUNT BLANK TAPFS AN A3,A,A8
 
N KyS AT AFNSF SAITCHFS. 
PUT INPIUTCARDS IN READER AND RADY READFR. 
CLEAR AND LOAD TAPF.
 
FINAL STP IS HPR 77777
 
HALTS --
HPR 0A01T PACIIINAIS NAT IN 6K 
HPR 5321 MAE THAN 19 CONTROL STATIONS ARE BEING USED. THE 
PRAGRA.TCAN NT RUN. 
HPR 543 3 THE NURBER RF CONTROL STATINS IT LARGER THAN THE NUMBER 
F STATIONS. 
HPR 66666 RRE THAN 19 STATIONS ARF BEING USED. THE PROGRAM 
CAN NT RUN. 
APR 77774 SENSE STITCH 2 IT DWN FER TIMING PURPOSES -- END RF 
PREDICTIANS. HIT START TO CONTINUI. 
APR 77775 SESE SWITCH 2 IS DWN FR TIAING PURPSES -- BEGINNING 
RF PREDICTIANS. HIT START TA CANTINUE. 




1)NARRW PAPER WHF THERE ARE 15 AR LESS STATIONS
 
I21WIDE PAPER WHEN THERF ARF I6 T 19 STATIONS
 
PRINT AUTPUT TAPF A AN NARRAW PAPER.
 
29 

















THE MUSTAP PROGRAM IS ONE DESIGNED TO COMPUTE MUTUAL VISIBILTY,
 






INPUT TO THE PROGRAM CONSISTSOF CONTROL OPTIONS, TEST CRITERIA,
 
EPOCH. ORBITAL ELEMENTS MR POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTORS,START AND STOP
 
TIMES WITH PREDICTIONINTERVAL.ATTITUDE DATA, AND STATION CORDINATES.
 
OPTERM--
THE PATH OF THE SATELLITE IS COMPUTEDBY AN INTERNAL MRBIT
 
GENERATOR. THE POSITION OF THE SPACECRAFT WITH RESPECT TO EACH STATION
 
IS COMPUTED AND TESTED AGAINST THE SPECIFIED CRITERIA. OUTPUT STATEMIENTS
 






OUTPUT DATA ARE WRITTEN EN TWO MAGNETIC TAPFS--(I)MUTUAL VISIBILITY
 
AND WRLD MAP 121 PREDICTIONS.FOR CHECKOUT PURPOSES A SENSE SWITCH CAN BE
 
DEN AND ALL DATA WILL BE WRITTEN AN-LINE. THE MUTUAL VISIBILITYDATA ARE
 
PRESENTED IN GRAPHICAL FORE. THE OTHER DATA ARE S/C LATITUDE, LONGITUDE,
 
AND HEIGHT FOR EACH TIRE STFP, AZIMUTH, ELEVATION,RANGE, AND SPACECRAFT
 










ALL INPUTDATA ARF ON CARDS(RFADON-LINE). 
D 
CARD 1--IDENTIFICATION CARD FORMAT12A)--ANY DESCRIPTIVEDATA 
CARD 2--CONTROLCARD (FORMAT TI3)
 
COLUMN 
1-3 TYPE OF INPUT +01 OSCULATING ORBITAL ELEMENTS 
002 =INERTIAL R AND V VECTORS, ENS SYSTEN 
03 INERTIALR AND V VECTORS. CANONICAL UNITS 
.o = BROUWER MEAN ELEMETS 
4-6 WORLD MAP .T I COMPUTE WORLD MAP 
.O = n9 NT CRPPUTFMAP 
-0 = TONOT CIPUTE MAP 
7-9 LOOKANGLE 	 o01 COMPUTE MUTUAL VISIBILITY 
+00 = DO NOTCO'PUTE MUTUAL VISIBILITY 
-01 0T NOT COMPUTE HUTUAL VISIBILITY 
10-12 EARTH CNST. -03 = USE INTERNATIONALCONSTANTSWITH 
HARMORICSEQUAL SO ZERO. 
-02 USE GODDARD EARTH CONSTANTS WIT. 
HARMONICES ZERO.UUAL T 
-01 = USE SIRY'PACKAGECONSTANTS 
+0R = USE GODDARD EARTH CNSTANTS 
+o READ A NEW SET OF EARERCONSTANTS 
(INPUT RN CARNS45I 
13-15 TRUNCATION -01 = USE INTFRNALVALUE 
+01 = UE INTFRNALVALUE 
+00 READ NEW TRUNCATION FACTOR -- CARD 3 
(USES AS CRITERIA TO SOLVF KEPLER'SEQ.) 
16-18 BBNWR -31 USE INTFRNULVALUES 
TRUNCATION +R USE INTERNALVALUES 
+o1 READ NEW TRUNCATION FACTORS FOR 
SUBROUTINEBBRR -- CARD 6 
0 
CARD 3 -- MEN TRUNCATIONFACTOR I OMIT THIS CARD UNLESSCOLUMNS 13-15 




CARD 4 --	 EARTH CONSTANTS (eMIT UNLESS COLUMNS 10-12 RF 








21-3 J3 I HARMONICS HF THE GRAVITATIONALPRTENTIAL OF 
37-48 J4 I THE EARTH 
4-60 45 I 
CARD 5 -- EARTH CONSTANTS CONTINUED I OMIT UNLESS COLUMNS 10-12
 
OF CARD 2 = +01 1 (FORHAT2FU2.A)
 
COLUMHN 
1-12 INVERSE HF FLATTENING
 
13-24 EQUATORIAL RADIUS HF THE EARTH IN K
 
CARD 6 -- NEW TRUNCATION FACTORS FOR SUDROUTINE BBRWR I OMIT UNLESS
 
CULUHNS 16-18 HF CARD 2 ARE = +01 1 (FORMAT6F12.8)
 
TRUNCATIONFACTORS USED IN CURPUTING BROUWERMEAN
 








25-36 FACTOR FOR I INCLINATION - DEGREES 
37-48 R.A.AUC. NDE - DEGREES 
49-6 AR ADA F PFRIGFF -FGRFES 
61-72 I DEAN ANOMALY - DEGREES 
CARD 7 -- EPOCH CARD (TIME AT WHICH PARAMETERS APPLY) 
CSL. FORMAT 
2-3 HDNTH 12 
5-6 DAY - T2 
R-11 YEAR-ID NOT ABBREVIATE) I 
1-I4 HUUR 1 R 
16-17 HINUTE I UNIVFRSAL TIHF 12 
19-24 SFCTND ) F.T 
CARD 8 -- PARAMETERCARD (THESE DATA MUST BE CHOSEN IN ACCORDANCE
 
WITH THE INSTRUCTION ON CARD 2 CALUMNS 1-T) (FORMAT 6F12.61
 








75-36 INCLINATION I THESE
 
37-48 R.A.HF ASCENDING NUDE I VALUES
 
49-60 ARGUMENT OF PERIGFF I ARE IN
 
61-7 MEAN ANOMALY I DFGREFS
 




1-12 X KILOMETERS VUL
 
1-24 Y KILOMETERS VUL
 
25-36 Z KILETERS VUL
 
3T-4 X-DOT K/SEC VUL/VUT 
4-A0 Y-DUT K/SEC VUL/VUT 
61-72 Z-RAT K/SEC VAL/VUT 
ONE VUL = 6378.388KILUMETERS 
UNE VUL/VUT = 6378.388 K/ 8068.12 SEC 
RECTANGULARCOORDINATESARE DEFINED TO BE IN AN INERTIAL, 
EOUATORIAL,GEOCENTRICSYSTE. X GOES THROUGH ARIES. Y IS 
IN EQUATORIALPLANE, Z IS ALONG POLAR AXIS TO FUR A RIGHT 
HANDFD SYSTEM. 
CARD 9 -- WORLD MAP REOUFST CARD. 
THIS CARD :S HEEHED ONLY WHEN THE NUMBER IN COLUMNS 4-6 
OF CARTD IS GREATER THAN ZERO. 
I FORMAT 2(1XI2).IX,A.213, Fi.313,X,12,IX,14,2A3, 
F7.3T,FDD,.3 
COL FORDAT 
2:3 M-NTH 112 
-6 DAY 12 
8-11 YEAR (O NOT ABREVIATEI I START I4 
1S-IA HOUR I I TIDF IT 
16-17 MINUTE I UNIVFRSAL TINF 12 
19-24 SECUND I F6.3 
2627 MONTH I 12 
29-30 DAY I I2 
3-35 YEAR (DO NOT ABBREVIATEI I END I4 
37-38 HOUR I I TIME 12 
40-41 HIUTE )UNIVERSAL TIME I 12 
43-48 SECDND I FE6.3 
49-59 PREDICTION INTERVAL, SECOND FIl.3 
N.H., IF THE NUMBER IN COLUMNS 7-9 OF CARD 2 IS ZERO OR
 
NEGATIVE. A NEW JUB IS STAURTED US EADING CARD I.
 
N.B., IF CONTROL UN CARD 2 REQUESTS BOTH MAP AND PREDICTIONS,
 
TW REDUFST CARDS ARF NECFSSARY.
 
CARD 10 -- PDEDICTIONAND MUTUAL VISIBILITYREQUEST CARD
 
THIS CARD IS NEEDED ONLY WHEN THE NUMBER IN COLUMNS 7-9
 
HF CARD 2 IS GREATER THAN ZERO.
 
33 
(SAME FORMAT AS CARD 9)
 
CARD 11 -- STATION CONTROL CARD (FORMAT313,F10.A) 
CoL
 
1-3 NO. AF STATION COSRDINATECARDS TA BE LRADED
 
N.B, THE MAXIMUM NUMBER AF STATIONS THAT CAN 
RE CRNSIDERED IS TWELVE 112). 
4-6 = +01 CAMPUE PREDICTIONS.OUTPUT WILL BE RN TAPE AG. 
D0 TA NAT UTPUT PREDICTIANS ION TAPE AG) 
7-9 = MINIMUM ELEVATIONANGLE (DEGREES) N OUTPUT IS 
GIVEN IF ELEVATIRN IS LESS THAN THIS VALUE. 
10-20 = MAXIMUM RANGE (KILOMETERS,. NO SUTPUTIS GIVEN WHEN 
THE RANGE IS LARGER THAN THIS VALUE. 
(WHEN CRLUMNS 1-3 OF THIS CARD ARE LESS THAN DR EQUAL
 
TV ZERO.A NEW JOB IS STARTED By READING CARD 1.)
 




1-6 MAXIMUM SPACECRAFTLORK ANGLE. DEGREES
 
7-12 MINIMRM SPACECRAFTLROO ANGLE, DEGREES
 
13-1 RIGHT ASCENSION OF S/C SPIN AXIS, DEGREES
 
19-24 DECLINATION 
 RF S/C SPIN AXIS. DEGREES
 
NO MUTUAL VISIBILITYOUTPUT IS GIVEN WHEN THE SPACECRAFT
 
LOK ANGLE IS OUTSIDE THE LIMITS AF THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM
 
VALUFS RN THIS CARD.
 



















24-26 LATITUDE, DFGREES (.NORTH) 
17-22 LNGIT)JTF, SECONDS 
I3
 




37-47. ALTITUDE, METERS 

31-36 LATITUDE. SECONDS 
Fll.2
 
THERE MUST BE AS MANY STATION COORDINATE CARDS AS INDICATED
N.D. 

MT CARD ID. 
THE STATION COORDINATECARDS ARE FOLLOWED BY ANOTHER STATION 
CONTROL CARD MRBy A BLANK. IF THE NMER IN COLUMNS 1-3OF 
THIS CARD IS NEGATIVE R ZR0M, A NEW JAB IS STARTER By 
RFADING CARD 1. IF THE NUMBER IN COLUMNS 1-3 OF THIS CARD 
IS POSITIVE, 
NEW ATTITUDE DATA AND COORDINATECARDS ARF
 
RFAD. MUTUAL VISIBILITYAND PREDICTIONSARE THEN CDMPUTED
 
FOR THE NEW STATIONS AND ATTITUDE FOR TIMES GIVEN ON CARD 10.
 
0 
JoBS MAY BE STACKED BY PLACING A BLANK CARD AFTFR THE
 
LAST STATION COORDINATECARD. CARD I OF THE NEW JOB THEN
 
FOLLOWS THIS BLANK CARD.
 
PLACE 3 BLANK CARDS AFTER THE LAST STATION COORDINATE
 
THIS WILL RESULT
CARD IN THE LAST INPUT DECK OF THF JOB 

-- HPR 77777.
IN THE CORRECT FINAL HALT 

EARTH CONSTANTSSTARED IN THE PROGRAM
 





J2 2.0 +1.0823E-03 +1.08219E-03
 
J3 0.0 
 -2.3E-06 -2.2835E-06 




0 297.0 200.3 207.0
 







MOUNT RLANCTAPESON A AND AiEIF CONTROL AN CARD A CALLS FAR AG) 
0 
NO KYS AR SFNSE SWITCHFS. 
0 
PUT INPUT CARDS IN READER AND READY READER. 
FINAL STVPIS -- HPR 77777 
PRINTOUTPUT TAPES A3 AND A6 ON NARROW PAPER WITH PROGRAMCONTRRL 
SAMPLE PROGRAM INUT DECK FOLLOAS. THE DECK WILL COMPUTE THE
 




STATIONS WILL BE DUPLICATED. NATE THAT BTH MUTUAL VISIBILITY AND 
A WORLD HAPAE RFQUESTED. 





+0.23653052 +46.497757 +220.62688 186.36665 +359.95097
 
01/15/196420 AT T.0 01/16/196420 T0 0000 +120 
01/15/ID64 10 0T 00.000 01//D964 10 00 00.000 +120 
+12t01+00 
90. 0;0 17S. AT. 
CCAUA -75 AU S.00 -U0 .OOA 0.0
 
CADAND -068 40 00.000 44 54 00.TTA 3D.
CUAHIL -05 10 29.0 +50 02 5A.0 350.. 
CAGFR A10 AT 00.000 +51 0 0T.ooo 50.
 
CANTEL +13 36 5.000 +4 5D 41.000 AI6D.6
 
CHDTP -43 22 7.000 -22 57 9.000 0.D
 
CAMNUT-75 00 0.000 +40 A0 0.000 00
 
CDANn -068 AT A.,000 +4 54 00.000 38.
 
COMHIL -A5 TA 29.0 +50 02 58.0 50.0
 
CADNAT 75 U0 0.AT +40 T0 0.000 S.D
 
CADAND-6T 40 .00.0 +44 54 D0000 3D.
 






















INPUT * 2 N=3,6* 
300IF916 
COMPUTE 
4 READ6040,RA (N) 
+E -CS I 
REAR6004 REAR6006, 
CONSTANTS 917 EPCH Al N,N= 1, 





3, 6010, EPOCH 
3, U00S, INPUT 
IF 
DEIN T 60116 0) S56 U 




9 SCWCONSTANTS PRINTOUTS., 17 




















WOT3,6013, Al (N) 
IF 
D SS6 U 
19 
PRINT6012 





D 006 U 
932 
PRINT6051 
POINT6013, Al (N) 20 
WOT3 6042 







































TIMEC R2, V23,AR 
36 40 
IA WOT3, 6045 
- A 40 WOT3, 6046 
0 WOT3, 6047 
3, 604037WT 3,6018WOT 
DO NOT 
COMPUTE WOOS3.6017 
PREDIT 0 IF COMPUTE 
S6U 42 01lTOR86 
DIF
 









0000O43 WOT3 , 6010, EPOCH
 
IF 





















































C OM P U0 
GCLON 
WOO3, 603 7 
WOO36023 
LINES= I 


























SSI UIF 0 905 















9504 WOT3, 9507 
CRITERIA 
022 
TO 205 LINES=I 
N = , NLA LINE 6= 1 
AT= 
READ6027 
STATION WOT3, 6038 












T SSR U W 660DO 
6O:09500 
237004 006, 7500 
PRINT6028 
STATION 201I 









WOT 3. 950 
0404 
COMPROR IF U 
SUIN,J) SS6 
(-5) 210 
CONTNSEPRINT 9503 2170 
43 
2170 7015 


































PRIN 9503 3 00D232 






















IF / CONTINUE 
- ELED(N) + / 










































=PFENT EATA (N) 242
 














I I IF 





















C TUSTAP PROGRAMT SIT 2 THEORA ASS ANALYSIS OFFICE - AAFC
 
C GENFRALIZFD WORLD TAP AND LOCAL STATIAN PREDICTIANS PROGRAM.
 
C IA. CONVERTS SCULATING ARBITAL ELEMIENTSTA INERTIAL SITIAN
 
C ANN VELOCITY RECTANGULARCSARDINATES.
 
C AB. CONVERTS INERTIALPOSITION AND VELACITY RECTANGULAR
 
C CS@RDINATESTN OSCULATING eBITAL ELEMENTS.
 
C P-ITFS WRLN "AP AN PQUFST.
 
C 3. COMPUTES LACAL STATION PREDICTIONS(LEK ANGLES) AN REQUEST.
 
C ALL INTERNALCALCULATIANSARE PERFARMED USING THE KILANETERAS
 
C THE SNIT SF LENGTH AND THE SECAND AS THE UNIT AF TITE. IF ANY
 
c AF THE OPSINNAL INPUT PARAMETERS ARE DEFINED IN NTHER UNITS,
 
C THEY ARE CONVERTED TN THESE UNITS AS SSN AS THEY ARE NEAD IN
 
C AND ARE SUSFQUENTLY USED IN THE CALCULATIONS IN KILANETERS
Nn SCN
 
THE ARBIT REQUIRED FAR THE WNRLD NAP AND LACAL STATIN PREDICTISNS 
C S GENFRATFD BY SUBRSUTINFS SRWR AND BRWR (DIRK BRUWER -
C SLUTION OF THE PRBLEM SF ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE THESRY WITHSUT 


















































C ZENDSF NAME OF FUNCTION AU SBRAUTINE INDICATES TAT INPUT,
 
C SAITST ANN INTERNAL ARITHMETIC ANT PENFORTED IN DOULE PRECISION.




C ERR = TRUNCATISNFACTOR (IN RADIANS) USED I SOLUTION NF 
C YFPLFR FUATIAN 
c AT = PRSDUCT AF A (=GAUSSIANCTNSTANT SQUARED) AND , THE MASS AF 
C THEEARTH, IN UNITS SF K. CUBEDSAC TQUARFD 
c NJ?=J? I 




C FL=INVFSF NF FLATTENING
 
C RE= EQUATORIAL RADIUS SF EARTH IN K.
 
C TENSESWITCH 6 IS USED IN THE MAIN PRAGRAM TA PRVIDE AN OPTISN TS
 
C GET THF INPUT PRINTED AN LINE.
 









6005 FORMAT 5/ 1XPE14.,9X23H FFET PER NAUTICAL TILE//
 
S SXOPF8.3.9X33H EQUATORIAL RADIUS AF EARTH 1N K /2XF.,l15X22H IN
 
2VERSE NF FLATTFNINRG/XPEI4..3X31H GM KM. CUED/SECSND SQUARED
 
48 
3) //18X44H HARMONICS OF EARTHS GRAVITATIONALPOTENTIAL /IXES3o.,
 
4 4X3HJ2/lXFSO6.40H J3/EIX .3,4X3H
J4 /IXE3.6,4X3H )5 

600N FORMAT IXA5,XI X212,XF4.2,39X,I5/6E12.RI
 
6008 FORMAT I/lRIx,14X20HINPUT @PTIGN NUMBER/18X24HINPUT PARAMETERSA
 
6009 FORMAT (02H0 X Y Z X DOT 
T YMOOT OODOT I 
6010 FORMAT I ROFPOCH 5(12,X).F6.5) 
60l FORMAT IXIP64I?.7) 
6012 FORMAT(2HO POSCULATINGELFMFNTS 1 
6014 FORMAT (/18X,05HNO WORLD MAP CALCULATION I 
6016 FORMAT (/4HWORLD MAP CALCULATIONS- START AND END TIMES/')

6017 FMRMAT I/ID8X26HNO LODK ANGLE CALCULATION )
 
60DB FORMAT (/46H LONK ANGLE CALCULATIONS- START AND END TIMES//
 
6020 FORMAT (/ 1X,F13.5,4X,16HX - KILORETERS/IX,FI3.5,4X,HX2/1X,
 
1 F13.5,4XSH.X3//SX,F12.B,22H VXI- KILORETFRS/SEC./SXFI2.,
 
2 90 VX2/5X.F12.8,SH X3 )
 
6021 FORMAT I/ 2X,Fl1.4,5X,27HSEOI-OAJORAXIS-KILAMETERS/6X.F1.8, 
1140 ECCENTRICITY/OXF12.6.3.12R INCLINATION,X,9H -DEGREES/OX,
2 F12.6,3X.24HR.A. ASC. ND-E DEGREES/3X.F12.6,3X,24H ARG. NF PERI 
3GEE-DEGREES/3X,.FS.6,30.2N0 NEONANODALY -DEGREES I 
6R20 FOROATI5ODATE,6O1A4NIVERSAL TIME,16X20HGEDETIC C.ORDINATES/ 
1 9H MO/DY/YR,3X4HH ,3X4HSEC.,9X39HLATITUDE-DMSLONGITUDE-DMS H 
2FIGHT-KO.//) 
6024 FORMAT (IX12, /,12,1H/,12,2X213F7.3,BX213,F6.2,2XI41IF6.2, 
S FI1.3 I 
607 FORMAT (IIH PUSH START /////I 
6026 FORMAT IIH1//15X33HLGCAL STATIOS PREDICTIONS FOR -- //8H STATION, 
1 5010H LDNGITUDE,6XH LATITUDE,4X16HHIGHT (METERS,//I 
6027 FORMAT IIX,2A3,15,13,F..,34,1 F7F.3,F11.2) 
6020FORMAT (IX,2A3,X14,.13,F7.3,15,13,F7.3,4XFIO.2) 
6030 FORNAT (IIH/45X1HWORLD PAP //) 
6038 FORMAT I20H1LDCALSTATION PREDICTIRNS 
6039 FORMAT 13H J4B FINISHFD /////I 
6040 FlR9AT IF8.21 
6041 FORMAT (280FXECUTE RAIN PROGRA-WNAPLA/lH1
 
60-0 FOMAT(6F2.R) 
6091 FR AT ({820 A 
I RVFA THFTA 
6052 F0AT (X,212.,X.19(X,AR?I) 
l501 00-000//)MRMAT(IH -R 
052 FRRMAT (IOO,17HUTUL VISIBILITY//) 
9503 FORMATIHODATE,9XI5HUNIVFRSA4 TIE/23H TD/DY/YR H N SFC., 
1 5X,6(4X6I 
9504 FORMAT(1H//15X33H LOCAL STATION PREDICTINS FOR -- //8H STATION, 
15XOH LONGITUDE .6X9H LATITUDE,4016HHEIGHT IRFTERS//) 
9505 -RAT (1913,FO.T,51X.12) 
9506 FORMAT (46..I16) 
9507 FORAT(/////6X27H NO STATION PRINT OUT IF // 
11X,25H FLFVATION IS LESS TIIAN,14X,13,.DEGRFFS//
 
27X58H 5 IS PRINTED IF TE ELEVATION IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL T15, 
324H AND LESS THAN 5 DEGREES/7X9H 9 IS PRINTED IF TOE ELEVATION I 
45 GRFATFR THAN OR EQUAL TO 5 AND LESS THAN 10 DEGREES/0X72H A 
51S PRINTED IF THE ELEVATION IS GREATER THAN 0R EQUAL TO 10 DEGRE 
60S//3X40HAT IS PRINTEDOF RANGE IS.GREATERTHA E16.8 ,14HNAUTIC 
7AL OILFS/I/ 
3J13 FOROAT34X,25HSPIN AXIS COORDINATESARE/3XFS.1,24H AEGREES RIGHT 
1 ASCENSION/37X,F6.1,20HDEGREES DECLINATION ) 
C IF NCST=+O, RETAIN STANDARD SODARD EARTH CONSTANTS AND PROCEED 
7500 FORMAT(SHODATE,7X3HUT2,15SHRANGE,3X2HAZ.3X2HEL,3X5HRADAR/ 
1 9H FIDYI/yR,16H H 9 STATIO,6X4H(K1,12H (DEG) (DEG) 






2F5.1/18X,2A3,3XF8.Xl.oF51,0F4.1,2XF5.I/18X/2A3X3XF8.,XF5.lXF413 .,20F5.1/1002,3000XF.1I,OFS.1,SFO.I ,2005.l/10,53,DFO.IOF5.14 ,OFA.I,20F5.1/l8O2A3,3XF8.1,RFS1,0F4.1,20F5.1/13,6,X30XF.1 




0 FORAT 2H MUTUAL VISIBILITYOF A6,29H FOR THE FOLLOWING STATION 
331 FORRAT I 6H H00 1913X,A3)) 
C
 





DIIFNSIFN R001(19 ,TLEDIlA0ID(119ITESTAI(19STATI19) 
DIMENSIONGPI5SI .DAD161,AIO6 ,XO 12},AB06,RXB.03
,OA 











C 0EFINF TRUNCATION FACTOR (RADIANS) 
49 
C TFSTFR 65K SFTTING. 
5041 CALL CH65KNPI 
IFIN 38,"5042,503B 
5008 PRINT 5041 
WRIT; RITPUTTAPF 3,504B 
5040 FORMATI1IHONRTE TO RPFRATR / 72. PUT.. iIACHINEIN 656 * REWINDAL 




G TO 5038 









C DEFINE TRUNCATION FACTORSFR SUBROUTINE BBRR I USED TO CONVERT
 

















0 ADNTQ 60 6N 68 60 6
 




60 05 6 6o 60 60
 
S FPRINT =60 11 61 60 6O 60
 








R DPRINT A 

0 400? I = 1,12 
R400? 0H01111 = 60062612060 
C ASSUODVEHICLE STARTS F IN 00A0W 
IEO = n 
F=Y 0 





C RFFINF GPODARD EARTH CRANTANTS 






C CARD I - READ IN 1.8. CARD - ANY INFEORPATIPNIN COLS. 2 - 72 
R0AD 6002,(XFAO(I),I = 1.121 
C CARD 2 - READ IN CONTROL CARD 
C COLS. 1-3 TYPE RF INPUT (803 =INERTIAL POSITIRN AND VELOCITY
 
C 
 IN VANGARD UNITS
 
C +01 = RACULATINGELEMENTS-CUANR 8AD
 
004 8ReUER VFAN FLE NTS
 
C COLS. 4-6 COMPUTE WORLD MAP AND PREDICTIONS- YES RR N

C 
I YES IE MAP=XX, ND IF MAP=+00 OR -XX I 
C OLS. 7-9 +xx ALWAYS
 
C COLS. 10-12 CHANGE EARTH CONSTANTS
 
C COLF. 13-15 CHANGE DRNCATIDN FACTOR
 
C COLS 16-18 0RRWR TRUNCATIANCONTROL
 
C COLS. 1-21 BLANK - USF INTERNALLY
 





CELS. 25-34 MAXIMUM RANGF TFST VALUF NAUTICAL MILES 
READ 6003,INPUT,AP.,LANCSTNERR,NOA,IRC,12CT.RGHA 
C 12CT IS TH NUMBER RF CONTROL STATIONS.
 
C TEST - HAVE ALL CASES BEEN RUN - YES 8R 40
 
IFII2CT - 191 5034,5034,3010 
3019 FRINT 500,I2CT 
WRITF OUTPUT TAPE 3.5033,12CT 
5033 EARMAT(1SHOYU ARE USING 16,60H CONTROL STATIONS. THE PROGRAMCAN 
IONLY HANRLF 19 STATIONS. I 
68 PRU- 54371 
G TO 68 
C034 IF1INPUT300,OA.2 
C1 INPUT=+O0AR -XX, ALL CASES HAVE BEEN RUN. 08 TR 300 (END 
50 





C CARD 2A- ,EPTIONAL) READ IN NEW VALUE OF TRUNCATIONFACTOR IF
 
C NERR=XX. IF NERR=00 HR -XX, PROCEED TO NEXT 
C RPTION TFST. 
C 
3 R-D 6040.ERR 
C 
































C T* 11 
7 IF (NCST2) ,8.11 
C USE GODDARD EARTH CHNSTANTS AITH HARMNICS = IF NCST = -2 









C AGE INTERNATIONAL CHNSTANTS HITH HARHONICS 0 IF HCST =-3
 










C CARDS 2 AND 2C- (OPTIRNAL) READ IN NE SET EF FARTH CHNSTANTS
 
C IF NCST= X.
 
R0ROV 6004.GH,FJ2,FJ3,FJ4.EJ5.FL,RF 









PRINT ALL .UANTITIES ON RUTPUT TRPF AT.
 
12 WRITF UITD TAPE 3.3089 
WRIF O)TPUT TAPF ITAPF4,3H89 
VIDF PTPUT TAPF T,087,(XFAnVI).I = 1.123 
WRITF UTPUT TPF ITAPFA,U087,IXOFAR(1,I = 1,12) 
NRITF P"T PUT PE TT08 
WRITF VUTPUT TAPE 3,5025 XHFAD(R),I = 1,12) 
V0R7FORAT I/lAAlAll/l//A 2(21XA6/)) 
3n88 FIRMAT (HI) 
S025 FORVOT (//l////A/IAPAP/ I///. 2154X,646/)) 
ORITF FUTPUT TAPE 3,3089 
ORITF OUTPUT TAPE 3.388
 
WRITF O'ITPUT APE ITAPF4,3T8
 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE ITAP9,S38.
 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE ,6C0D5,NHFT,RE,FL,G,FJAJFJTEJ4,FJ5
 
WRITE EUTPUT TAPE ITAPFS6035,XNMFT-,RF,FL,GM,FJ,,FJT.FJS,FJ5
 
IF (SFNS9 SWITCH 61 13,N1
 





913 IF (NHAI 91,V15,014 










C CARD 4 - READ IN PARAMETERS
 
C 	 TAKES STANDARD EPRCH AND ELEMENT CARDS
 
C 	 ALL PARANFTERSUSE STANDARDFORMAT (6E12.83
 
918 	READ 6006.IDSAT.NYE,NMENDENHENMNETSE.NRRBIT,(AIIN), N = 1,6) 
NY = 190M + NTE 
C 	 PRINT PPRH AND INPUT APTION AN OUTPUT TAPE A3
 
15 WRITF RUTPUT TAPE 3,6Dl0,NYF,NE,NDE,NHF.NMNETSF
 
WRITE RUTPUT TAPE ITAPE,6IT,NYENMENDE,NHENMNETSE
 
!F (SFNSE SRITCH 61 16,17
 
C 	 PRINT SAME INFORMATIN RN-LINE IF SENSE SWITCH 6 IS DAWN
 
16 PRINT 6OlRNYE.NMENDENHENMRE.TSE 
17 CANTINUF
 










502B FRMAT (7XI2,M,212.A,XI7. 

C ENVERT EPECH UNIVERSAL TIME IN HOURS, MINUTES. AND SECANDS
 



























1 ARITF OUTPUT TAPE 3.6012
 
C 	 INPUTOPTION I - SCUCATINA ELEMENTS IN VANGUARDUNITS AND RADIANS 
WRITF ERTPUTTAPE ITAPF4.AR12 
ARITE EUTPUT TAPE 1,6051 
WRITE DSTPUTTAPE ITAPEA.6OI 
.RITE RUTPUTTAPE 3.6011. (AI(NIN 1.6
 













C 	 PRINT INPUT PARAMETERSAN RUTPUT TAPE A3 -

INERTIALPOSITIAN AND VELOCITY RECTANGULARCERDINATES -





C2 WRITF RUTPUTTAPE 3,6009 
RITF OUTPUT TAPE ITAPF4.6009
 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3.6011.(AI(N).NT.A6)
 
WRITE EUTPUT TAPE ITAPE46Ol.(AIIN(,N = 1,6)
 
IF (SFNSF SWITCH 6 23,78
 








29 -RIN  6ME
 
BRAUWER MEAN ELEMENTS
C 	 PRINT INPUT PARAMETERS- INPUT OPTION 4 ­
930 	WRITF OUTPUT TAPE 3,6051
 
WRITE MUTPUT TAPE ITAPF,6051
 
931WPITF EUTPUTAPE 3.6DOItAI(NIN = 1.6)
 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE ITAPF4.6AD.AIIN), N = 1.6)
 
IF (SFNSF SWITCH 6) 932.30D2
 




PRINT 6Oll.(AI(NI.N = 1.6)
 
C CONVFRT TA K AND DFGRFES
 
NRT02 AIT 3 = 81(13 M 6A78.3R8
 




N ATI11 = I(6) 57.2957795IS23
 
AT(5 = AT(5) A S7.29577951083
 
IAl6 = AAA R '7.E257790582T
 
52 
C CONVERT INPUT PARAMETERS TM OSCULATING ELEMENTS
 
r 2P CALL PARA(INPUI,41,,GM) 
5027 FRRMAT I13HODRAG EFFECTS ,6A,7HT (P,QI,8XTHN (2,1,9X,THN (3,0) 
1 TAU,2X,312I,'(3X,EI5o8;
 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE ITAPE4DO27,1DGIIMA2,1AG3, .I,I5GAEN2
 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,5027,1DOTUDG2,IDG3,IMG4,IDG5,IDG,ENZ
 























C TFST - IS AMPLD AAP TFSIRPF 
C 
29 IF (MAP) 30,30.33
 
30 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,6014
 








16 rONT INIID 
C CARD IA - STATION PREDICTIONS AND WORLD MAP AMF REOUIREO. RFAD 
C IN CALENDAR MATE AND UNIVERSAL TIME AT WHICH THE START 
C MF THE CALCULATION IS DESIRED, CALFNDAR DATE AND 
C UNIVERSAL TIME AT WHICO THE TERMINATIONOF THE 
C CALCULATIONI5 DESIRED, AND THE DESIRED TIRE INCREMFNT 
C MF THE CALCULATION IN SECONDS. 
40 WRITF PUTPUTTAPE 3,6018 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE ITAPF4,6018 
C
C PRINT SAME INFORMATIONON-LIME IF SENSE SWITCH 6 IS TOWN
 















C CRNVERT OSCULATINGORBITAL ELEMENTS TO INERTIAL POSITION AND
 
C VELOCITY CRORDINATES IN KM AND K/SEC
 
A6 CALL FLRVZIRXVXA,PER,;.N.GERO) 
N I=STETRX(III2+XAD2IMM2ARX3I**2I 
S VI=SORTF(VXXII*2+VOI2I*2+VOX3)*2 
C CONVERT TO VANGUARD ANITS OF LENGTH AND VELOCITY 
C 
N 47 X]=RX(1/63301.8O 































1)5T.29 5 779 
R6=A11I16)57.2957795 














WRITF OUTPUT TAPE 3,71,NLA
 
71 FRMATS 16H0 YOU ARE USING 19­







 WIDE PAPER FSRR IF HORF THAN 15 STATIONS ARE USED
 
73 IPINLA- 15) 60,60,61
 




61 NLSPP = 5R
 
62 OP (NLAI 1,1,2001
 
C2 
 AKE ISVEL POSITIVE IF SPIN AXIS IS ALONG INERTIALVELOCITYVECTOR 
2000 READ S0G.RDDAXD.ISINRADECISVEL 
C STPRF BLANKS 
IF(NLA - I2CT1 5035,5037,5037 
5035 PRINT 5036 
WRITF OUTPUT TAPE 3.5036 
5036 FORMAT (72HOTHENUMBER HF CONTRHLSTATINS IS LARGER THAN THE NUBE 
1CR OF STATINS. 
67 PAUSF 54333 
G- T 67 
5037 IF(INL - IR" 5Dn4.SDD4.5'OA 
5056 AOL = SNLA2) + 7 
n 5005 I = NL.44 











O 	 VXF 1 =OSFIDFR; : CUSPRAR
 











5026 WRITE HUTPUT TAPE 3.9504 
IF 1SNS S'ITCH AS 201,202 
201 PRINT O5.4 
202 ' -305 N=INLA 
READ6.27STATSNSTAT1(NLONDLOMXLAASLATD,LATb 
I XLATS HGT 


































OUTPUT TAPE . ,SSTATSJ).STAT(JJ = 1.N 3 3 09 3
 
WRITE OUTPUTTAPE ITAPE4,3093.(STAT(JSSTAT(J, J= 1,NJ)
 
3093 	FORMATS//15X21HCONTROL STATIOAS ARE /,4(20X2A3/5)
 




ORITF OUTPUT TAPF ITAPF4,309
 
3091 FORMAT(54HOS IS PRINTED WHEN THE SATELLITE OS IN THE SUNLIGHT
 
WRITF OUTPUT TAPE 3,30R2
 
3092 FARMATIHOHO THE 3 DIGIT NUMBERS UNDER THE STATION NAMES ARE THE S
 
IP CFCRAFT LOGK ANGLES.
 
C INITIALIZFLINE COUNT AND DELTA 7 (DIFFERENCEBETAEEN
 
C LOCAL STATION PREDICTIONS STARTINGTIME AND EPUCH OF INPUT
 






















I HAVF BFFN PPINTED
 












C C@MPUTF GRFENWICH APPARENT SIDEREAL TIMF AT TO M DELTA T
 
c 
S A'T= TIM * 9.8107186341 
9 FOR FN(J,UT,XDX,XDX,FCQR 
D ST = GAST7(DJUT,EQR) 
CALL JULCALInJ,ND,MNY)
 



























C CGMPUTE HEIGHT OF SATELLITEABOVE COMPUTATIONALELLIPSOID ALONG
 
















C TFST FAR VFHICLE IN SUNLIGHT
 
C AN S WILL BF PRINTED IF IN SUNLIGHT
 












C CAMPUT COMPNENTS OF SUN
 
XSU = COSFJSLC) 
























































GLX = X0DG - PTA
 




ROR6 SUNN = 62 60 60 60 60 60
 
55 
IG0 = 2 
C VFHICLF IN SUN 
NUMSUN = NUMSUN, I 
(7 T 3066 
R3o96 01NN = 60 60 60 60 60 60 
7166 = 10 
C 00H1CL INSH0W 
0000 COOTINUF 
IF(IVA)3026,3025,3026 













ISH = I1 
6TF0 = 0TIF 
00 TO 3030 
D3028 PFRCNT =D00.-( TIFS - OTOSH) / 736. FR6)) 
RAT = 76TI.65- 6ESH) 60. 
W673 60T0T TAPE 1,30,70I0.Y15ES0.1650.1F5H,70E6.6NY10,60,66. 
17H, I ,0,AT PRCNT 
3029 F0R6AT75X,31,X.22.13X,312,X212.5X,F7.110,F7.2)3231 F5RAT(7H1,20X.217 SUNLIHT 61500RY OF A5//S.43HSATELLITEWILL BE
 
7I SUNLIGHT AT ALL TIMFS EXCEPT WHEN IT WILL /5X.
 
2400FNTFRSHAOW AT 
 AND LEAVE SHAD W AT /5X, 
373HYYIDD HH0 YY5DD HH DURATION(MI6I PERCENT IN 
4 SUM0LIGH7I 
3000 7G0 = I66 
C 
6F(XS3070.3.69,07'1 
3069 XGLAST = G6LT 

























3064 06 = 0
 
0o 3081 I = 1I'
 















S 1 302= 1.57079632470+RLN
 














318 IF(FLFO(N - 057 379,320,320
 




320 I1fFL0IN - 10;321,23.,238
 
321 0TA(0 = FpRNT
 
236 7F(RFN - XA0239,230,902
 




002 0ATA(N) OATAIN) + (- XRXX)
 
2,0 I7AT = APRINT
 
3004 00N0 LIOGT 7
 
A-0 FFN AT (515,r16.8I
 4030 	 0RAT (475.014,0I 
322 TF(P6) 2411310,241
 










311 N = 1
 
241 KK = 77 + 1
 
IFIIALX - 1) 3061.3061,306?
 
















 0TAT41KK = STATIIN)
 
K 





C CONVERT S/C ANFGLETO BCD
 
I (30 94,300n, 30 82
 










3085 XETA{INVA) = X7(1)
 
03090 GCLN =CLGL * 57.29577951
 
A CALT = GOLAT F 57.29577951
 
IF (SFNS LIGHT 1) 243,2460
 
241 IF (LC2-1) 245,244,245
 
244 LC2 = 0
 

















DO 5003 1 = I,NLA
 
X
NOR 1I*2) F 5 
.P.VI XA, = X- TIM






IPS F 12000 - LIN11 F 44
 
1F(IP0S - 64)C191502,5 21
 






































































5q0 PRF(NX ) SLIN
 
5092"IF(IOS - 12000 - 800) 5029,5022,5022
05320 TIMFS = OTIIIFS DTLA 
LL)I = LL11 - I 
SENSELIGHT 4 
40 TO 246 
C TRF PRF 
9027 CALL STASH(PRF,NXDIPS0) 
(005 =-I 0 - NxR 
IX = IX + 1 
3051 FR"AT ()3X2A3,F9,.I,26.I,F7.1,5A6 
407A LIN11 = LINII S I 
GA T 247 












WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3.3076,10GRB
 
1076FMAT I'I127X13H ARBIT NIIMBFR16)
 







C MOTURN WPUV 
MO 3054 K= .LI11 
LOK = 12000 - IK-l) * 44 
CALL PACKW0UV,44.LEKI 
00 5007 I = 1.5 
5057 MOPII) = WPUV(I)
 




65 NPG3 = 0
 
LL1O = LL1I + 0
 
MVP117) = WPHV(6) 
WRIT OUTPUT TAPE 3,66,MVPI(7)
 
66 FRAT (2X,1300R1T MUMMER 16 

5029 WRIT 0UTPUT TAPE 3,5030,MVPI)2),MVPI(3).MVPIII)
 
5030 FORMAT 120X,18HDATE)MTM/YT) = 2)12.1H/),12)
 
MRITF 0UTPUT TAPF 3,331,STAT)1).I = 1.NLA)
 
5032 MVP(?) = WPV6)
 
)OILSURA - vVPI()7) 5016.50)7,5017
 




W'5ITF )TPUTT F I)APF4.5018,LASORU 
9010 	FRAT (1.0,27X3H 0RBIT 0U0FR 16)
 




LL12 LL12 + 2
 
5017NN (NA2) 1 6
 




102 LINV4 = 1 (0)0-))5MSOO0S0000
 
SnB IAM = 3267
 













00TE OUTPUT TAPE ITAPE4,4006,APRIT
 
4006 FR T 114X.6)
 
WRIT OUTPUT TAPE ITAPF4,323.)MVPIK)K 1 5,(PRE(K),K 2,11)
 
LL12 = LLI2 A 2
 
ILL)? - 40) 5024,5024.5023
 
50?3 WRITF 00TUT TAPE ITAPF4,3076,!VPI17)
 




5024 IF(VPI(6) - 11 5014,5014,5010
 





)A$5 = 100$ - 7 
WRITF UTPUT TAPE ITAPF4,3051,(PRF(K, K 1,6)
 
LIM1? = LINI2 . 1
 









4005 FORMAT I 20X5HRANGE4X,4.AZI.,2X,SHFLEV.,2X,8HS/C
LMK,2X,4HLAT. 
1 20,5NL04G,,2X6HHFG"T / 






5n14 LLI = LL]I + I
 
I1LLI - NLSPP) 3054,3054,4003
 





















10 9 C-NTINIIW 
323 FORMATOX,312X,212,X,2A3F0. 2,F6.I.T.IFIO.IF7.1F9F.1.XA3) 




318H YY0MDD HHM STAT.,3X.4HK4),4X,35H.- 0 00....
DEGREES --------­
4 ----- ,3X,4H)1) I 
3)7 1F0I''FS - XLAF)901.24.,248 
247 C0NTIN0 
IF(DT1-5 - XLAF) 9600,5015,5C15 
5015 IFlLIN)l- 2 1 248,248,2460 
2Aq IF I100SFS ITC 2) 249,7010 
























I71177 - W,303A.70T5,TTTA 
3,)74WRITF UTPUT TAPE ITAPE4,3036,SA.II = 1,12) 



















'SOuRCE DECK FOR MAIN PROGRAM TWO
 
,61 














C GENERALIZEDWORLD MAP AND LOCAL STATION PREDICTIONSPROGRAM.
 
C IA. CONVERTS OSCULATINGORBITAL ELEMENTS TO INERTIALPOSITION
 
C 
 AND VELOCITY RECTANGULARCOORDINATES.
 
C 
 1B. CONVERTS INERTIAL POSITION AND VELOCITY RECTANGULAR
 
C COORDINATESTO OSCULATINGORBITAL ELEMENTS.
 
C 2. COMPUTES WORDLDPAP ON REQUEST.
 
C S. COMPUTES LOCAL STATION PREDICTIONS(LOOK ANGLES) SN REQUEST.
 
C 
 PROCESSES I. 2, 3, OR 4 STATIONS SIMULTANEOUSLYSN REQUEST.
 
C ALL INTERNALCALCULATIONSARE PERFORMEDUSING THE KILOMETERAS
 
C THE UNIT OF LENGTH AND THE SECOND AS THE UNIT IF TIME. IF ANY
 
C 
 OF THE OPTIONAL INPUT PARAMETERSARE DEFINED IN OTHER UNITS,
 
C THEY ARE CONVERTED TO THESE UNITS AS SION AS THEY ARE READ IN
 




























































C Z END OF NAME OF FUNCTION AR SUBROUTINE INDICATES THAT INPUT,
 
C OUTPUT, AND INTERNALARITHMETICARE PERFORMED IN DOUBLE PRECISION.
 
C DEFINITION SF SYMBSLS
 
C ERR = TRUNCATIONFACTOR IN PADIANS) USED IN SOLUTION OF 
C KEPLERS EUUATION
 
C GM = PRODUCE OF G (=GAUSSIANCONSTANT SUARED 
AND M, THE MASS UF
 











C L=INVERSE SF FLATTENING
 
C RE= EQUATORIALRADIUS OF EARTH IN KM.
 
SENSE SWITCH 6 IS USED IN THE MAIN PROGRAM TU PROVIDE AN OPTIONAL
 




IF SENSE SW1TCH 6 IS DOWN, THE SAME-INFORMATION
 
c UHICHIS PRINTED MN TAPE AS IS ALSO PRINTED UN LINE. 
IF SENSE
 
C SWITCH 6 IS UP, OUTPUT IS PRINTED ON AS ONLY.
 
ALL FORMATS USED IN PROGRAM FOLLOW IMMEDIATELY.
C 









A005 FORMAT / IIPE.,MX9H TOLERANCEREQUIRED FOR KEPZ SUBROUTINE//
 
I 1.UPF.3,M9..H EQUATORIALRADIUS OF EARTH IN K 
/2XFS.,llX22H IN
 
2VERSE OF FLATTENING/DXIPEl4A.,3X31HGM {K. CUBED/SECONDSSQUARED 
3 //18X44H HARMONICS IF EARTHS GRAVITATIONALPOTENTIAL /XEDS.6 




60. FORMATIDI1,UX20H INPUT OPTION NUMBER/18X24HINPUT PARAMETERSA 
62 
1RF--- //)ODOR FORMAT (AGHGEOCENTRIC EQUATGRIALRECTANGULARCOORDINATES/7O REGU
 
DIRER UNITS - CRAZY MIXED UP VANGUARD UNITS OF LENGTH AND VELOCITY)

6010 FORMAT (/ 1XI2,1H/I2,lH/I.,7X25HEPOCHDATE RF PARAMETERS/2(1X12),
 
1 F7.3,5XH29EPOCH TIME OF PARAMETERS-UT2 I
 
6011 FORMAT (/6X.FI2., 2GH X1 - VANGUARD UNITS/6X,F12.9, 3H X2/
 
1 6XF12.9, 3H RD//6XF12.o, ONVX- VANGUARD UNITS/GX,F12.D.
 
2 4H VR2/.6,F12.9, 4H VX I
 
6012 FORMAT (30H ORBITAL ELEMENTS- OSCULATING/69HPERUIRED UNITS - ALL 
1 ANGLES IN DEGREESSEMI-MAJSR AXIS IN KILOMETERS I 
6013 FORMAT (/ 2XFllo45X,27H SEMI-MAJORAXIS-KILOETERS/6XFD.O, 
1 14H ECCENTRICITY/30.F12.G,X,12H INCLINATION.3X9H -DEGREES/3X. 
2 F12.63,UX24HR.A. ASC. NODE -DEGREES/3XF12.6,3X24H ARG. OF PERI 
3GEE-DEGREES/3X.F12.6,3D.24HMEAN ANOMALY -DEGREES I 
6014 FORMAT (/18X,25HNO WORLD MAP CALCULATIRN I 
6016 F RAT I/GUM RORLO MAP CALCULATIRNS - START AND END TIMES//) 
G017 FORMAT 1/10,XGH NO LOK ANGLE CALCULATION I 
6018 FORMAT I/46H LORK ANGLE CALCULATIONS- START AND END TIMES//I) 
6019 FORMAT / Q2 IOUANTITIESCOMPUTED FROM INPUT 

6020 FRRMAT 1/ 1X,F13..4X,16H 01 - KILOMETERS/X.F13.54X,H X2/RX,
 
1 F13.,4X,3H X//5XF1,2.U8UH OVX-KILOHETERS/SEC./X,.F12.8,
 
2 5H VX/X,F12.8,5 VX3 I
 
6021 FORMAT I/ 2DF1D.4,5X,27H SEMI-MAJORAXIS-KILOMETERS/6XF1.R,
 
1 14H ECCENTRICITY/3XF12.6,3X,12HINCLINATIONDXTH -DEGREES/DX
 




6022 FORMAT 1/ 4Fll.6,3X,7H PERIOD,XTH -HHURS/XFll.4.20X,9H -RINUT
 
1ES/4X,Fll.6,3 1H MEAN MOTION,3X,14H-DEGREE/HOUR//4XFlI.6,X.
 
2 150 RATIONOF NODE,8X,14H- DEGREES/DAY/4XFI1.G,3X,18HMOTION OF
 
3 PERIGFE.5X,14H - DEGREES/DAY I 
6023 FORMAT 15H DATE6X14HUNIVERSAL TIME,1GX20HGEODETIC OORDINATES/ 
1 9H MO/DY/YR,3X4HH M,3X4HSEC.,X39HLATITUDE-DMS LONGITUDE-DRS H 
2FIRHT-K. //) 
6024 FORMAT UIX12,IH/,12,1H/,12,2X21Y.FT.,,X213,F6.2,2XI4,13,F6.2, 
1 Fl.3 I
 
6025 FORMAT (IIH PUSH START /////I
 
6026 FORMAT (1H//15XS3H LACAL STATION PREDICTIONSFAR -- //8H STATION.
 
1 5XOH LONGITUDEGX9H LATITUDE,4X16HHEIGHT (METERS) //)
 
6027 FORMAT (1X2AD,IDI13,F3,!:1,FT.37F1. I
 
6028 FORMAT 21,2A4,SAI4F13,F,I13.F73.AXF1D.2 I
 
6037 FORMAT (1H/45XOH WORLD HAP //)
 
6038 FORMAT (2TH1LOCALSTATION PREDICTIONS I
 
6039 FORMAT (13H JOB FINISHED /l//) 
6040 FORMAT (E0.0)
 
6041 FORMAT I28HIFXFCUTE MAIN PROGRAM-WMAPLA/1H1 I
 
6042 FORMAT (ADO GEOCENTRICEOATORIAL INERTIAL COORDINATES/
 
I 5OH REQUIRED UNITS - KILOMETERSANO KILRRETERS/SECONDI

6043 FORMAT I1X,F13.5,4X,1THX - KILORETERS/1X,F13.5,4X.
 
I 17H X2 - KILORETERS/XF1Y3.,4X,17H GD - KILRMETERS//5XF12.,
 
2 1X1M VX1 - KM/SEC/DX,F12.,1IX,13HVX2 - KE/SEC/5X,F12.O,IX,
 
3 13H VX3 - K/SEC)
 
6044 FORMAT I/I8XOH "ROA"ER HARMONICS COPUTED FROM J2.J3,JA, AND J5
 
1 II1PE1ODX.24H K2 (KILOMETERS SDUARED)/1XE14.,3 ,
 
2 22H K3 KILOMETERS CUBED)/1X,E14,.3.X
 
3 29H K4 IKILRPETERS FOURTH POWERI/1X,E148,3X,
 
4 2H K5 KILOMETERS FIFTH POWERI)





6046 FORMAT {/1X,13.5,4X,17H X1 - KILOMETERS,3X,F12.R,1X,
 
1 210 X - VANGUARDUNITS/1X,F13.5,4X,17HX2 - KILRRETERS,3X,
 
2 F12.O81X,21 X2 - VANGUARD UNITS/OXF13.D,4

3 17H X3 - X3
KILOMETERS,3X,F12.0.1X.21H - VANGUARD UNITS)
 
6047 FORMAT (/X.Fl2.R.1O,13 VXl - KM/SEC.TXF12.,IX,
 
1 21H 001 - VANGUARDUNITS/5XF12.O,1X,13H VX - KR/SEC.,XF12.U,
 
2 1X.21H VX2 - VANGUARDUNITS/DX,F12.O.1X,13HVX - KM/SECX,
 
3 F12.R,1X21H VX3 - VANGUARD UNITS//IU.F13.5,4X,
 
4 17H R - KILO)ETERS,3XF12.0,1.210HR - VANGUARD UNITS/DX,
 
5 F128l,13H V - K/SEC,7XF12.8,1X,
 
6 21H V - VANGUARDUNITS)
 
6040 FORMAT 1/26X,7H ORBITAL ELEMENTS//20HOSCULATINGELERENTS,2X,
 
1 22H BROUWER MEAN ELEMENTS//IX,F12.4,11X,F12.4,7X,
 





4 26H INCLINATION - DEGREES/4XFI1.6A12X,Fl1.6,X,
 
N 26H R.A. ASC. NODE - DEGREESI4XRFll.12X,Fl1o6,X:
 
6 26H ARG. OF PERIGEE - DEGREES/A4XF16,12XFI1.6,5X
 
7 26H MEAN ANOMALY - DEGREES)
 
6049 FORMAT (/45H TRUNCATION FACTORSUSED IN COMPUTING BROUOR /
 
1 39H MEAN ELEMENTS FROM OSCULATING ELEMENTS//1",PE8.1,.x,
 
2 29H SEMI-MAJOR AXIS - KILOMETERS/1X.E8.1,9X,1HECCENTRICITY/lX,
 
3 E.A1,9X,26H INCLINATION - DEGREES/IX,E8..9X.
 
4 26H R.A. ASC. NODE - UEGREES/lX,E8.1.9,
 
5 26H AMG OF PERIGEE - DEGREES/1X,EE.1,NX,
 
6 U6H MEAN ANOMALY DEGREES I 
6050 FHRMAT{6FD2.8)
6051 FORMAT (22H OROUWER MEAN ELEMENTS/69HREQUIRED UNITS - ALL ANGLES 
1IN BENREES.SEMI-MAJORAXI IN KILOMETERS I 
60D2 FORMAT (1XI,2(II12.1X,2(S1,F7.O,5X,1212XA3)) 
9501 FORMATI1HOBH .*..*. 
952 FORMAT (IHOI7HMUTUAL VISIBILITY//) 
9503 FORMATISHDDATE,5XISHUNIVERSAL TIME/TOHMO/DY/YR H M SEC., 
I 5X,lI2XA3)) 
63 
9504 FOR AT(IH1//15X33HLOCAL STATION PREDICTIONSFAR -- //SH STATION,
 






9507 FORATI////7X26KNO STATION PRINT OUT IF --//
 
1X,25HI ELEVATION IS LESS THAN,1X,13. OH DEGREES/
 
21,25112 RANGE IS GREATER THAN 7X,F9.0,12H KILOMETERS/
 
310,0093.RADAR ANGLE IS GREATER THAN,;6XF6.1SH DEGREES/
 
419X.12HR LESS THAN,6X.FS.I,8ROEGRE S///
 
54X,25HSPINAXIS COORDINATESARE.8XF6. .24H DEGREES RIGHT ASCENSIO
 




1 9H ROIRYIYR'16H, A 1DEGI 10E00
H STATION,6XAHIKIMI,l2  







,FO ,0F 5.1/IX ,2A3,3XF XT5.AIXF4.I2X 
3 
4 XF ,UXF5 A3/183A'A3F8 F5.,U 4.1A XF5.1/A/XZAO ,X0Fl. 
2F5.1/18X,2A3,3XF8.1,XF5.lXF4.1,2XF5.1/IBX,2A3X3XFB.I,XF5.1,XF4.1




































D EN2 = 0.0
 
C DEFINE TRUNCATIONFACTORS FOR SUBROUTINE BBRWR I USED TO CONVERT
 





















8 APRINT-60 60 60 60 60 60
 



























C CARD 2 - READ IN CONTROL CARD 
C
 
C COLS. 1- 3 TYPE OF INPUT t.01 = OSCULATINGORBITAL ELEMENTS
 
C 
 +02 INERTIALPOSITION AND VELOCITY
 
IN KILOETERS AND K/SEC
 









 +04 = BROUWER 0FANELEMENTS 
C COLS. G- 6 COMPUTE WRLD NAP - YES OR NO I YES IF HAP+XX, NM IF
 
C 
 0AP-000 (R -XX)
 
C COLS. 7- 9 CRMPUTE LAOK ANGLES -
 YES 0R NO IYES IF LA= XX NO IF
 






10-12 CHANGE EARTH CONSTANTS
 












C IF INPUT=+OOOR -XXO ALL CASES NASBEEN RUN. G TN 300 (END 
C FILE. REWIND AND UNLOAD A36 LF LtAPUT=+XX, PROCEED TO NEXT CASE. 




2 IF INFRR) 4,43
 
C CARD 2A- (OPTIONAL) READ IN NEW VALUE OF TRUNCATIWNFACTRR IF
 





 3 READ ND4R,ERR
 




4 IF INCSTI 5,11,10
 
IF NCST=+O0, RETAIN STANDARD GODDARD EARTH CONSTANTS AND PROCEED
 
































C USE INTERNATIONALCONSTANTS WITH HARMONICS 







































C PRINT ALL OUANTITIESON OUTPUT TAPE AS.
 
12 WRITE NUTPUT TAPE 3,6001
 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,6002
 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 36OOSERR.REFLGH.F2FFF4,FJS
 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3.6044.GP( IGP(3IP141,GP(5)
 
IF (SFNS SWITCH 6) 13,913
 










913 IF (NDA) 915.915914
 














C CARD 3 - READ IN EPOCH OF INPUT PARAMETERS-CALENDARDATE (MUNTH,
C DAY AND YEAR) AND UNIVERSALTIME (HOURS,MINUTES, AND 
C SECONDS TO 3 DECIMALS NF A SECOND). 
65 
C CARD 4 - READ IN PARAMETERS
 
NI,6)
918 READ 606,NME,NDE,NYE,NHE,NMNE,TSE,(AI(SI, 

PRINT EPOCH AND INPUT OPTION RN OUTPUT TAPE AS
 
15 	WRITE OUTPUT TAPE S,601DNRMENDENYE,NHE,NMNE,TSE
 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE D,600INPUT
 
IF (SENSESWITCH 6) 16.17
 








CMNVERT EPSCH UNIVERSAL TIME IN HURS, MINUTES, AND SECANDS
 






























C OSCULATINGORBITAL ELEMENTS 

PRINT INPUT PARAMETERSSN OUTPUT TAPE A3 ­
-
C 1. SEMI-MAJMRAXS IN KM 2. ECCENTRICITYS. INCLINATIMN4. RIGHT
 
C ASCENSIONOF ASCENDING NDE S. ARGUMENT SF PERIGEE 6. MEAN ANOMALY
 
C 
 (ALLANGLES I.E. 3,4,5, AND 6 ARE IN DEGREES).
 




IF (SENSESWITCH 6) 19.28
 
C PRINT SAME INFORMATIONMN-LINE IF SENSE SWITCH 6 IS DAWN
 






C PRINT INPUT PARAMETERS MN MUTPUT TAPE A3 - INPUT OPTION 2
 
C 
 INERTIALPOSITION AND VELOCITY RECTANGULARCOORDINATES-
C IN KILOMETERSAND KILOMETERSPER SECOND.
 
20 WRITE SUTPUT TAPE 3.6042
 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,64SIAINI,N=D,6I
 
IF (SFNSFSWITCH 61 21,28
 
C 









C PRINT INPUT PARAMETERSSN OUTPUT TAPE A3 

INERTIALPOSITION AND VELOCITY RECTANGULARCOORDINATES-







22 	WRITE RUTPUT TAPE 3,6009
 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3U6011.(AIINI.NI
 
IF (SENSESWITCH 6) 23,28
 












930 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,6051 = 

931 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3.6013,(AI(N,N 1.61
 








PRINT 6S3,I(AI(NI,N = 1,6)
 






























C TEST - IS WORLDMAP DESIRFO 
29 IF (MAP) 30,30,33
 
30 WRIT OUTPUT TAPE 3,6014
 




32 G TO 36
 
C CARD 5A - WORLD MAP IS DESIRED. READ IN CALENDAR DATE (DAY,
 
C MRNTH, AND YEAR) AND UNIVERSALTIME (HURS,MINUTES,
 
C AND SECONDS TO 3 DECIMALS OF A SECOND) AT WHICH THE
 
C START GF dALCULATIUN IS DESIRED, CALENDAR DATE AND
 
C UNIVERSAL TIME AT WHICH THE TERNINATIONOF THE
 
C CALCULATION IS DESIRED.AND THE DESIRED TIME INCREMENT
 
C OF THE CALCULATIONIN SECONDS TO 3 DECIMALS GF A SECOND.
 
C33 W0ITE OUTPUT TAPE 3.06 

C PRINT SAME INFORMATIONON-LINE IF SENSE SWITCH 6 IS DOWN
 










36 IF (LA) 3 ,37.40
 
37 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,6017
 








C CARD 58 - STATION PREDICTIONS(LORK ANGLES) ARE REQUIRED. READ
 
C IN CALENDAR DATE AND UNIVERSAL TIME AT WHICH THE START
 
C OF THE CALCULATIONIS DESIRED, CALENDAR DATE AND
 
C UNIVERSAL TIME AT WHICH THE TERMINATIONRF THE
 
C CALCULATIONIS DESIRED, AND THE DESIRED TIME INCREMENT
 
C OF THE CALCULATION IN SECONDS.
 
40 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,6018
 
C PRINT SAME INFERMATIONON-LINE IF SENSE SWITCH 6 IS DOWN
 
C 
IF (SENSE SWITCH 6) 41,42 
41 PRINT 6010 
42 CALL TIMEC(DJOTSEP,XLASXLAFDTLA) 
43 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,6001 
WRITE.UTPUT TAPE 3.6002 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3.6019 
WRITEOUTPUT TAPE 3.600ONME,NDE,NYE,NHENMNETSE 
C 
C PRINT SAME INFORMATIONWN-LINE IF SENSE SWITCH 6 IS DOWN 












C CONVERT OSCULATINGORBITAL ELEMENTSTO INERTIALPOSITION AND
 





































o 	 A 4GA4*57295779513023
 
7 2 9 57 7 9 13 0 23
 
D A06-A(16 . .
 o 	 ANG=A15)*57.2957795130823
) ' N
 
4 	WRITE 0TPUT TAPE 3,6045
 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3GO46RX1),XO1.R(2),TX2,RX3RX3
 
WRITE UTPUT TAPE 3,6047,VX(1),VNE,VX2VR2,VX(3VN3,RIR.VlV2
 














WRITE OUTPUT RAPE3,608,AOBRA.2B2,A3,B3TANG4B4,ANR,BS,AGDB6 
WRITE RUTPUT TAPE 3,6022PERHPERENlDRDEDPERI 
IF (SENSESWITCH 61 GR5N 

















53 1 (MAP) 199,199,100
 






SKIP A PAGE AND PRINT HEADING FOR WORLD MAP CALCULATIONS
 
100 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,6037
 
WRITE 0UTPUT TAPE 3,6023
 







INITIALIZELINE CRUNT AND DELTA T (DIFFERENCEBETWEEN
C 



















SKIP A PAGE AND PRINT HEADING IF 50 LINES OF CALCULATION
C 







104 WRITE UTPUT TAPE 3,6037
 








PRINT 6023 +W DT
 










C 	 COPUTE GREENWICH APPARENTSIDEREAL TINE AT TO V DELTA T
 








C 	 CRNVERT UNIVERSAL TINE IN RADIANS TN HURS, MINUTES, AND SECONDS
 




















 COMPUTE GEODETIC LATITUDE OF SUBSATELLITEPOINT
 
C CDMPUTE HEIGHT OF SATELLITE ABOVE COMPUTATIONALELLIPSOID ALONG 
C NORMALFRM SATELLITE TA ELLIPSOID 
C 
D GDLAT = GDLATZ(GCLATR,RE,FLALT) 
CONVERT LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE IN RADIANS TO DEGREES, MINUTES, 
C AND SFCHNDS 
O TACLON=GCLN-3.141592653589793 























08 IF IDTIMES-WNAPF) 103,109,109
 










199 IF (LA) 10,200
 
C BEGIN LOCAL STATION PREDICTIONSCALCULATION
 


















D VXEIII = CASF(DECRI C.SFIRARI 
VXF(2) COSFIDECR)* SINF(RARI 
O VX() = SINFIDECR) 





WRITE OUTPUT TAPE G.9504
 



















D CDORD( ) = DMSRZ(LATD,LATM,XLATS 















WRITE DUTPUT TAPE 7,9507,MINV,XMAX,RDMAXRDRINRA,DEC
 
C INITIALIZELINE COUNT AND DELTA T (DIFFERENCEBETWEEN
 
C LACAL STATIAN PREDICTIRNSSTARTING TI1E AND EPACH OF INPUT
 























7005 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6,603D
 













208 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,9503,(STAT2II),I= lNLA) 
IF (SENSFSWITCH 6) 210,2170 
210 PRINT 9503,1STAT2(I),I INLA) 
2170 IF (SENSESWITCH 2) 2171,217 
2171 PRINT 6025 
PAUSE 77775 
217 LINES=LINFSE+ 
SKIP A PAGE AND PRINT HEADING IF 50 LINES HF CALCULATION
 








WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 3,6038
 
WRITE GUTPUTTAPE 3.5303,(STATZ(III 1,NLAI
 
IF [SENSE SWITCH 6) 220,231
 
220 PRINT 6038 
PRINT 9503,ISTAT2III = l,NLA) 
231 IF (1CCd) 7016,7016,7007 
7007 1F ILINE-40 7016,7016,7015 
7015 LINE6 I 
WRITE WUTPUT TAPE 6,6038 























C 	 CONVERTUNIVERSAL TIME IN RADIANS TA HAURS, MINUTES,AND SECONDS
 































D RI3AO=I.37079632679-LATN)6 R (79
 












IF IELED(N)-XIN) 233,234,234 
8 233 DATA(NI=APRINT 
Go T 242 
234 IF ITESTA(N-RDMIN) 235,236,236 
B 230 DATAIN)=APRINT 
GA TO 242 
236 IF (TESTAINI-RDAX) 238,238.237 
B 237 DATA(N)=APRINT 
Go TO 242 





















B STAT3KK = STATI1N)
 

































TF I DTIPFS-XLAF 9600,248248
 






7010 IF (IC CI 200,2T0,70
 

























FUNCTIONALLOT FORTRANSOURCE PADGRAM ALL2TO0D
 











VERSION 3F 07/22/63 ALL9D03s
 
FORTRAN FUNCTION ALLT3 6
 












AND ADDS 2 PI IF ANGLE IS NEGATIVE. IHE RESULTINS A3LE ISALL'3SI
 
POSITIVEBETEEN 0 AND +2 PI RADIANS. ALLO....
 
C 
 - ALL311 
CALLING SEQUENCE ALL.T... 







































































PROGRAM MODIFICNTIONS ALL ..254
 




































- ERSIO 2F 2/22/US, ALUDED 
FJATRN FUNCI [IN RLL2020 






UGASCES RN ANGLE UP AEYMAAIA J2E RN) SI"TR OMJLUS 0 1RIRLE202
 
AEO ADDS 2 Pl IF AGLE IS NEGATIE. TIE R-CJLTIN;ANLZ ISALLOIII
 


























































C? ACCURACY- -	 ALLUTZ39 





- LLaLTi2.DMOD,(DFA) 	 ALLOTZ43
 
ALL3TZ 




61 WITHOUT REQUIRED SUBPROGA S ALLUTzq 
C ALLUTL5D 
TIMING ALLOTZES 



















3 IF EALLOTZ)4.5.5 ALL3TZ..
 




























COMPUTESTHE ARCTAIGENTOF AN ANULE RIT P1U3-1 ALLUCATIUN ATANO)3
OF QUADRANTTO THE ANGLE BETWEEN 0 ANUO 2 PI IADIANS. AERNOD1 
AANUUA2 
CALLINGSEQUENCE ATRN01A3 
NRME = AfAO (S.C) ATAN14 
ATrAS15 
INPUT ATNGUDA5 
S D.SINEA ATANGUD7C D.CUSEaE 	 ATANGUSA
 
4HERE 0 IS AN ARBITRARYPUSITIVECUNSTANT ENU14ALLYATaU)19
 
0 = RL.3E ATANU2a 
ATANGUTI 
UUTPUT ATAN Z2 
NAME = ANGLE A IN RADIANSBETOWEEN3 AND + 2 HI UAIRNS AAIGT 
REFERENCE IIANGUDS 
REFER TO MATHENATICALDESCIPTIUN IN SJBP3UA4 WBITcJP RTIOO5 
ATANOU28 
USES FOTRA UNITUR FUNCTIONATAIF. rESTS RT SEUNS U5 AEANU2A 
SE AND CUSINE, THIN ADDS OR SUBTRACTS APPAUPIAT RTANU3U. 
FRACTIONSOF 2 Fl IAANST ASSIUN ANULE T PIOPEA ATANQ331 
QUDRANT BETdEEN0 AND + 2 PI RADIANS. ATANU32 
RESTRICTIONS ATANUU34 





REQUIRED SUBPRORAMS - FORTRAN 2 MUNITOR ATANOUAU 
ATAN ATANGUAT 
I~~T10REQUIREDSUPROGRAMS -OTHER ANIAUA SSATAN42ATANGUA3.. 










...... START PBOSRAS 	 ..ITANGUS5
................... ...... 





iO0 IF (S) 102,10,104 



















110 ADD=3.141592 65 
 TAN2076 
GO TO 124 ATAN207
 
l012	U1UOQ3,42LL 40...65 A0.1422.710 
RETURN ATA40379 
ATANQ30
114 ADD=3.041 592 65 

114 OF U2 	 ATANQ3C6 I) 
























128 ATANQOU.785398 1634AD 

ATANQ92Z 








134 ATANQ=-0.785390 163AD . ... AANQ396
 
RETURN - A T A ( ) + A O 








































COMPUTESAN ANGLE FROM ITS SINEAD COSINE A49 PLRCES TIE A0ANZo0
 








CALLING SEQUENCE N093 47490315I 








C C = COSINE EF ANGLE 0* OR -l ATA103O
 ATAIZ32I
 












NAME = ANGLE IN RAOOAqS BETdEE0 AND 2 PI ORUOUNS . 40090324 
C 4ATA137 

















C USES FORTRANM91TR FUNCTIONATA2F. IF AR3UMENT ATAN335 
C RETURNED BY ATAN2F IS -, DRDIANS . ATAN32 P ARE ADDED 
























































C!!j' -STURJ P ENSBMIf UUU TN 
C 
U 2 ATANOEATAN2F(SCI 
U IF.IRATUNEL,SAD -



















FOR USE WIH FORTRAN 2 mMITO ON IBM 7090. 7094 






COMPUTES BROUWERMEAN ORBITAL ELEMENTSFROM OSCULATINS 




































































DAl1= TRUNCATIONFACTOR FOR SEMI-MAJOR AXIS - KLOMETEIS BBRWRO19 
C DATO TRUNCATIONFACTOR FOR ECCENTRICITY- DIMENSTONLESS BBRIOZO DA(3= TRUNCATIONFACTOR FOR INCLINATIUN- RUIAMS BER3ZI 
DA(41= TRUNCATIONFACTOR FOR RIGHT ASCENSIONOF ASCENDING BBRWROZO 
MODE - RADIANS BBawR32O 
C DAISI= TRUNCATIONFATUR FOR ARUUENI OF PERIGEE- RADIANSBBRROO2 
URI)' TRUNCATIONFACTOR FOR MEAN ANOMALE- RADIANS 8BR.ROO 
- BBRWRO26 
TOUE VALUES OF OSCULATING ORBITAL ELEMENTS BBR.O2T 
- RILONETENS BBRUR33ATIOI SEMI-UAJOUAUIS 

ATIOT ECCENTRICITE - IMENSIUNLESS UUNWUO3 
AT(3= INCLINATION - AR1TANS 
ATI) RIGHT ASCENSIONOF ASCENDING MODE - RADIANS 
Ars) ARGUNENTOF PERISEE - [OIANS 
AT) MEAN ANOMALY - RUTIANS 
OUTPUT 








A 10(21= ECCENTRICITE -
AllOk3)= INCLINATIUN -
AIOII RIGHT ASCENSION OF ASCENDING NUDE -
AIO(5) AUUMENT OF PERIGEE -














































FOR THE TET APPROXIMATION,TE MACN CLEMTS ARE ASSUMEO BARO5S
 
TB BE 10UA
0 TUE TUE OSCULATING ELE MENTS. IN SJBSEUJENTOROUASS
 
APPRUXIATIUS, THE MEAN ELEMENTS ARE STE 5UJALTO TE 

BERN CLEMENTS OF THE PREIOUS APIOXTIMTION PLUS TE 

ALGEBRAICDIFFERENCEBEICEN THE VALUES OF TIE TAUE 

OSCULATING ELEENTS MINUS TIC VALUES OF THE OSULATiN 

ELEMENTS COMPUTED BY SUBROUTINES BRWRI AND BURO. 

SJBJTINES ARARI AND BRURO COMPUTEUSCUIINO CLENENTS 





T"IS METO SUGGESTEDBy OR. BANS HERTZ, DATA SYSTEMS 





FOR SMALL ECCENTRICITIES, THIS SUBRJUTINE WILL NOT 

COVURGE. ERRORWARNINS IS P1INTEU UN LINC UNO UN TUFT 

UN IT S SEFORE RETUBNING EO CALLINO FROSRAM IF 
NONUTAIEN'E 





SEVERAL TEST CASES WERE RUN WITH ECCENTRICITITSIN TIE 




































































01/17/63 AR/MG BBRWR3860002)00G 
C 01/31/64 MRON2 BBRWROB 
C 03/02/64 ELRV. BRWN87 
C 
09112/63 REEP B5OOOUDD 
BOA.O 
C STORAGE REQUIREMENT& BBRWRO 
- - Y044HOIIOOIGEDO-_OILO0ERO9AR R 
- .. . ... . 
BBRNRO9IBBRWR392 
C TIMING BBRWA93 





P-- 5PROGRA9M-9 IFICTNiBS-- BBRWRI03 
A BRARIOG 
C-±! STARTPROGRAM*-**.........*I*.........t!A!jt ....... AUBXRM107 
100 FORMAR (1/24H . WARNING /77H 40 CONVERGENCE IN BBRWBBRRLO9M..... ..... 











6=0 	 ABBRWRI7 











BW 123K = A = 1 BBR/RIOG 
IF IK-JO 4.4,3 BBR RB25 
3 WRITEOUTPUT TAPE 3,100 BeGRAGO 
PRINT 102 BBRWR2T7 
RETURN OARw"G2B 
C BeR/G19 
4 D 5 N=1,6 BOR N13D 
BAT(N ATN} - AC(N) BBRWNI31 
N TDA1N) A BBRIRI32BSF(OAT1NI) 
C BBRWRIVO 
DO 6 N=1,6 BBR2RIB4 
IF )TOATIN)-DAN11 6,6,8 BBRA135 
6 COTINUE BaRI136 
7 RETURN 	 BBRWqI37
 
C .	 BBRW4Ia 
I 0o 9 N=,6 	 BBRO139
 
9 	A1O(N) - AI1O(4)= OAT(N) BBR/03 
GIBOI=LLOTAII1111) aBRMR I 
AID14O= ALLT AOID(4)) UBIN012 









CARDS COLUMN DRU1WAOO 









FOR USE /ITH FURIRAN 2 MONITOR ON IBM 7090. 734 BR/RIGT
 
C BRR/IN) 
C PURPOSE DRNR,33, 
RMRI ANO BRWR? CONVERT BROJWER MEANOBITUL ELEMENOSTO B.R...O 
OSCULATINGORBITAL ELEMENTS AO TO PITION 600 DELOCITY BRI11l1 
C COMPONENTS. SECULAR A0D LONG PERIOD COEFFICIENIS AN :HE B1O/1OO1 
C INTERMEDIATEQUANTITIES AMICH ARE FUNCTIONS OF THE MERO 3MR/VIO 

ELEMENTSAD THE EARTHS GRRVIRATINAL HArMONICS ONLY 1.E., DO RDTBR1314
 
C ART AITR rIME AND ARE COISTAT FOR ANY SIVEN SET OF MEAN DOAlOE5
 
ELEMENTS) ARE COMPUTED IN BAWRI AND PLACED IN COMMON. DRWR2 :AN 00/10316
 
THEN BE 00 TO CALCULATE OCULATIOG ODITAL ELEMENTS EO ANY AN/NII7
 
SPECIFIED VALUE OF 0T (TIRE ELAPSED FROM EPOH OF MEAN RN/N1)iO
 
C 	 ELEMENTS). COMHON IS USED TO TOANSFEN O SUONOUTiB B/NIO
I1PUT e MRNI 
FROM CALLING PROGRAM,CONSTANTS AND IOTEMEDIATE ALCULATIONS RO9AA/0I20 
BRWRI TO BRR2, AND TO RETURN OUTPUT FG) ERN12 TO :ALLIOO PROORAMN9NED21 
BR/RIO22 
CUMI IS A DUMMY VARIABLEINSERTEDAS FIRST DARIRULE 19 COMMON IN BR/ROODS
C 	 BRWRI AND BRR2 TO PERMIT SHIFTINGOF VARIABLES IN COM4ON RO IF /01026
 
DC IRED. THE MIMENSION OF 0UMG MAY BE CUANGED BUT SMOALO BE TOE .R1N)1 5
 












aROUWER MEAN ELEMENTS 
AIlII) = SEMI-MAJORAXIS 
A110(2)= ECCENTRICITY 
A1O3) = INCLINATIO 
-
-


















C ALTS) = ARGUHENT OF PERIGEE. - RADIANS BRR1S37 










C. AdPiS) G= C AF G,TH AOSSIONWCONSTANTfl DRWRI114A2ASPRO SRDBI AND-
C M, THE MASS OF THE EARTH) - KM. CUBEOSEC. SQUARED 0R0 453A3 
GP(C _3 _Z NAL HARMOMIC_
0 
GP(3) 03 1 COEFFICIENTSOF THE 
C PIA} = )4 EARTHS GRAVITATIONAL 
C GP)S) KSI -,FILD----.. 
C 
C ERR = TRUNCATIONFACTOR REQUIRED IN 
C EATCTIQNAKER ­~BlW







- EM. SARED BMARO34 
- EM. CARED ORMOIDES 






OIRK BROUER - SOLUTIONOF THE PROBLEM OF ARTIFICIAL 
C SATELLITETHEORY WITHOUT O R -
C THE ASTRONOMICALJOUARNAL,VOL. 04, NO. N, 
C NOVEMBER D95 , PAGES 370 - 392 
C METHOD 















































































































































SO II)=S1. 2I 
14 B)10031) 
15 B3) B)1)B)) 















































































































































39 018).8.*)/8)7 	 .B1R113-7 
41 l)1OB=0)8)-D161 . . . ..	 ROI1)39
.42o ll)=Cj5.*_ ELI] + *D-BoOI O -BORi4l0
 
44 0 13) oV9I44444.C)8).RD(181t8A1O)r0)5)) 8 1112
 




47 D!6)=1E6)Qj)151 . -- - BRWR145 
J8 017) = 0.33333333.8113j 01B011'6 






53 DIE2I-CIllSIIDTFOID5)) 	 BRWRI151
 
54 D)3)=4. C) D(5) 	 BRW11152
 









61 5))G3)11 5 3
81 

62 (6 =G 4)/GI)1 81W0l11O
 
63 G171 )Gl 8R0)R SL
=B 





















B R WR L?2
 




71 S)l=ENO'[I. B()(CI2)D)610C3)*(16*B(2)-15.+B(6)13.-96.. ()BRW1115
1
1-90..*I)) D.5319+lE.M14..B[2}+B6)}1.DI4)I 8Cf4).F())IO.-3).o.l)3]B1191175 









73 1)1 E90*I4.1 ) (B13II8))-5.+12.8 21-0(3)-(35.aS. (7 85. * 8R9111)1C 	 BR, III3
 
1D 85 6 . 1.4 :3333-()(1-() BRWJIS
 
S 	COMPorE ZOEFFICIENESIF LONG P11100 TERMS 80111I85
 
7477EIBI)*S.333IL 33)I(F 9" !)ill})- C(2()- BR'RIM)-. 7.063)TE-
l)=BI)1 15. 	 y° 0IlB
 




78 EL()=)C)7).II) )-GL6) 	 4.F161OF PIO2} I((EI)-1)1 O)9).)24.Oa 51911111
 




80 ELT11)=G3)AR1I)2)1CIII.8)141-CSI).5)14]-4 B )ll10
 
75 ELII=G=51*(C(T.IF)6)*D1 BRRII95
IZ) G17I2) 16 

87 ELIO.=G( 17*)-1-D71-31 GI})
BRWII9 I) 





85 EL) E()18812=-FIZ).51IT}lO(13) B)911191
1 -D18!(0-(1)(i+
80 LI7=()AID2ST6JD1 C .: 141 81917337G211BRR 1OO
6 EL113)I-713 G171T) 	 I23 
87 RETURN 	 18,191731 
• 	SUBROUTIJE88817 FORTRANSlURCE PROGRIM 31.1)7030








VERI1N 3F 013 4 7 
FOLTRANSUBRUTINE 8) 0936 
8 F31 USE 8W8 2O9091809O 7094P0TH 0 N IBI 7090, 8R9)77 
C PURPOSE 	 8)0)8)39 
819)2)13
6CALLING SEQUENCE 	 BRWRI11 




- - 8T = TIME ELAPSEDF880 EPOCH 3F MEAN ELENEnTS- 51)09)S 8)0)7315 
SEE SUBROUTINE 8891P3RFOT INPUT G3N 80Z735
SIO
'RlR2317 
OUTPUT VIA COMMON 810)0)19 
S OSCULATING1181TA1ELEMESTSAlT INE I = EP38H 8188 A 08 89018)19so0 
A111I SEMI-MAJORAXIS -KILOMETE9S 81,1)37 
A(21= ECCENTRICITY -DIMENSINLESS 141)7322 
V A3)I INCLINATION/64 - 8,NS100)2303 
A4) RlIGHT ASCENSI)NOF ASCENDING NODE - OIANS 8199733 

A(S) = 18128048OF PERIGEE - 01)1ANS B)0)7325





















THE 3 RECTANGULARCOOROIl.ATES 

THE 3 RECTANGULAR COMPONENTSOF VELOCITY 





C REQUIREDSUBPROGRAMS- OTHE " 
C 07122/63 ALLOTZ 
C 07022163 ALLOT 
C 03103164 ATANQ 
C 002312 EL 
C 00/12163 XKES 
C 
z STORAGE REQUIREMENTS 








C.....START POOGRAM. . ............................. 

C 


































































I RI9 C13I ,0(023)G13)XI2B).S(0 

I h , UL 







RllOS = A11015)A1104 = AIIOCA) 
SI = 51) 

S2 = SI2) 

SO = s) 





0 DAIIOA 04 

D DS, = SI 
D 0s2 SZ 

S US = 13 
3 6 AIR = 01106 + OSI.DT 
D I A15 0OSR1 S 2.DI= 0 
3 8 A114 DA ItO SO.DT 

9 A111) ALLOT(A)16; 
10 AIIS) RLLUTE(AlIS) 
I1 A11(4) = ALLTZIA114) 
12 AIIh=IIO1O) 
SO AIL2=O2(





COMPUTE LONG PERIOD TERMS 












21 A01S5=A11I5SSL)4)I(3)ELISI'0141EL16) s) 

22 A1) =11 {4)+EL)T17.01)L(EL) 4 *EL1) 0'1) 











29 1 ALLOS:AI)51) 
30 01 =ALLOTI1I4) 





31 SCAIRXSP(ALI.011(11,RII,XIT)1,C RR1 





35 XIIO =X .)X(9) 




































































































0"X12 X12 BRWR2133 
___X13 _t (13) 
_BRWR234 
D 0X13 - X13 BRWR2135 
X(143 = ATANQDX12,DX13 BRV2136 











47 X 2=03633XR113-B18)) BRWR2144 
48 X(233=0193.9t 0RWR2145 



























 9R 2155 
... IR 
57 UL= AL I-1(1;:X:(6) BRWR22L59 
56 A.3)=_~l 3 O LX 	 12*2158 
58 UG= GL+X(2I+C(N(gIIDI7)X(223+0323)X(28() 
 9WR251
 























FUNCTIONOJUL FORTRANSOURCE PROGRAM 
 DJUL O
 





















COMPUTESJULIAN DATE AT 0 HOURS UNIVERSALTIME OR 033131
 
CO URS EPHEMERISTIME). 0UL 011 
DJUL Ill 
CALLING SEQUENCE DJUL 33 
NAME = DJUL(NMND,NY) 0JL 314 
C DJUL 35 
INPUI DJL 316 
NM = CALENDARMONTH D3JL 317 
ND CALENDAROE O0L 3318 
NY = CALENDARYEAR DUL 319 
C OUTPUT OJUL 021 










 0UL 027 
THE NUMBEROF DAYS WHICH HAVE ELAPSED FROM 12 HOURS 0JJL 399 
UNIVERSALTIME JAN. D, 1900ARCC3UNTEDAN0 ADDED(0 TTH DJJL 32 





DATE RESTRICTEDTO LIE BETWEENJAUARY 1. 1801 AND OECENBERDJJL033
 









C ERVCY BINARyREPRESENTATIONWIH03 DATE LIIDATIONS. 0JJL 337
 
C 
 DJJL 038 
RUIRED SUBPROSRAMS- FORTRAN 2 MONITOR OJJL 0339 




REQUIRED SUBPROGRAM6- OTHER 0JJL 342
 
NONE
C 909 	 OJUL 30144
031 03
 








 O 3L "4I 









C .DJUL 	 357
 
-C PROGRAMMODIFICATIONS DJUL 058 
1 NOMODIFICATIONSTO DATE DJUL 350 
C DJUL 3 1 
C±TA±!-1-RAAAIIID0 GRAM................. !*#-tDJ VlTGT52C 

'Jul "SI
2 DIMENSION RM(12} 	 DJ UL DS4
C _ 	 OJUL352 -MEO-- AMIGO 	 OJULD6 
6 RM(2)=31.0 DJUL 367 
S RM[I=B.O R1111 0:1O0301A 0J0L OA0 
B RM[4)=BI,0 D JUL D69 
DJUL 0 , 
12 Rl8)=31.0 OJUL 373 
O R I)3 .9 DJULBT 
.101 RM(7 =I Hj6]-31O. OL0 	 JU" T 
11 NIIO. 	 L0.TGO ARIIOG.OOJUL 	 073 
15 RM(II=31.O 	 DJL 37
 




G7 Y=NY-I10 BJUL 509
 
1G YLGINTFIIy-E.OI/ OG DJUL 3 O
 
19Y=INTF IY+9.0/GDR.GI-0 .0 	 0JUL 3R 
2O RY=Y-YL 	 0UL IIO
 
21 DJUL=RY365.0A : CL.3.OC+2378495.5 OLL 
22 TG=ND 	 OJUL304 
23 DO 2AN=IN 0JL OR5 
04 DJULDJULJRNI DJUL)36 
25 IF INH-2l292926 DJUL37 
2A IF IY-GOO.UI 27,29,00 0JUL 3 0 
07 IF IRRGDFINT,)I 29,28,29 	 03U1 009 
2O DJAL=DJULG. OJL1, 3 
29 DJUL=JTUL+TD 0JUL T91 
RETURN 0JUL T.O 
END DJ1 003 
* 	 FUCTION DOSRZ FORTRAN SOURCEPROGRAM D9GROOTO 
CARDS COLURN DRSRO0G 







C VERSION OF T07/2/A ORSAZ1O5
 
C FORTRANFUNCTION S'R I
DMG 








C CONVERTS DEGREES, MINUTES, AND SECONDS OF ANSLE O AR TO DIMsEOG1
 












ID = NUMBER OF DEGREESIN RNGLE OR ARC 0 GOS TT
 
IN = NUMUER OF AINTES IN A GLE OR ARC -MSAZOIN 
C 	 AS = NURBER OF SECONDS IN ANGLE OR ARC DSRET9 
C GMSRETOO
 
SIGN OF THE INPUT ANGLE OR ARC NEED 0NLY BE DRSRZ321
 




NAME = ANGLE OR ARC IN RADIANS DMSROZTO
 














C 	 0 "I'll,
 







C 	 RIEN NECCSSARY, INTERNAL ARITMMETICIS PERFORMED IN 33UBLE 95RIZ343 
SPRECISION SO THAT TH VALUE OF THE OUTPUT ARUMENT IS DMSRZ3A 
AAILABLE TO CALLINGPROGRAM IN DOUBLE PRECISION. STA2 
C 	 ORSAGOAS
 










C STORAGE REQUIRENENTS 090SZ.5
 










- C NO MODIFICATIONSTO.OAE .... D05000
 
... P13. ..... 3 Nln 









5 ARS= SIGNF(ASAOJ. DASAZOTZ 
4 A pSIGNEIAH,RO) 

E OS.4N0 50 3L - UNAC5LTk 
RETURN 0)15,315 












C CONPUTESTME-AGLE EO. C1UUT.O.A5E3 -C 
C INPUT, OUTPUT,AND INTERNALARITHMETICOPERATIONS
 
C. ARE ALLPERORMUED EN OULFUE.0C=R-. 
C INPUT
 
C VECTR*,I tNY_9T1NIE ... .
 
C VECTORY IN ANY UNITS, NOT NECESSARILY THE SANE
 





C EUT= ANGLE IN RADIANSBETWEENOXA AN 9. 







I E E {

O 2 OIENSION X10 Y93)
 TI2)

































FORTRAN SUBROUTINE ELRV 336
 










CONVERTSOSCULATINGORBITALELEMENTS INTO EOCENTRIC L90 313
 
EDUATORIAL INERTIAL RECTANGULAR OOOINATEN 019V DII
3F POSITION 





















Alt= SENI-NAJORAXIS EL9 31 
AIZ) ECCENTRICITY - D14E4SIOILESS ELI 320 
A0)1 INCLINATION - R0IANS EL9 301 
4(41 RIGHT ASCENSIONOF ASCENDING NODE - RAOIANS 0LRV 3z2 
AIS) AGUNR OF PERIGEE - RADIANS ELAR 320 
C A ) MEAN ANJNALY - 40IASS ELV 324 
ELNV 305 
G THE PAODUCTOF G, THE GAOSSIANCONSTANTSQUARED, ELV 324 
AND N, TlE HAS OF ONEEARTH ELAV 327 
ERR TRUNCATIONFACTORR0QUIED IN FUNCTI3 XKEP 0100 329
 











X2) THE 3 RECUTANGNULAR OF POSITION
CGOOROINATES ELRV 333 






C VX)2 THE 3 RECTANGULARCONPONENTSOF VELOCITY EL9 337
 









I MEAN ANGULAR MOTION 






UNITS OF INPUTARGUT A 

..... 0 S 
C 	 S Ail)ANO G ARE ARBITRARY EERY 044 
0 C0 BE0PjUTUA. 004 TOT _______- ELRV 345 
ELV 347
0 UNITS OF OUTPUT RGU000 X, VX* P, ANDEN WILL DEPED I







REFER TO MA IHEMRTICAL DISC.je ON IN SUBPROGRAMWRIJEUP ELRY D51
 










C REFER TO 	 ELRV a59'






0 SRT SINIOS 
- FORTRAN 2 MONITOR
S REQUIREDSU0BPROGRAMS 
 0100 363 
C eLkV 64
 
C REQUIREDSUBPROGRAMS- OTHER 	 ELV 5
ELIV 16
/12/03 0007 	 EL0 357 
ERV 35
 
c ZO WITHOUT REQUIREDSUBPROGRAMS 01l 009
 
0 STORAGERE UIREENTS 




























0 E A A SE.CE0ERR0

















SC =1 SN F(A(41) 
 LIR ,9






















V = t: A - Q2 SA 	 y I
02 CA 01:,SA EL0V 100
 
30 11 .00 
 0100 500 
2(IO 01.1 - 0100, l0 I105 0 
011 11 . z SC V 1321l " 
=10-0 20*00 
X13, SB*2 
 0102 112ELIV 
L
COMPUTE VELOCITY C04POnEXTS 	 ELIV i14
 
QDI =-RrGmA-$E/R Ellv 11:
 
.xD.
,X*ER 'T 	 ELRV 117
 G = :G1- Q1.02 	 I I
 
= 001-5 	 ELIV I
I*A 
 E 	 21
2 = 20 . 000L0V 
1100 127















SJBOUII0E 0LRVZ FoRTrIN SOURCEP0ORA 	 ELV0Z3 1



















....	 EL I I
POSE , 

; C3 VERTSOSCJLATIN3 ORBITALELEITS I TO 5EJ 'E4Tkt: EL Z3
 
EOUATO IAL IiEkT AL RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 3 PUSITION ELIIZ311
 
A D VELOCITY. 
 LIVZ)13
 
S C LLI'H,SEQUENCE 85 	 ELRVL314
 
__p CALL ELRVZIXYOXAtP.EN.SI4TRU 
C ILBDVToOT8 
C ILNPUTI 
C Ail) SENI-MAJRAXIS-_ ELRVZZOI 
AIZI ECCENTRICITY--.. DIMENSIONLESS ELRVLDO . 
C 111 TRIGH .ASCENSIN.UFASCENQIUNLUOE--RADIANS . 
C AISI A=U DRT.TF. RIULA- - WUINS 
-C- . AA) MEAN ANOALY - RaSIAN . 
C -
C G 5' R ATUWEcLREYdf.u 4.-,I 3XUUO51ANLCDTSTANTSQUARED, 
. AND H, THE MASSUF THE E T 
C ERR -= TRUNCATON FACTOR REQUIRED,IN XKEPZFUNCTION . 
C IN RADIANS. . ...... 

S-ELRUVUT 
C" UNITS OF INPUT AgOUMENTS A13LTNDAM ARE ARBITRARY 

C BUT MUST BE MUTUALLY CONSISENT. 








C XIZ) THE 3 RECTANGULAR COORDINATESUF PUSITION 











C. V!!! _.TDT DF VELOCITY 

C F. UUOHL.I$)JUUET UU 





C NI O UTPUT UA"EI X,,.y, FoUEOEN-MILI DUEEN 









C UUTUO TV GETEEMATICA--ESCRIETIUD IN SDPROGIAT AfTEUPC 
C RESTRICTIONS 





REFER TO ACCURACY TESTS IN SUBPRUGRA4URITEUP. 
INTERNAL ARITHMETIC IS PERFURED IN DOUBLEPRECISIJN. 
C 
C REQUIRED SOUPRUORAMS - FORTRAN 2 MONITOR 
IUFPFI.rIFAOIIFUP)IEXPI2,DSURTUSI.DCUS.IUSBI 
0 
C REQUIRED SUBPROGRAMS - UTHER 
C 09/12/63 XKEPZ 
STORAGEREUUIREMENTS 
C D43 WITHOUT AEQUIRED SUBPROGRAMS 
SEL 
TIMING 
C 3 ESTIMATE AVAILABLE C 
3 














U 4 EXKEPZIOA6,SECEEOGI 
O XI 1.O-A(ZIC 
U 8 X .OIIUXID 9 R=A I )-xI 

U DUUl=1I.-UU..2 
ID 3 SNTFIDUHI) 
O 11RTGHASRTFIGHAI) 
o SA SINFIABI 
U SB SINFIUOI 





U CC CUSFI(AI 






















































































































































































Qi = AllI.ICE-AI(]) 













xIS = CC-v SC2 
ELRV11














QD2 = RTGMA-X3CEIR 





= QO2-CA + QDI-SA 
V QO4 U - 002.00 
ELRV 23 
O2 CZ133 
vx1 = CcV - SCU ELUVZ[3SI1 

ELRVZ13



















































;I OBLIQUITY, TRUE OBLIUAITYOF DATE AND NOTATION EON 011
 
IN RIGT ASCENSION(EQATION OF THE EQUINOXES). TN 



















JULIANDATE AT 0 HOURS EPHEMERISTINE




TIME IN HOURS 
EON 321 
-PSI = NUTATIONIN LONGITUDE - RATIANS EON 02 








(EQUATIONOF THE EQUINOXES) 








F I EON 
TIE FORMULATIONBY EOGAR H. WOOLAVO AY BE ROUND I N OV 







APEICAN EPHE4ERISAND NAUTICALALMANA ­




PART , P AGE 153 ITHEOY 3F TOT ROATIN OF ONE 
 EON 34
 






- A JOIN1 EON 001
 




2. IMPROVEDLUNAR EPHEERIS 19529-N 

IOTS IA AND A.
IRITISHI NAUTICALALMANAC- TON 040 
EON 341
AND AVE AMERICANEPHEMERISAND NAUTI:ALALMA4AA-
EON 042




RL. 58, NO. I,EON OAR 
PAGES 1-3A1 REDEVLRE'I OF THE TICOY OF NJTAIlONEoN 040 
- AT EOGAR 0. WOOLARD 











ALL PERIODICTRS IN WOOLARDS THEORY WITH C3EFFICIENTS EON051
 
LESS THAN .OI SECONDSOF ARC AF BEEN .ULECCTE0. ALL' EA 352
 







THE SECULARCOEFFICIENTSARE LESS TAN 0.031 

EON 55





























STORAGE REQUIREMENTS 87 
... E3.. 367.1096 WITHOUT REQUIRED.SU8PVUOVAMS 









C PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS EQN 333C 
m£O3..L'C-- -..... E .....A____- 
 EN D805
C ABDN FOP VENi~fOF EN IS AVAILABLEMOSINA...EESAME 
CALLING SEQUENCEAS EHE FORTRANVERSION. TNV AP.VERSION EQ D36
C 

AND830 LOCATIONSWITH REQUIREDSUAPRDUAMS. COMPUTING EQS...388 
TIME FOR THE FAP VERSION IS 6.6 NILLISECONDSON 7094 VON 0NO 

P RA.._ .. . .. .STAVE. _*o*...... .... "C ,EON EON D D 





C CDMPUTENDMER OF JULIAN CENTURIESOF 36525.0DAYS EXACTLYWHICH EQN 395
 














 EO. 132EQ9 02
T3T.T2 EON 133C 
C COMPUTE FUNDAMENTALARGUMENTS EON 1034 
C EO 135EON 136EAN ANOMALY- NOUN 

133 U-b 03 
S EL C 8320.691 U03 668 024 UIO 
A 0:160 424 847 E-3 TZ ' 0.:251 6 EON 138 






MEAN ANOMALY - SUN 

C 
V 0.261 799 4 E-5 -T2 0.581 78 E-7 T3 EON 113
 
O ELL 6.256 583 58497 V + 628.301945 726 742 1 
 E  114
 






- T EON 11




0.560 444 62 E-4 
F 0.196 365 04 8 8 84303.46629 171 947 QE 113 
N1EO 120C EON 121 




67 E-7 * T3 EON 103 
O 0 6.121 523 942 807 - 8 + 7771.377 190 934 485 








: LONGITUDEOF MEAN ASCENDINGNODE - MOO EON 126
 
C 
 EON 127 
X = 0.3626463 E-4 :T. + 0.38705 E-7 '03 E 120 
S 0 4.523 601 51682+8 3.757 146 246 552 E0V 123
 
EO 131















S D MOFD 6.283 185 307 179 SVAI 

.0 MODF(P 6.283 15 307 179 5061 
 EON 186
 
U ODF(O 6.283 195 307 179 586) EON137
 
E0 139
C CoMPUTESINCS AIO COSINESOF FUNDANENTALAGUMNNTS 090 

EON 163
AND COMBINATIONSOF TVC FUNOUMENTALARGUMENTS. 

EO01 1 613
C S IlF :U;EON N 0111 . SIF ';u 









CE = COSIF) 








 EON 169 
EON 153
SD = SINFIOI 

EON I1l
CO COSESDI EON 162
sl b 2.O.SO.CD 

EON l3 
















S2) AL -ALI 

ALI CI bC2 D 

E 163 











S I} SINFUELI} 

EON 155
CLI . COSFIELI) 
EON IS
CL1









 EON 153 
S(221= 20.S(6)'CL 88 NEQ173
 
EQ' BIBC21 LZ-B-S 6) 2 Eli- 172 
CB, C2F .CBBB-IB2511SBB
SIB.= St2BL5_tCBhCE!OLL EQ 113 
EBN 174
BE = S(2)CL1 
BEE1 CJl )3) -- EBON ll 
BE2 5(21.1(5) 
 EBB 17 




C S) 8 E23-BE2 


























S9) = GA11 Ell18B 1t EBB BB











CT = CL .C2D163S1E4} 
EBB B92
5II2)=SIBB)C2B-C1Bl14) BIN 113
1)93 = 1{)*3.2E.$BB).BBBA) 
EBB 134





DEE = C).1))S61 EBN EBB
 






























S(18) C)3 .C21-613) SI22) 
 EON 234
 
C(13) S)4) .C2L+S18) *St22B EBB 235
 




EPl = c(6)S6) 
























S)233=S2)CL CM3)4S{3) EB 215
 
EBB BB6C(17)=C2343L -S23S6})) 
S243= 1)43S12L+C34)40 322) 2B7
 







S(293=S2) -C21B132. .SIB2) 

EBB 21
ZE = S(IBBCLI 
EQ 222





 EBB 225A"" = I)II T 
 6)
EO' 227










c E"I 230 
- DEFINECJISTA T COEFFICIENTSOF SINqEB13 E199 0' IS El' 23) 




IF (TEST)2.1E2 EQ 235
 
I E T + .
 
(1F32= 1.2729 
 El'N 73 
SCF(3) + 032388 E') 231 










EF) - 3.3497 
SC18 =) 0.3342 





SC () =1 .3349-
ON 244 
=1E3B + .. 31)41F3123I + 2.0124 EQ 21
 
3' 2.9 
CF)14 =+ . .033 

40 
CF14= - 0.03 7 
.O.








S1137)= - 001052 
E ,' 2





CF 27= + 
3045 
SCF12)= - .032 
33' 25
 SCF22)= + 0.0328 
 El' 7





SEF26) - 0.0021 





































SCFE31) + O.D01: 
6
SCFf32 -. 0.'0013-SI 
EON 267SCE2331=- 0.0010 
EON 208
SCF(34 = 0.0010 

CCF(II + 9.2100 	 6-9-

CCF(2 ; 0 0.0522 	 EON 270
 




EQNN 2 30 7 + 

CH{8 = - 0.0093 EQ 276
 





CCF I )= - 0.0031 EON 27 
CCFI12)=+ 0.0030 EON 270 
CCF(I fl=- 0.00 3 EQN 282 
CCF(15= 02.022 EQN 203 
CCFIII 01O- 02 -t --- -EQ 20 203 
EON 205CCF(171= _ 2.0011 
EON 206CCF(18) + 0.0081 

CCF(19)=.- O 0010 - . . . . ... .. ..- .... EIL-2 7 
CONTINUE EON 200EON 209 
DEFINEVARIABLE COEFFICIEjNT-QE-IN,lTER.... 	 EON 230 
SCF(I) - 17.2327- 0.0177TT 	 EON 202 
EON 293 
COMPUTE 0UTA NLONGITUDEUTYSUMOION NMSP0DCTS-OF SINE TON 204 
COEFFICIENTSWITH THEIRRESPECTIVESINE TERMS. E0 2I5 
EON 296 
COUTE90100100 N OBLIQUITY0Y SUNWNGPRODUCTSOF O0iE ooo 207 
COEFFICIENTSWITH THEIR RESPECTIVECSI0E TERS. EON 290 
E 33DPSI=O 

EON 3)1BE =0 
EON 32








DO 4 N=21,34 EON 335 
EN 3)5 
EON 37 









COMPUTETRUE OBLIQUI Y OF DATE IN RADIANS. EON 013 EAN 314 
EON 315 
EON 316 
COMPUTE NUTATIONIN RIGIT ASCENSION(EQUATIONOF THE EQU1OXESI EON 317 
E=3.O931976-3.22T111E-3*T-O.286E-TT20.BBE-T30DE 






 RON 320 
RETURN EON 321 
ENDRON 022 
SASTZ333 









FUNCTIONGASTEIJUTI.EQ) 00ST03 5RSTZ1)4 
3ASTZ35 
FORTRANFUNCTION 










P SCOMPUTES GREENOICHAPPARENTSIDEREALTIME. 300T13 
3AST()1 
5A0S.12 









DJ = JULIA. DATE AT U HOURS U91VERSALTINE 300T216 




UTI MST BE VAILAOLEIN CALLINSPRG)3 IN DOUBLE 30002310 
= 0CASTZ)9PRECISIONF00ED "=MUTATION INRGTASESO 
 1O4 DF THE
EQUAT, ISTEll3.
ST.
E0U 411 S I N RADAN T 
0STZ323OUTPUT 
 SRSTZO)9AME = GREENICH APPARE T SIDEREALTIME IN qOAIAN 
TINE IF INPUT VALUEOF E0=) 300TZ25
NAME = GREENWICHMEAN SIDEREAL-
RASIANSA0 IS AVAILABLETO SASTZ326
 
CALLINGPROGRAN IN DOURLE PRECISIONFORM. 30STZ)7
 
(24 HOURS = 2 PI RADIANS) 30T2)2
 






0H0 FORMULA CONTATNEDON PAOES 474-476OF THE 1963 





E0ITIONOF 001 0M101009EPHEMEIS 090 NAUTIAL ALMNNO. 3ASTO33
 
2. INPUTARGUME 10 000 00 CONFUTED00 MEANS OF 0010)34
 
90 
C- FRTRAN OR FA EUiMCUNSA ... AST-SGS 
3. JULIANDATE AT 0 HDURS UNIVERSALTIME DAYBE COMPUTED.A5LE136 
CyD EANS SE FORTRAN AFAP FUNCTIONDJUL. GASTZD37 
GASTOE3BC 
GATV39mkT ..TDD-.H 
GREENWICHMEAN SIESRELSTIE AT S SOUS UNIAERSALTIME IS GASTZOND
 
C CAMPUTEDACCORDINGTO SPEORHAULACDNTRINEDIN THE AMERICAN3ASTZE3I
 
EPHEMERISAND NAUSTCAL ALMANAC- RENAICSAAEERDNI SIDEREALGAGTZ3ND
 
TIMEISBTAINEDABYADDC .TO-ISDUANTITYt THE NOTATION GASTEG3 
IN RIGHT ASCENIOS.LUDCUtLJLMES. THE RATIO GF THE SIDEREALGASTZ34 








S_ H-OJL-AI.AIS T SJ ANTDS MTAYBE DSGOA.AbPT . - G5TC345 
C No RESTRICTIONSGTHER THANJAHSE INHERENTIN THE GASTEG 
C FORMULATIONSOF THE GREENWIHCMJEAN GASTZOSOSIDEREALTIME ANA 
]3HLNUTATION IN RIGHT ANEESSISS. GASTZ35DGADSZ3SC 
A-
C ACCURACY .ASTZO3 
C -- MEYIS4ECi35ARYTE. ISEHiT-F-DSTSII 3555E35,4SDALA.IIAAMEI1 DOUBLE 
PRECISIONIN ORDER THAT THE VALUE OF THE ARGUMENT DEEDENEDGASTZ5
 
TO THE CALLING PROGRAMHAVE AN ACCURACYIN RADIANS GASTZ5:
 
GASTE.8 
C ANEPHEMERISHAS BEEN-GENERATED GREENWICH GASTZ159
C 
LISTIG APPARENT 
-A - A-.2 -iEES-Tb~DSTAGIyR5AL_T- ,.-DHl3EiDIAM . G 517S. 
C ODl/AD801 TO I2/31/2000 DAILY CGMPARISONSWERE MADE WITHGASTEZNI 
C THE AMERICAN EPHEMERISFR THE INTERVAL 1959-1963. 3ASTZ3 
FOR THE TpESQEG AgEDARD-COMPAROILLEH AMERICANEPHEMETISGASTEZO 
EAS EXACT T AN ACCURACYGE .DDGSECONDS. GASTEn5I 
C SASTSZ36
 













C 525 AITHDUTREQUIRED-SUBPROGRAMS GASESG.3 
C GASTZ374 
- TIDING " .- 5A5TZ171 

























































A. GEODETIC LATITUDEOF SUBSATELLITEPOINT FROM JLRTZl
 
C 	 GEOCENTRICDISTANCEAND GOCENTI LATITUDE 5SLATI
 
I OECLISATIONI GE SATELLITE. 
 SOLAT11S
 
2. HEIGHEOF SATELLITEABOVE COMPUTATIGNAL SPHER3IM.)LATZ4
 






S NAME O = GDLATZALI.RS.ME.FALTZ) G3LATZ[9JLATRSS
 
INPUT -DLATEE3 
ALI GEOCENTRICLATITUDE IDECLINATION)OF SATELLITE GTLATSSI 
IS RADIANS GSLATEDE 
AS = GEOCENTRICDISTANCE IN KILOMETERS DLAI E 
RE = EQUATORIALRADIUS OF COMPUTATIONALSPEOI IN GILATZ2N 
KILOMETERS , 3DLATE5E 
FI = INTERSEOF FLATTENINGOF COMPUATIONAL SPHEROID L2TESS 
IDIMENSIONLESSI- E.G. IF FLATTENIN = 1/298., GSLAITE7 
C THE-1E = 298.3 SOLSEED 
C GOLATS 
INPUT ARGUMENTSMUST BE AVAILABLEIN GALLIN PROGAHM SSLDTTS3IN
GOLATSIS
 




NAME = GEODETICLATITUDEOF SUESATELLITE POIST - RADIANS 30oL4134 
ALTZ= HEIGHT OF SATELLITE AD3VE COMPUTATIONALSPHEROID 3DLRTE.S 














FORM. 	 , 

" THE REDUCTIONFROM GEM TMOC:TOGEODETI COORDINATES-- GLATZ42
 




PAGES 15 AND 06 
,CI JO.VAAsHL, 0-O1FEOUARX-19611RB 0.






















































C REQUIREDSUBPROGRAMS-- __EL. 
- NONE 
C STORAGE REQUVOTENIS ....
 










C M UNS TO DATE
BODIFICATI 

D 4 F0.UOI * 
D 5 E2FF-F F 
D A E4E2*E2 
0 1 E6=EZ.E4 

O 8 E.E4 4 
O NR AS/RE 
100R=E/RS 

D 10 G2:1O.0 E
I O E2 
-t2DLAT07
 
D1 3 3= 5O. 






B1 6 GOE2/64.0 

O 07 G7.E4*G6 
19 A2SS I1512.)E2 2A.OE12 O .O+.E2I3 .T23 -O SOAOIOO L~bO)N4.OG 
U 20 AN=E4-RI.O6ZS.ORIAI4.+E2OOI.+GOOO (.937SRO)O-35BI38 .ObOL-IL O 
D 

l;:T.O .O RS *-3. 

D 22 A.B SA*ORV*0.-ROt2 2oL320.VOOO-S.O 

D 23 AL; ALI+ALE 





0 24 AL-4AL2ALZ 

D 25 ALS=AL2AL4 

a 26 ALVALAVAL4 I ) ) A ¢ 

O 2 ALALI+AASINFRL2O R4.SINF 
0 28 ARL-ALI 0LRT013 
0 29 CA=CUSF1A) 
O 30 RCA-RS-CA 
D 31 SAL= SONFO'L 
O 32 SAL2!SLeSAL 
U 33 ESALzESAL2 
0 34 XZf.OV-SAL 

D 35 XASQRTFR2O 
B 36 ALTZRC RE 




AL4A AA.SIFOALNO VSI1 ALSO 



























































































































C CALLING SEQUENCE " .. .HMSRZ313 
CL 
._ 
D NAME!-H0s( IMIHNtM-4 
_____, _____________ 
NSRZ31HNSOOU5_ 
C INPUT HMGRTDI6 
C . INH p NdMNERSQLFHOUAR-I GE, HMSRZ1)T 
CC I-JO. * NBIER SF MINUSES INTIME s UNRER.FL.GECU.OJRAINE. -E HMGREZG1NGRUEN 
C SRZ02G 
SIGN SF TEE INPUT TIME NEES ONLY BE ASSCGTEhMHHI T 
. -. - AELNUONEROFNOORSJNRG NORZE2 
C HNSRE323 
C OTPUT 
-.UUGUUAL2-C NAME = TIHEJN RAOIANS-.. . INGRU3OS C, " HMSRZ326
 
. ... NONE IS RETURNEE IS CALLING PROGRAM INDQUOLE - HSSD 2T 
C PRECIGIONFOR..... H NZO2 C HMSRUOG9 
*CE5G C H.SRZGoO 
C A7-UMSRZU 
HNRAZOGO 
C METHOD _ .. H AL 3 
C HMSRZ3S4 




WHEN SECESSARY,INTERNALARIJHMETICIS'PERFOUMEDIN DOUBLE HNSRZ14
 
C PRECISIONGO THAT THE VALUE OF THE OUTPUT ARUMENT IS HMSEDEG
 






REQUIREDSUBPRUGRANS- FORTRAN 2 MONITOR HMSRZD4 
C {FM ))|O O ..... HSRZ34
C FHMSRZD46
 




C SOS"N )ITHOUTREQTUGDSEOU NSRE)SR$. 
C TIMING INZS 





- PROGRAMMODIFICATIONS HNSUZDS3 
-C 





.....°.. .. ................. U.MSREDG7
START POGRA .... 

2 THIH ,qMSSZDSS 



























SUBEOUTINE JULCAL(J,N,ND.NY JULAL 3 
C 
 JJLUAL3S 
VERSIONOF 00/22/63 JALLS 
- FORTRAN SUBROUTINE JUL:RLOS 






COMPUTESCALENDARDATE FROM JULIA DAE AT 0 H0UR S JULSELI3
 














NH * CALENDARHANGS JJL:RLSD 
NO C JULEL.LALENDARDAY 
NY = CALENDARYEAR JULSULEE 
JALCALE 
JALCELUEREFERENCE -





TIE NUMBER OF DAYS FROM 12 HDJRS UNIVEUSAL TIE JA. 0, JJLCAL28
 
1800 IS CALCULATED. TNe INTESRALNURSERSF YEARS IN T115 JALSELO2 
NJMBER IS ADDED TO 'BOS TO GIVE THE CURRENT RLENSAR YEA JUL LS3 
AND THE NURBER OF DAYS CONTAINED[ THE INTEGRALNUMBER JJLCAL3S 





































ORIBIRAL OUABBA . . .,.DO._ T 9ELtEGRAL-JULALO3O0_DATy f CALCULATED JUASALi_NUMBEROFMURTHS IN THIS DEHAIFM ER IS TO SITE 
aE T 
IN THIS INTEGRAL NUHBERTF MONTHS FOOM JULCILO 
TUECORHABTCALENDERMTOhJ THE NUD FO AYS ;DTAIIEO JULIL3S 
IS SUBTRACTED THE 
P S HAINA OATS TO TUE CALENAR DAY.... ALE .A --
APPROPIATECONSIDERATIONA$ DEENGIEN TO THOSE YEARS -JULCRLE3 
WHICH ARE DIVIBLE ayT_.LOs AND400. JOLCAL9 
APPROPIATECONSIDERATIONAS BEIYF.GB TUDO.±AS iJLCAL9O 





DATE RESTRICTEDTO LIE BETWEENJANUARY 1, DAD AMU DACEAEARJULBALR 






































































N 2H121= JULCAL79 




























20 IF (DJ-2415020.5)21,21,22 








GO TO 23 o 0 2 8 00  
JULAL3 
23 NY=OJ-JAL(1.,N 
22 NY=INTFI (DJ-2378A5o.SIY )  . /31 5.iE 
JULCIL4A
 TA NO=NDY JUL:AL 
JJLCL
25 DO 33 N=1.12 

JULCALUTTB IF IN-TL 31,2.,30 	 JULCALTO27 IF INT-IHOOI28,30,TA 
JJLZALA9
 
29 .(4h WIN)I' 











32 IF IN) 34,3A,33 

JUL AL0A




































CONVERTSAN ARBITRARY SET OF 6 INEPENDENT INPUTPAHTETCTSPIDA 013
 






PA 'A OD 















INPUT CONTROL NUMBER TO INDICATE TYPE OF INPUT PARNETEIRSPATA 321 




GH . THE PRODUCT OF G, THE SAUSSIAN CONSTANTSQUARED, PATI 3 
94 
MOTM.A G 00 EATM -W .. PARN024-U -fi M5S 
OUTPUT PARR 36
 
C OSCULATING T-A._". PARA 37
 ORBITALELERE 
A~ll SEMI-MAJORAXI PARA 39 
C A) ECCENTRICITY . - OIMENSIONLESS PARR 030 
4.. . 1-%- - -RAUCOU PARR-0331.A111ICIUAtJ....f 	 IN-

_-- OAR) AIGHT ASCSNONLE ASCENING NODE - RADIANS PARA 32 
C A(S) ARGUMEHtOR.PElATE .. - R4UIANS PARN 033 
R- =AMEAN ANOMALY RADIANS .......?&&A-

C PARA 33 





C PARR 038 
-C METHOD PARA 39 
- PARA 34 
C - RESTRICTION! PARR 342
 




C ACCURACY PARA 345
 




REQOIREDSUBPROGRAMS- FORTRAN 2 MONITOR PARN 04A
 
.





REQUIRED SUBPROGRAMS - OTHER 	 PARA 351
 
- 02163 .ALU -	 PUA 002t 07/22163 ALLOT 
ARN 000 
C 0303/64 ATANQ PARA 054 
07/22/60 ATANI PARN 050
 
07/1/63 BRAR) PARA 356
 
C OIO//64 BRWRZ PAR 357
 
C 03/02/64 ELWY PARN 05
 
07/22/63 RVELI PARA I5N
 




STORAGE REQUIREMENTS PARA 32
 




C TIMING PA A 05.
 








CPARA 	 PARR 001
 
PROGRAM MODIFICATIDNS PARA 375
 










D 	 D[IENSION AI(46(,AI6)ARXOI%,MUO YRA 301
 
TIMENSION UI(GOU),AGIR( PAR 002
1 



















0 	AIl)=AI11 PAM 002
 
AO -2AI{2) PARA 30
 
TO 1 1 0=0,4 PARR 4
 
O0O AINI=AIINl.3.174532925199433 P0MA 000
 




INPUT OPTION 2. AI = POSITIO AND VELOCITY VECTORS IN PARR 398
 




2 00 201 .1=,3 PAM l0
 
U R(Sh;AI(N PARA 02
 
B 700 VXI=A)1N0 PRAM 103
 
O CALLRVELZ(RX,VXAPERENH) PAMM 104
 




INPUT OPTION 2. Al = POSITIONAND VELOCITYVECTORS IN PAMA LOT
 




3 D 301 N=L3 PARR 110
 
0 RXIN)AIIN.A637B.3B PAR' 111
 
D 301 YIN)=AI03).N054716 1 PARR 117
 
U 	 CALL RVELIRXUVA,PER, CNAI PARR 113
 




INPUT OPTION 4. Al = BROUER MEAN ELEMENTS, ALL ANOLES IN OEOEESPAA 106
 
C PAA 117
4 A11O0II=RI(II 	 PARR l18 
A11UO2)AI(21 PARA 110
 
TA 401 .=3,6 PMA 17
 





CALL BANL 	 PARA.123
 
O 	 CALL BRWR212TO.O}
 
no 402 N=1,6 PARA L26
 






CARDS COLUMN 	 RDWSZ03
 
LISTS 	 RD8SZ002 






C FOR USE WITH FORTRAN 2 9OIJ9 R 04 IBM 7090. 2094. R0SZ07
 
PURPOSE 3RD9SZO9 
C CONVERTSAN ANGLE OR ARC-IN RADIANS I9TO TNE INTEGRAL RDSZDI1 
2NU9B OF LUO D GREES, NUMBER -E- RDOSZOIL 
NINUTES, AND NUNBER OF SECONDS AND DECIMALS OF A SECOND RONSZ3E2 









C INPUT RDNS Z'
 
AR ANGLE OR ARC IN RAIAN 	 80SZ319
 
-. . .R44SZ320 
AR 9UST AVAILABLE N CfLLINt POCRON IN S3UBLEPRECIS1NR34SZ321 
FORR. R9SZ322 
S ._ -.. RDNSZO23 
c OUTPUT 8DSZ12 
C IR INTEGRAL NUMBER OF REVOLUTIONSVINTHE ANILE OR ARC 8DNS32 
c I NUED ER OF DEGREES _0..2.2 RDMSZO26 
C 	 IN 99BER OF MINUTES R9SZ327
 
AS NUOBER OF SECONDS A9 DECTRALS OF A'E:0ND 8D9Z1329
 
























REQUIREDSUBPROGRAMS- OTHER ao2Sz)35 
NO3NE RDMSZ34 














2/302/64 H8. I BY S. STATEN - o-'1281 8291Z3
J'E2 LINIT OF 









O 2 	 ARIA. 29I3073212958 92911319 
D A OOFAR.6.28318537179T81 RD2E1354
 
2 I 95130823





2 10 =A8-A I59SZ3/
 
2 II IM2R1437°T47T2T87493E RD5ZD71 
2 12 82.18 829SZa37 
13 I=XABSFIINI 93)S932 
14 C2 a 3437.746T70784938 R912312 
2 11 2'S-C 9395239 
2 L6 AS-ABSFI0:4OE64.S0624T94l 9lls,,20 
o 12 I 8A-59995) 20,18.18 	 1S3S 839 









22 I0=1ASIG FII.12t 809123S5
 




25 IR'IR XSIGNFI,IR) 93952389
 




t _T5BROOjE UiBVMSO FORTRANASURCE PROGAM 
CARDSCOLUMN 
LISTA 






















FOR USE WITH FORTRAN .OADNITORON IBM 7090, 709 
- - - --......  . 
. .. .... .... 
RNSZDO37 
RMRSM02R 
C PURPOSE _-. RHMSZOO9 
CONVERTSTINE IN RADIANS(24-_ORS = 2 FI RADIANSIINTO RHSO313 
C 
C 
'I OR.AL _QliDAAI.EEaLEU LUAEE _mtBU&SL.NUaDE.EI. 
MINUTES,AND NUMBER 0 IECONDS AND DECIMALSOF A SECOND-





C CALLINSGTEENCE RHMSEDOS 
U CALL RHMSZITRIOIH.IMTS) RMSOOE NMSZOT 
INPUT 





















TIME IN RADIANS RMS.ON 
RANSZ1EO 







INTEGRALNM AuFu~tM ,-LMEDIN THE TIME RMSZD5
 























CONVERSIONIS ACCURATETO AT LEAST .EO1 SECONDS OF TIME. "IVSTll"
 




































PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS E)MSZ3i 












O 5 ID=TR/A.2831B530717986 
 RINSZ5B 









O 9 A=Tl/3.A81TI8N20548 
 INS VZ372
 





U 12 T2=I 














O 15 DA-C 
 ..SO.
 




















































--. FORTRANSUBROUTINE RV9L0'A.26 _ 
VERSION OF 07/22Lo 

FOR USE WITH FORTRAN2JIONITORON IBM 7090. 7094 
CC PURPAIE _____ ......____________"_ 
CONVERTSGEOCENTRICEUATURIAL INERTIALRECTANAOLRR 
C COORDINATESOF POSITIONADLOMPONENTS OF VELOCITY INTO 
C OSCULATINGODITALREL-EONIO ...-. 
C .
 
C CALLINGSEQUENCE . -VEL 



















- G THE PRODUCT OF-G, THE GAUSSIANCONSTANT SOURRE. 

AND M, THE MASS OF THE EARTH 

09(2) TOO -3iROCTUNIOLOR EOIY3022
 
C UNITS OF INPUT ARGUMENTSX VX 96 GM ARE ARBITRARYBUT 
- OUST DE MUTUALLYCONSISTENT. 
INPUT ORGUENTV1STBEA ILORLE IN CALLING P3OG3A9 N 



















































A:2) = ECCENTRICITY - DIMENSIONLESS RVELZ39 
A (3) INCLINATION - DANS9VCL22U9 
- = RIGHT ASCENSIONOF ASCENDING NODE R92IANS 30EL243N41 

AS) = RGUMENT OF PERIGEE - RADIANS- RVELZ2NI 





P = ANOMALISTICPERIOD RVEL234
 
RVELZ15
EN MEAN ANGULARMOTION 
 RVELZ3-6
 
UNITS OF OUTPUT ARGUMENTSAll), P AN EN dill OEPEN3UPON RVELZ347
 
THE UNIT EMPLOED FOR 9 X, AND GH. V12249
 
ALL ANGLES ARE IN RADIANS. TV 
 3ELZ41
 




















REFER TO ACCURACTTESTS IN SUBPOOGRAMURITCUP. 

INTERNALARITHMETICIS PERFORMED IN DOUBLE P3ECISI2N. 

































































































U 502 VYIN=V( V.LZ37
 




3 2=Y!I) -2+Y(2)--2 Y(3)**Z 





D 4 V2=V0Yl1;..2-vY(O. 12v3)..2 

RVELZ133
O 5 V01SARTFIV2I " V Y I ) Y ( V
 
RVELZI
2 6 RDT=Y(IE)VY(LI)Y(2) 1+1 3131 

-Y (I 'V Y 3 )  
 31212
2 7 HI1Y2).Y013Y:3 IOY(2 RV:11033
D H8 y I
EY3'YI 
 0VEL213







5712 H=SQRTF(H3.2 C2C 





o 5 A11G1R/f GMGI-RV2 





o 18 AR?1L)/R 







o 22 51=C1/H 

o 24 09=H/Cl 
-D 2 CN=-H2/C 
D 26 S0I0*0 3IRCI 
.. ... 
D 27 C=IY(ZHI-Y0ii=H2)RC1 
o 28 SE=FI/A2)







o 30 A(I)=ATUN215Ij -

D- 31 A4)=ATAN INSNCN 

D 3z U=ATANSO,CUI 

o F=AAN2IOCFI 





. 34 A6=E-A2)SE 






























SOLVES THE MATR1Y = EQUATION­
























COS 5 SIN B 










VECTOR X IN ANY UNITS 

ROTATIONANGLES A AND B IN RAIANS 
































































































































































S METHOD I3Z 35
 














tINTERNAL 1 0102 351
ARITHMETICIS P1000RE1 INOUUBLC PRECISION 

R13Z 352
REQUIRD SUBPROGRAMS- FORTRAN2 MONITO 102 350
 





z REQUIREDSUBPROGRAMS- OTHER 0100 356
 













C NO ESTIMATEAVAILABLE-,.. 
-- ....C --..












D 3 SA=S[NFA)i 

O 4 CA=COSFA) 

O.5 SR=SINFO ...... 
O A CB=COSF(B 

O 7 Z=X121-CA-X)-SA 

D 8 Y11WX1*AVXEtD._ 

O N TI2)C -BMOIISB


















C USES TAPE A3
 
C 









































READS A CARD FROM CARD REAOERCONTAININGCALENDAURSTE AND UT2 OF
 
DESIRED START AND END TIMES FIOR.CALCULATION 
F AN EPHEMERIS,AND
 
THE TIME INCREMENT OF THE EPHEHERIS IN SECONDS. ALOULATESTINE
 




WRITES CALENDAR DATE AND UT? ON TAPS 061T US.
 
INPUT FROM CALLING SEQUENCE.
 
C DJO = EPOCH JULIAN OATE AT HOURS UT?.
 
C TSEP = EPOCH UT2 IN SECONDS
 
INPUT FROM CARD READER 
C SNDS,:N.S = MONTH DAY, YEAR OF START DATE 
NMF.NDFNYF = tONTH,DAY, AND YEAR OF END DATE 
NS,NMNSTSS = HOUR, MINUTE. SECOND (UT?) JF START TIME
 
NRFNMNF,TSF HOUR' MINUTE, SECONG (UT?)OF END DATE
 




S TIME IN SECONDS FROM EPOCH T3 START TIME
 
- TIME IN SECONDS FROM EPOCH T3 END TIME
 
IT = TIME I'CAEHENT OF EPHEMERIS IN SECONDS
 
s 	 REQUIRED SUBPROGRAMS
 
- OJUL, JULCAL 37/22/60- FAP DOUBLE ENTRY PROSRAM 
.3I,O 2X,I I 
6016 FORMAT IIAIX2,H/1.M/14.?8118START DATE/IX12,1,FT.S,R, 
1 158 START TIME-UT2/IXF1Z?3,SX23H 
6315 FORMAT ZIIXIOI , .IX,11,.I,F IXN,?ISFO.,EI.l 
TIRE INCRCICNr-sE;3N3S/IXI?,
 










































































































































FORTRANSUBROUTONE 	 OF" 03 




CONVERTS ODETIC LATIEI, LONGITOOT,A00 HE OF A FE 300-

STATION ARoO0 kOSSRUTAO10AL .SPHEtOIO1ALONSA N3RAL TO VFUZ 311
 
TO SOEOII NT 00OCNTIC RECTANGUI&B,, MOIRIESOFe 070. 70
 
P7SITIOY3 TNTO ULTOF SHE &CTAWQULAR COORDINATESYSTEM VFUZ 313
 
(THEU SYSTEFI.JOSLOALEOAT TIME N090ETRECL
ENTEROF THE VFUZ 3L4
 
COMPUTATIONALSPHEROID. THE 0! AXIS IS _WARIOTCOM
O4-_A0 z-..7
 
THE ITERSECTION OF THESGEENWICH MERIDIAN09 TH VFZ 016
 
EQUATORIALPLANE. TH 0 AX-3-.OSPERPENDICULARTO THE VFU 317
 
-&TORIALPLAANAN0 IS IRECTED90070. TrJO.CILS-- . YFAU-316
 



















C 	 SC(II. q0~Tm13.LOIIOOOE=_AOIO3S 0780 37
 
SCIZ= GEODETICLONGITUDE- RADIANS VFUE 728
 








RE EQUATORIALRADIUSOF COMPUTATIONALSPHEROID F0Z 332
 
IDIOENSIONLESS)- E.G. IF FLATTENINS= 1/298.3, VFUZ 334
 
THEN F 290.3 V70 35
 VFOT 30
 
UNITS OF INPUT ARGUMENTSSC{3 AND RE ARE AlBITRARYBUT VZ 307
 
MUST BE MUTUALLYCONSISTENT. 
 VF 330
 
INPUT ARGUMENT$_JIST._AAI.ALE I0 CMLLINGPROGRAM I VU 339
 







 Di' 	 FUZ 14
 
VFUZ 344






UNITS TF OUTPUT ARGUMENTSU WILL DEPEND UP0 THE UNITS VFUZ 70T 
EMPLOYEDFOR SCO3) AND RE. - 3F. 780
 










8FER TO MATOEFATICALSESCRIPTIO8N1 SUBPR3358AARITEUP 0F0 73Z





















































































































SUBROUTINEVRRZIN,Z.EAHR VRD 003 
C ____.TZ_OO4_ 
C VERSION OF 07116/63 USD1 035 
" FORTRAN SUBROUTINE VROZ 034 
'C FOR USE MITH FORTRAN2 MONITOR ON 7090tTVA . ... L03 .8M 
c VRZ 038 
C PURPOSE UROZ 039 
CMEATSRECTAOU JSR.2n$LTL0_RD0UOESOF N TOINE TU IHUSSDZ 310 
C SPHERICALCOORDINATEODE-THEPOINT. VRDO 3T11 
C ARUZ 312 
CP__ _ _ __V______________ )3.T41 
C CALLINSSEUUENCE VROZ 314 
C D DIHENSIONZ1(3) VRE 315 
C D CALL VRDZ2,Z,E,ARI .	 - Vz 317 VRUZ 010
 
......... UVOC310
IPT ...... 	 IRC .... c~~~UU . . DNtTVi 
C 41 VRD 320
 
Z20 THE 3 RECTANGULAR COORDINATES OF POSITION VOZ 321
 
C. Z1 3 ...... .. VUDZ 322 
C VRDZ 303 
N OPTION NUMBER TO DETERMINETYPE OF SPHERICAL VDZ 306 





C= AGNITUDEOF POSITION_.ECXTOR VRD 3D
 
= ANGLAADISTANCE IN RADIANS OF VECTOR FROM l-Z2 VRDZ On
 
PLANE {EG ELESATION,DECLINATION,LATITUEl VDZ 333
 
CEUIS RESTRICTED. EHEEN AND H P4/2 RADIANSVRDZ 331
 TO L .
 
C OR BETWEEN 0 AND - PI/2 RADIANS VROZ 332
 VRDZ 3
 
N1 A 	 ANGULAR DISTANCE.INRAUIANSOF PROJECTION UP VECTO VRD2 334 
CNTOTHE I-Z2 PLANE, NEASUREDPOSITIVELYCEUNTES-VRO 335 
CLDCKHISEFRO THE z1 AXIS (E.G. RIGHT ASCENSION, VRZ 336 
LONGITUDEREASUREDPUSITIVEEAST FR9 SREEU9AH) VR3 3D! 
C N=2 A = 	ANGULAR DISTANCEIN RADIRNSOF PROJECTIONDF VECTOR USD2333 
ONTO THE 20-2 PLANE, NEASURED POSITIVELY SLBEKAISEVRZ 343 
FROOHTHE f2 AXIS (E.G. AlIHUTH MEASURED POSITIVE VRD 34 
CLOCKWISEFRON NORTHI VRD 34! 
C 3332 343 
A IS RESTRICTEDTO LIE BETAEEN 0 AND - 2 PI AUOIANSOR)! 34 
VRZ 345 
UJTPUT ARGUMENTS ARE RETURNEDTO CALLING P1331AM IN DOUBLE VUZ 346 
FOURK. VR3 34AS)! 340 
VRDZ 349 
REFERENCE VD! 353 
REFER TO MATHEMATICALOESCRIPTO3N IN SUOPR3SOA WRITEUP VDZ 351 
UNZ 352 
METHOD USD2 33 
REFER TO HATHEHATICALDESCRIPTION IN SUBPR3RAM USITEUP VOZ )54 
vDZ 355 














REQUIRED SUBPROGRANS - OTHER Vo 365
 
07/22/63 ATANZ VOZ 36
 0302 347
 
STORAGE NEQUIREMENTS V32 35
 
298 WITHOUT REQUIRED SJBPROGRANS V3Z 39
 
'THING VR 0 71 
NO ESTIMATE AVAILABL US! 372 593! 323 
C 3332 373 
I33Z 3D3
 
PROGRAM 4UDIFICATIONS V32 391
 
NU MOIFICATIA9S TO DATE VD! 330
 
Z START PROSRAM.............................. . ....VZ 35
 
2 DIOESION Z(31 	 vUz 307
 
3 R=SRIFIZ(I)*22Z(2(..2MZ(31.2( VS) 303
 
D 4 SE=Z(3)/R AN)Z 33
 
O 5 CE =SSTFIO.-SE-2() VD? 3I
 
D 6 C=RCE VSDZ 392
 GB TB 17.91. N 	 AS)! DOD 
3 7 CA=lNI)/ VDZ 34 
8 SA=(Z)/C SSDZ 305. 
GO 0O 11 VDZ 39 
D 9 SA=1Z()/C SR). 397 
D ED CAZ.2/C NVZ 398 
1 E=ATAN2F(SE,CF) VRDZ 393 
12 A=ATAN(DSA,CAI 5ROZ 133 
RETURN V5! 131 
END VDZ 132102 
* 	 FUNCTION XKEP AEEP 
_SAROS_CUEOL_
 
* 	 LISTA 
* 	 LABEL 
rUNji9Al&)EPA AM.,CM~aO& 








El 	 El + M El + ECC-SE_/L/l.A ECC.CE)) 
G : ABSFI(EI - E2) / El) . 



















* 	 LISTA 
*LABEL 
FUNCTION EXKPZOAIECCSEICEERR) 
D E = AM- I ECC. SINFIANIJ. 
NA 
D I I EI
 
N= + 
D SE SINF:EI) 
D CE COSFII) 
D El = El N (IAM- El + ECC-SEI I (I.P_-ECC-CEII 
S G ABSF((El- EU) / El) 
IFIN - 21) 2,2, 1 
A U IF2A - EAR j 5,5,1 . 
3 PRINT 4 
PRINT6,AME,E2,G,N 
4 FORMAT 36MOD CONVERGENCEIN KEPLERS EQUATION 
FORRAT (IE16.8,15 
SENSE LIGHT 2 





• 	 SUBROUTINEACE 
CARDS CELURN 







REA PROSRAM IN CORE A. MOVES AN ARRAY FRM COREN TO 
REH ESIGNATEELOCATIANSCORE A. 
ENTRY BACK
 
RACK EFT TEST FOR A OR B CORE
 
ERA ERROR ERROR- B CARE
 






ARE 0.2 ZERO I.R. U 
CAL- 3,4 FORTRANENUNESSBLOCK F'NB CORE B 
ARS 1 SHIFTTO ADDENSSPORTIA'OF MARS 
SETA ARRAY STORE. FOR REFCRENCE 
SUB ADDRI SETTINGUP TRNSFER 0 TIREE WOOS 
STA ARRAY I AT A TIME 
SU BORI x 
STA ARRAY 2 X 
CAL- 2,4 ARRAYLENGTH 
POX A.) PLACED IN 1.0. 1 
TXL SMLARY,,2 SMALL ARRAY,LENGTH EOUAL TO I OR 2 
CAL 1,4 FORTRANADOREOSBLUCK IN ORE A
 
STA STORE STOREDFoR REFERENCE
 























TXE -L,.3 MIVEDOWN THROUGHBLOEK
 
TIX RESETO,,3 REUICEBLOCKBY 3
 
TXH ARRAY3,1,2 IF 3 WORDS, SETI.R. I = 0
 




ONEBD CAL* 3, TRANSFERRINGTOTAL OF I WORD, 3R
 
AR 18 RUG R CORE
R..AINI NERFROMA I 








... SEA x_ 
STOAT iTO . *,2 X.
 
RETURNLXA STOIRl RETURN TO FORTRA
 
LDI STOINS A .- -
TEA 4,4 X 
AESAy. _ TEST ER S AR AAOFDS IS ARRAY 
TWOWDSCALT 3,4 TRANSFEATIAATOTALOF A ADADS, OR 
ARS IA REMAININGZ WORDS FROM A TO B COR 













ARRAY2 CLA ".'2 A
 




STORE ST " . A
STE *..A -0 
ERA RETURN A
 
AARRAY3AXT O, 3 WORDS, ZERO-I.R. A
 









READ SOCO WORDSI,9 


























STASH EFT TEST FOR A R B STAT
 
ERA ERROR ERROR - A CORE
 




STI ST lED A
 
A.T G, ZEROI.R. 2 
CAL L.4 FARTRAN ADDRESS BLOCK FROM 
STA ARRAY STORED FOR REFERENCE 
UB ADDRI SETTISG UP TRANSFER OF ETREE WORDS 






CAL 2,4 ARRAYLENGTH 
POX OS PLACED IN 1.A. I 
TXL SMLARY,S,A SMALL ARRAY, LENGTH EQUAL TO I OR 2 
CAL- 3,4 FORTRAN ADDRSCS LOCK TD 
ARS I SHIFT TA ADOESS PTRTIUn3F ROT 
SEA STORE STOAED FOR AEFE-ENCE 
SUB ADORI WILL BE STORING THREE LOADSAT A TIME 
STA STORESl x 
SUB ADODR X 
STA STIRERO A 















TIX ARRAY,S,3 REDUCE BLOSK BY 3
 
TEE ARRAYS,,2 IF 3 WORDS, SET I.R. S 0
 




ANED CAL I,4 TRANSFERTIN TOTAL OF S HORO, OT
 




















LD0 STUOE - -- A.. 
TEA 4,4 2. 
SULARy TXL ONEIEA TE11,], OE 1 TA -2 WORDSRN ARRAY 
_WOW C 1,4 N_0RAUR OF , WO DS.OR-.TOALU
STA ARRAYZ . .gMAENRNG 2 WORDS FROM A TO U CORE 
SUB AQURS_ 
ST4__ARACE±L 
.CLAY 3.4 .. X-
ARS U -. 








'STQ .**O*'2 X . . 
TEA RESET X 
TRA ARRAY X 
ERROR WTA 3 
TCOA - " 
TRA 4,4 
RAE RoJCO - WEDSLD ... -
WORDS AC! 9TI* SUBROUTINE STASH CANNOT BE EXECUTEDFROMA CORE 
ADDRI OCT I 
STOIND BSS S . --
STOIR BSS 1 
EN 




C USES SUBROUTINE TEREC AND GIVES OUTPUT 04
 




C EADS A ZARD FRAU CARD READER CONTA1RNG CALENDARDATY AD U2 OF
 
DESIRED START AND END TIES FOR CALCULATO OF AN EPEERIS, AND 
C THE 'E OF JHE EHENERDS RN SECONDS. CLULATES TMEIRNCREMENT 









C INPUT FROM CALLING SEQUENCE 
OJA = EPUCH JULIAN DATE AT 0 HJUES UT2. 
ISEP = EPOCAUTOIN SECONDS 
C INPUT FRO CARD READER 
C NMS.NDSNYS = MONTH. DAY. YEAR OF START DATE 
C NFNDFNYF MONTH.DAY, AND YEAR OF END DATE 
C NHS.NNSTSS = HOUR. EINUTE. SECOND lUTZ) SF START TIME 
NF NENFSF HOUR. RNUTE.SECAO UT23AD END DAE 
C D = TIME INCRYENT OF EPHEMERIS RD SECONTS 
C OUTPUT 
CS = TRUE UNSECENDSFRAUEPOCHES STAREINE 
CP = TIRE RNSECOS FRO EPOCH TO END TIME 
C OT TIRE INCREMEDT OF EPHEMERIS IN SECONDS 
C 
C REQUIREDSUBPROGRAMS 
C JUL, JALCUL 07/2260 - PAPDOURLEENET PROGRAMB 
D015 FORBAD IR2 ,AR ,DIOFT.R R .23SP7.S.FAA.D ) 
6016 FORMAT REAR!,H/UAUU/RDT70EH STARTDATE/IXI2,ID.FT.DSU. 
IH START IIME-UT/IU . .,SU2DH TIE INCREMENT-SESNDS//IAR2. 
2 AU/U2,H/UD7X9D END ATE/lX123UDIPP. ENS iRE-UT2oS 5X1 ) 
READ 601,NMS. S,,ySNHS,NMNSISSNMFNDFYFNHF, 
I NNF.TSF.DT 
ARITE OUTPUT TAPE 6016NDS,NSNYSHSNMNS,ETSS,DTE, ,NF),NYF, 
I NHF,MNFDSF
 
WRITE OUPUI TAPE 8O6,NMS.NDS,NYS,NMSNS, TSS,DINFNy.NYF,
 
INHFNRF,TSF 
PRINT 6016,NS.NES.NSUS. NSTSSDT,NY,NFDF,NYF ,3NYe,,TSF 
IF (SENSE SWITCH ,2 :) 
PRINT6016,NR NSES.UStOTNFNRN 4Y IFN-IF.NMNFTSF 





























C THEORY AND ANALYSIS OFFICE SE ... 
C ONLY CONPUTESLONGITUDE IN RAO NS -ECLIPTIC 
t- UTeSIUTLUE NAINUAR 




C OJ = JULIAN DATE ATTAilHDURSEPHEMERISTIME,
 
C ET.=EPEMEUIS TIM IN RADIANS 12A HOURS = 2 P1I._UAUUL,
 
C -- ET IS RESTRICTEDTO LIE BETWEEN 0 AND'2 PI RADIANS.
 
C OUTPET - -- _.......
 
C - GEONETRICCOUDINATES OF TUE SUN, TRUE EREINOX
 








C ASTRONOMICALPAPERS PREPAREDFOR THE USE 3F THE AMERICAN 
C EPHEMERISAND NAUTICAL ALMANAC.VOLUME IS, PERT 1 (THEORY 
C OF THE ROTATION OF THE AR-THAROUNOJTS CENTER-P MASS -
BY EGAR N. WUOLARD - PAGES 53, 64 - 66 ). 
C RESTRICTIONS
C ,OOLARD NAS USED NEACONiOSTHEORYOF THT SUN, NEGLECTING
 
ALL PERIOIC TERMS WITH COEFFICIENTSGREATEM THAN .001
 
C SECONDSOF ARC IN LONGITUDEAND LATITUDE, AND GREATER
 
C THAN 7 UNITS IN THE DTN DECIMAL 3F THE LUSARITH
 
C OF THE RADIUS VECTOR.
 














X - 3.5284469E-5 *r2
 
U CLI = 4.88UTU6934112+ 626.3319O990909T + X
 
- MEANONUMOLT VENUS-
X = 0.224687 E-4* T2 
Gl = 3.7106222 126 + 1021.32838655046"T* U 
C MEAN ANOMALY - EARTH 
X 0.2617994E-S .12 N 0.58178E-7 'EDT 

D G2 6.256583580497 A2=30 947267DAI - X
= 8 
UEAN AN04ALY - MARS 
X = 0.3156137E-5 'TO
 
D G3 S.T6 3TT839 + 334.05349190822-T XU
 




O G4 3.93889063O 1 + 52.9653676202604T
 
MEAN ANONALY - SATURN 
G5 = 3.062637351924+ 21.32009507S99-T 




D SL = 5.18000345744 M 838.69110366024-'T+ X
 
X 0.163424046E-3 'T2 + E-6 'ES 
MEAN ANOMALY - SUN
 
X = 0.261799N= E-5 'T2 + 0. 178 E-7 *T
 
SLI 6. 625301945T26,4'T - X
AS6583590497 + 

MEANARGJCNT OF LATIETUOE- MOON 
8




MEAN ELONGATIONOF UOONFROM SUN
 
U = O.U2UATE-?.TU- O.25OA4MATE-4'T2 
W06
 
D. 0 6.12152394280,± 171.V71939N,4_485 *DoO 
C LDONIUDE OF niv, OSc 06I NODE- O 
C 
W =-* 0118 - 330T57146247551mT-- X 
~II..NoOOOINN6D. ..... .

O 01 = HOOF It .6.2848530T?!5o.O G3, = OOF103 ,6,2831853071,S8) 
O 0 A=OF G5 -6,2831853079Z566)
 
D GS HOt S 6.Z83X853T1,Z9S86)






O I NODFIF ,6.Z83IO530TL79S84. 






EAS OSO03041-500 *0 0. 
EA4 =7oO.SLI-(3.0OGI4.O0G3)
 












































007 SI 4IEA6I 
044A SSL.CD 






C 45 =C45A C458
 
C75 = COSA-C4O8COO CI00.16.OCD.5CD=O.OIC4O-3.0.+O3.0-9.SOI 
EVALIUTE
ILL OOHER SINES A0 COSINES IN 1E"0SOF OOVE 
x z2.OCSLI 
Sot 0 E t*S-










S05 =SO *C G 1-C04 -SOI
 COO CO4.-CGI-S0O-SGI 























010 =001 *CIl C8O01 
CIO 'COD *Clt-50 011l 117 
S14 Sll *C11CI .5047 
S15 =501 214+CO0:S14 





















525 S2 =CG3-5284 SG3. 




















252 0x =229-1.5 
233 =CSLIC32-SSLIS32 
534 =S31 =CG4-C31 :SG 
234 =C31 CG+S31 SG4
 
535 =532 =CG4-C32 SG4
 
235 =232 =CG+532 SG4
 
536 =529 =C32+29 -532 
C36 = 2 232-529=532
 
C37 =235 .G25435 SG4
 










x =243 C4 5
 
















eso -x -s 
C0020U1 (MEAN L9b. *TABLE 8) MDUL3 2PI
 1531TJD1 3F SU 

15O C l 5SSL11 33502.-6)
 
C(2 )=S1 .:) 351.-)
2(3 )=532 *{+ 5.2-5) 
2(4 (=S53 )+ 25.5E­
2)5 (=535 .5- 21-5)
 
C2( 5, 5 14.-6)
 
2(7 (=537 5- 9.-5
 
C( )=555 5- 2.E-6)
 







C2(165S23 =1 1. E-4)C(171=525 5- 0.­
C(Ia=S6 5{- 13.E-6
 







C23 S45 5 2.2-6)
 
25= SS 5 2.1-4)
 
C(26)=531 - 1T5.E-85=T 
2125)SLI)- 25.1-05=1=2(205=55LI=(- 51.4-4)TT 
C229)=544 1.6-4)
 




2(32).5S )25335=53 5+ 04.2E_6)1.26) 
C(35)=S5 1.2-41 
1900 E(L J=C34 5* 1L6) 
108
 








Ell )=C09 It 7.L-Al
 
EI6 =C13 If 4.E-6)
 
El7 ]=C11 *1- I1E-6
 
E(3h 2l (0 LI.E-6
 














E[I7)=CU3 'It I.E-6l 
E1 )=C21 31 oE)
 
E{6=23 :+EE-6)























1940 EEC = TC8EIII
 
- TAB8 = TES +TEEC
 





























G .0 10 . .
 






12 2 1.5333914 
6 IF IY) l1'I5,4
1A IF II) 14,17,14
 
16 IF 11) IB,19,18
 




1B 0 = 3.1415927
 






14 IF ACEUJLRTOR 3VERFLOW30,30
 
30 IF.JOIEE.... ELO,, 31,31
 






5 = AA'F iX 
















































































* _ CCOUNT.$ _mON 



















MACHINEIS IN 65K - N D 
B32 OCT D04o0o0o0ERA 
1,4 
110 




FOR MAIN PROGRAM ONE
 
111 









33333 640114 2157 00000 +00000000+00
 




90.0 0.0 178. 25.
 
EOMNUT -75 00 0.000 +40 00 0:000 0.0
 
CMAND-068 40 00.000 +44 54 0OO 38.
 
cERRIL -05 10 29.0 +50 02 50.0 350.0
 
cERRER +10 00 00+000+51 00 000 50.
 
CRRTEL +13 36 5.000 +41 58 40.000 2160.6
 
CORRIR -43 22 7.000 -22 57 9.000 0.0
 
CeMNUT -75 00 0000 +40 00 0.000 0.0
 
CORANO-068 40 00.000 +44 54 00.000 38.
 
CR8HHIL-05 10 29.0 +50 02 5800 
 350.0
 
CRMNUT -75 00 0.000 +40.00 0.000 0.0
 
CRAND -048 40 00.000 +44 54 00.000 3R
 
CRHHIL -05 10 29.0 *50 02 58.0 350.0
 
112 
APPENDIX VIII (PART B)
 








RELAY 2 12 STATIONTEAT 
RELAY 2 lI STiTION TES 
FEET PER NAUTICALMI-E
5.07999900E03 




3 90 6070 05 ON

297.0 
 KM. CXED/SECONDS SUAEA -.-











EPOCH 65 1 IA 7_0.
 
A E 1 A OEGA THETA
 
1.7470063E00 2.365q5E1 A.11095E1-0 6.2823296000 3.2627117E00 3tN0SSER550 
" N 12..) 5 (3.)
 
RN IS4 -1570 _ 0.

DRAG EFFECTS - 10.0) 
LOO ANGLE CALCULATIONS- START AND END TIEN
 
1151-9-A START DATE 




I-S6I9SA END DATE 
C0 0 0. END TIN-UT2 
LOCAL STATIONPREDICTISN CON --

STATION LONGITUDE LATITUAC_ _EIATSSEPERS
 
CRONET -7E 0 0. 00 0 0. 0.
 
COAID E D 0o. 4 0:. 
 38.0
 
Co..IL -9 50 29000 50 2 G8.000 "30.2
 
COAAER 10 -0 0. .0 0 0. 50.00
 
COMTEL 13 36 5.000 41 SR 1.300 2168.60
 
CORI -3 CC 7.000 -22 57 9.000 0.
 
COANUT -7 0 0. 40 0 0.0
 
AOMANO -AS A0 0. A5N0. 38.30
 
- 9 00 050.30
 
CONUT -7 0 0. 40 o 0: 0.
 
CORACO -6 40 0. 

CORCIL 10 2 .000 C 30.000 
4 5 A . 38.30
 






N0 STATION ARINT oUET -­
0 AGREOS
ELEVATION IS LESS RHSS 
0 AND LESS THAN 5 DCGREES
 
O IS ERINRED I TOE ALEVATIONIS GREAEER 

15 3010NT0 IFTRR ELEVATIONIN GREATERTHANOR ERUAL TO 
TEAN OR EUAL 0 GAND ESTIAN 10 -.EG 
A IS PRINTED IF THE ELEVATIONIS GREATER TA 00 EQUAL TO 10 NESREEN
 
A T IS PRINTED OF RNG IN NOEAEERTHAN 0.50300000 0NAUTICA- MILES
 
ARE
SPIN AXIS 301RDINAT-S 









MUTUAL VISIBILITYOF 33333 FOR THE FOLLOW14GSTATOS
 0A0000,0OOY 0,00,006

A. NUT AND MIL - TEL IO F A- .1*. NUT AND HIL
 
P 0"
E0 0 0 A 072 0A0 * 07A A era * 
o I 071 A 075 A o7 A 07S A 071 A 0 A 
20 4 07 A 079 A 075A 079 A 07 A 079 A 
20 6 070 A 083 A 07 0 0,003 A 
Io 8 03 A Ol A OB 0 087 A 003 * 087 A
 
2000 OS A 093 A 00 A093 08 A 093 A
 
202 090 A 0990 A 990 09A A 099 A
 
201 10 A 106 A 1. S 10 A 0 4 S
s100 A 106 A 114 5
 
ot lo 0 A 11r A 119 S IOO A 01 . 009 5 000 A I A 19 S
 
200 10 A 123 A 120 S 16 A 023 A rOA 5 10 A ,23 A 124 5 
20D 020 132 A r3' 5 123 A 132 A 131 S 123 A 132 A 131f5 
I02 I102 139 A 137 S 0 0 0 9 0 370 128 A 139 A 137 5 
200 101 A 102 A I.. s 30 A 002 0005 131A I0'A 0* 0 
202 132 A 143 A S 5 132 AjIS -3 1 5 ... A IC A 0500 
020 t31 A 141 A rO S 131A t.10. 5 A I0 A 10 50* 1 
1030 1 A I37 005 2 A I 037 A I S5 I A 137 A 00 5 
0032 20 9 030 9 T77 1 087 5 000 9 133 9 177 5 12 9 133 9 177 5 


























LOCAL STATION PREDICTIONS 
SUN LIGHT HISTORY 
RELAY 2 12 STATIO4 TEST
 
.079999900 OS FET P0 NOOTOCAL t-= 
537a,8 EOUATORIA4RADIUS O0 EARTH IN KK
 






















DRAG OFFOOFO 0 00.00 0C 00.0 N 00.00 
LOOK ANGLE CALCULAT10NS - START AND EID TIMES
 
1-119 A START DATE
 
"09.000 TIME INC-E005-SC.0 . 
I1111964 CO 0AT­




LOCAL STATION PNAOICTIONNAND SATELLITEWOOL) (AN 009 33333
 
RNE A I. AL.A. SAC LkOANLA?. LONG. HMIGHT 
YVT006 HHNM STA. 1081 -- ­ -_ECN -­






66.0 -HA6.? 4863.8 N 
COMNUT 6809.0 29-.1 29.8 68.9 
COMAND 066.0 289.3 06.2 7..9 
COMNOT 6619.0 295a1 29s. 68.9 
COHAND 864.6 2S9.3 26.2 72.9 
H4 115 20 2 CANNUT 
COANA 
6166.2 295.8 33.9 
602.8 2B8.6 30.1 
71.9 
70.0 
46.4 -112.1 490.3 N 
COANNUT 6166.2 295.8 33.9 71.9 
COMAND 6402.8280.6 30.1 76.0 
CAOqNGT 6100.2 295.8 





6G 115 20 4 COMNUT 5715.0236.536.0 6. -1972-..5 N 
CAOANO :9461:3207.93.6 7. 
CONUT 5716.0 296.5 38.0 75.2 
COAND 59G1.3 287.5 3_6 79.5 
COOGOT 757130 296.3 3N.6 I3.2 
CONAL 590.1.3 2A7.5 36.6 79.5 
00 IN 20 6 CANOT 
COMAND 
2070.0- 9.3939 
548.4 286.0 39.3 
-' F9. 
63.6 
1i.N -102."2 0398.90 
CONGT 5270.4 297.3 63.9 -79.0 
CONoG 5084.0 2a6.0 39.3 
CO-NUT 5270.0 297.3 43.9 




00 2IN 20 8 COMNUT A839.1298.4 50.0 DO.. -0.2 -97.0 .17..3B 
COAND 5038.4 283.9 44.8 8.0 
CAA.UT 839.1 298.4 50.0 83 G 
CANANA 0030.0 2A3.9 06.8 8.0 
CO0806 GOA9.I 290.0 50.0 6.6 
comAAC 5038.0 283.9 N4.6 83.0 




6A1.7 280.5 51.1 
S8. 
93.3 
N- -98.7 3999.N N 
SUNLIGHTHISTORY0F 3333 
AOTLLITE WILL SE IN SUNLGHT AT LL TIOCS E0EP HEN IT WILL 
ENTER SHADOW AT AND LEAVE SHA0 AT 
yyAAOO.... YYOD HH3 6URT0 (N) PERCENT IN SUNLIGHT 








WORLD MAP AND BAR GRAPHS 
"SUVT PES. D'RUITILCCHPUTINCSYSTEI 
LA-
EY TEST 12 STATIDES
 
AUR'SUEOUTINE
-O.E-09 TOLERANCE REQUIREDFUR-R 

637838B EQUATORIAL RADIUS OF EARS-IK
 
2970 INVeRSE CF FLATTENING -

3.98626876E 05 R EKM.CUED/SECUNDS SQUARED)
 
- FARNCNICTOF EARTHS,GRAVIIATINAL PETENTIAI 
1.082U90E-US J 2 




ERCUHER ARRONICSCONUEEFAOR J2,J3,J4 ND J5 
2.201D180E 4 K2 (KILDYETERSSQUARED) 
5995123E 5 K 3 (ILCPETERS CUBED) 
.,31T72552E KS EKILOEPERS FOURTH POWER)
09 

2.4T490354 E US (KILOPETeRSFIFTH POWER)
 
1/1411964 . FPRCH CAIE OF PARAMETERS
 






BROUER PEA ELEUENTS 







U.). USC. USDE -2DGREES
 2ID.A2AASS 

I6.3A66A8 IC. CF TRIGEE-AEGREES
 
359.9"9A66 MAN ANOALY -DEGREES
 




20 0 U STARI TIPA-LT
 




20 U U. ENC DIPE-AUR
 
LEER 4UCLACtLCLLARCADS- STARE DUD AND SIMRS 
1/15/196 START CS)A
 
















1E14/196 EPCC DATE OF PARAMETERS -. 
21 57 -0. EFCCF TIF OF PARAMETERS-UT2 
PCSITICNANT VELCCITY VECTORS- GEOCENTRICEQUATORIAL INERTIAL 
5996.TOSI 01 - RILONETERS O,54013103 Nl - VANSUARDUNITS 
56 A.321 02 KILOETERS 0.400998S X VANSTARDUNITS 
-682.69296 X3 KILDETERS _0.10703221 X3 VANRUARD UNITS 
-4.02792885 V0 - KPSOC -O.SE951149 VX1 - VANUARD UNITS" 
3.G0G0737E V/ BKP/SEC 0.43085013 AX2 - VANUARD UNITS 
-5.4896403E OX KM iSEC -. G694108 VX3 VANrUARDUNITS 
8507.6554 A -RILOMETERS 1,33302532 R - VANGUARD UNITS 
7.6132582 V KYSEC 0.56303G49 U - VANYUARDUNITS 
IRENCATIEN FACT/RS USEE IN COMPUTING DROLhER
 
MEAN ELEFENTS FPEP OSCULATINC ELEMENTS
 




S.OEA6 R.. ASC. NODE - DEGREES
 
5.0E-06 ARC. OF PERIGEE DEGREES
 







11150.OM/N 1I143.04G SEMI-MAJORAXIS - KILCMETERS 
0.2378421 0.236835 ECCENTRICITY 
UA.50 1" 6.N.?536 INCLINATION - DEGREES 
/o0.6L L 2 2 AS626875 R.A. ASC. NODE - DEGREES 
186.266777 IT6.36640 ARE. OF PE1RGEE - DEGREES 





110.726969 EAN MOTION -DEGREES/HOLR
 
-E.0514296 OTTED OF NODE - DGREES/EAY
 




DATE UNIVRtDL TIRE GEODETIC COORDINATES
 
FO/OYIYR 0 I SEC. LATITUDE-DMS LTNGI[TbT-DUSREIGT-M.
 
E/15/64 20 C D.COY AS 58 3.44 -116 41 9.76 463.764 
1/15/64 ZO I C.COC A 03 44.IS -112 3 29.31 4694.303 
1/15/ 2C A O.OO 6 35 36.7 -107 12 31.30 4522 4A7 
1/15/6/ 2O / C.CDC SE 32 S.09 -100AG /1.52 4D4D.900 
I11S/ 0 D.COO AR 11 43.00 - AS 5e3.1 4174.323 
I/ES6 2T I .CCC AS 33 11.06 -91 43 48.92 3999.537 
1/1/AG4 2 11 .CCU AG 35 30.15 -06 26 5.46 385.429 
1/15/6 20 14 C.CCC A3 17 S7.1 -R 9 58.17 3652.7 
I/15/64 20 16 O.CSC N1 00 12.04 -TS SD 33.40 3483./59 
II1516 20 1e C.EOO 6 SR 25.GC 3317.31SN A2 15.15 0 

A/I/A64 20 2C O.CDC 31 24 /3.07 -6 55 /0.4 3156.70
 
1/15/6 2C 2 R.C0G 55 NO14.74 -61 EU49.0 300.A60
 
1/15/64 20 C.TC 31 51 33.51 -5. 40 58.13 /8SA.35G
 
1/15/4 20 2 C.Cc 21 31 40.1/ -52 17 45.57 2719.40
 
115/64 20 /E C.CC S 5 43.I0 -4 S 30./6 /590.492
 
1/1516 C C C.CCC 26 9.20 -44 0 15.90 279.878
 
1/1/64 Z 32 S.COC 13 25 43.CC -4. 0 36.ST /30 . 8 
1/15/AG /C OR C3 1322 18.25 -36 13 2.11 2295.473 
1/1/A 64 /0 3.CO G A O.61 32 26 51.37 2227.S56 
1/1564 20 3T D.C.0 4 A6 7.11 -2 43 AA.A/ 117A.462 
1/5/64 20 4E C.CC C 16 S.CS -/ 5 26.26 2143.D83 
1/15 4 GE S.C/s -S 12 3C.30 -21 I6 23.33 2130.034 
1/15/64 C AR O.COO -R 39 57.52 -17 29 9.25 2135.135 
1/E5/6 20 4f 0.CDC -13 3 31.00 -13 36 42.88 2159.00 
1/15/64 /0 4 0.70 -17 2C 2.E8 -A 37 2.52 2201.503 
1/1564 /5 SC C.CS( -1 2e 5.68 -5 28 8.20 2261.6AN 
1/15/A6 20 52 0.00) -15 23 45.50 -1 0 5.7B 2338.718 
1/15/64 2 54A.C1 -2 4 58.2T 3 24 47.24 2G3.4413 
1115/ 4 20 5 S.ECJ -7/ 2 23.01 A 11 50.97 /530.579 
I/1I64 2C 5E C.CO -35 34 51.7 1 1G 2.16 /658.705 
i115/ 21 C R.COo -Y 19 27.46 10 31 21.17 2790.355 
1/15/64 1 2 .C00 -G 37 .S6 24 2 5D.9 2932.042 
1/A5/6 21 A 0.10 -2 AC 11.25 29 46 56.24 3082.288 
1/ES64 21 C5.,05 -AG 14 25.O 35 40 4.06 3239.665 
119 
1/15/64 21 0 0.000 . -45 24.l4l.0... 4 __38 919J.9 3402.803
 
1/15/64 21 0.005 A..6.--0..3_ 3570.416
10 -46.1 10.24. ..
 
1/15/64 21 0.000 32. 2.1205..4
'coo-. -46 -a 32488101
 
1/15/64 21 14 0.000 -46 3452..9..L----- 32-. 39143,55
 
It -401 ... . 3A .4T.516
 
1/15/64 21 10 000 o5.0.3.t...t02.1O. - 462.2.03L
 
1/15/64 21 2 0 0 

1115/64 21 O.0O L19 ___A. z  -  
-44 52..9..14 
.74.4552.23...3 U507.6 4601.2401/15/64 21 210 0.0C00 -43 ? 26.90 36,198 
1/15/64 21 24 0.000 --42 40.20.....0fO20.53. 47179.653
 
1/15/64 21 20 0.000 41j19 43,.13-8....0. 23 34.53 4347.410
 
1/15/64 21 20 0.000 -34 52,.23.,91--. .90 508 20.69 5111.9??
 
1/15/64 21 3 B000 -38 19 36.1... 94 1 -6.06 5072.871
 
1/15164 21 31 0.000 -36 4233. 8--_ 97 18 16.56 5429.663
 
1/15/64 21 34 0.000 -35 2 02.0_ 100 6 18.94 5S81.974
 




LCAL STTICN AOO T-Oi5.f0---- ...... -

STATIO LONEITUCE LATITUDE. ._..06.000L1001105I. 
000000 -75 1 0. 40 C 0. ... 0-
CO005 -68 41 0. 41 54 0. ..... - .. O 
OP401 -5 1c 24.Ccc 50 2 50.000 350.90 
£OPSE0 10 0 0. 50 0 0. .. 50 00 
COrTEE 13 26 4L 5E 41.CC0 2160.6C5.000 l 
000000 3 3.000 5 9.00 . 0.O22 -2 
00040N 3I C0 40 0 0. .. 0 
COMAN- -60 40 0. 44 54 0. .. 30.0O 
COPHIL -5 10 29.000 SC 2 58.000, . 350 .3 
00091 -75 0 0. 0 I 0: 0. 
000000 -60 40 0. 44 54 0. 30.00 
COHIL -5IC 2.0G0 50 2 58.0C0 . - 350.00 
NO STATICh PRINT 0UT IF -­
0 DG00
 . 100001 IS LOSS /04 





OR LeSS AN 0. DGREES
 
3. RADAR AGLE 00 CREATER 10A 560C 











0O/DY/YR H 0 SEC. NUT AND IL GER TEL RI WI0 AND HIL NUT AND IL
 
0/15/64 C0 A .0 C
 




1/15/64 10 4 C.000
 
1/15/64 10 0 C.0C
 
1/15/64 10 10 C.0CO
 
1/15/64 11 542 0.0070060 Ii 
115164 11 56 :.011 
0/15/64 LL 5 0.00?
 
1/15/64 02 0 0.C
 




1/05/64 12 6 J0.GO
 
1/15/64 12 0 1.0CO
 
1/15/64 12 1a C.000
 





1/15/64 02 16 0.C00 .
 
1/15/64 12 1 C.CO
 
1/15/64 12 20 ^:0.0
 
0/15164 12 22 . C
 . 
1/15/64 12 24 0.000
 
1/15/64 12 36 .0IG
 
120 
15/64 12 3. 00 
1115164 12 40 0.000 . 
1115164 12 42 0.000 . . 
1/15/64 12 44 C.Go . - l 
1/15/64 12 46 C.00 
1/15/04 12 48 0.000 
1/15/64 12 50 C.000 
1/15/64 12 52 0.000 -
LOCAL ST0TIC0 PRECICTICNS 
DATE UNIVEASAL TIME 
$O/Dy/YR V M SEC. NO 4ND HI ll.TEL RIO MITT AND " L NUT ANDo HIL 
1/15/64 12 56 O.OCO . 
1/15/64 12 58 0.014 . * 
8/15/64 
1/05/64 
13 0 0.00 
13 2 C. 0 
. . .0 
I15/64 13 4 .0 
1/15/64 
115/64 13 13 60 1.C0O0.000 
1/15/64 13 10 1.00 
1/15/64 13 1 0.00 
1/15/64 13 04 C.000 
115/64 13 16 0.00.. 
1115/641/15/641/15/64 
13 2012 2013 22 
C.0C01.0101.10 . 
1/15/64 13 24 0.011 
1'5164 T3 20 1CO 
1/15/64 13 20 C.000 
1/15/64 03 30 1.011 
0/15/64 13 32 C.C0 
1/15/6 0 3 34 0.oC0 
1/15/64 13 36 0 .000 
1/15/64 15 48 .OCO 
1/15/64 15 4 C.010 
1/05/64 15 "0.0 10 
8/15/64 15 52 1C.10 
1/15/64 15 0 '.O1 
1/15164 15 56 01.CCO 
1/15/64 15 080 60 1 
1/15/64 16 0 L.010 * 
1/15/64 16 2 1. CO 
1/15164 16 4 2.CCO 
1/10/64 16 6 1.1o . 
1/15864 16 1 .C115 
0/1/60 1 6 p0 c.1 . . 
1/15/64 16 162 C.C1 . * 
1/15164 16 1:4 I0 .O 






H5.1DySYR H- M 
1115/64 10 0 
1/15/64 10 2 

/15/64 10 4 

1/15/64 10 6 






























1/15/64 10 10 CSHTEL 

1115/64 11 52 COMRIC 

1/15/64 11 54 C086C 

1/15/64 11 56 CCMRIC 

1/15/64 11 58 C0R00 

1/15/64 12 0 CORIC 

1/15/64 12 2 600MRI 

1/15/64 12 4 CORI 

1/15/64 12 6 C0RIC 










LOCAL STATION PREDICTIONS 
RANGE, AL-.L_ .646R 
1KM (O 1a-EGL0ANGLE1DEG) 
6356.7 ijg.. 62.6 -040SA 









6214.4 13. S .87.9
 
6141.3 193.8 -65, .- -79.0
 
5931.2 246.3_77.3._ 72.3
62144 138.2.. . 87.9. 
6214_4 138.5 62.6. 87.9 
5931.5 l82.7 6.4. 82.6 
5736.5 248.2 62.7. 25.9 
5743.3 167.9 70.3 86*6
 
5565.1 261.2 08.4 79.0
 
5420.3 55.9 85.4 84.0
 








16173.0 252.3 6.4 47.4
 
12128.8 254.5 8.2 44.7
 
10092.0 257.5 9.9 42.0 
10062.2 260.2 11.5 39.5
 
10038.9 262.9 13.0 37.0
 
11465.3 201.0 0.1 71.4
 
10021.6265.7 14.3 3.6 
11465.3 201. 0.1 71.4 







URBAN EMPLOYMENT MULTIPLIERS AND THEIR 




St. Louis, Missouri 
June 1965 
